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INTRODUCTION

This book is for my fellow teachers, and for future
teachers, of history and social studies. In it I assume we
agree on three things. First, that teaching about

democracy and its adventures is one of our most important
tasks. Second, that teaching it well is difficult to do. Third, that
one of our greatest obstacles to doing so is the weakness of our
textbooks.

Most of this teacher-to-teacher conversation, then, is a
critical review of five much-adopted textbooks in world history,
comprising the first half of a larger study. The second half, to be
published later, will review textbooks in United States history
and American government I do not offer here a comprehensive
review of style or scholarship, but a response to a single ques-
tion: How helpful is each text in teaching the essential ideas and
institutions of democracy, its development over time, and its
present condition at home and elsewhere in the world?

I hope these pages will help you evaluate, and take an active
part in choosing, books for your own schools. I hope you will
gain usefi'l suggestions for making up syllabi and lessons, as
well as for adapting texts and materials to your own teaching
goals in your own ways. This is not a text or a manual, but a set
of reflections in which I hope you will find interesting and effec-
tive ways to develop in your students the historical perspective
and political sophistication upon which any seif governing society
must depend.

This book is also for others who play a part in educating citi-
zens: publishers, text authors, state and local school board
members, principals and supervisors, college faculty members
who prepare future teachers, parents, and students. All of us 111

9
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have a stake in the outcome of debates now raging over the
quality, and equality, of American education in general and of
education for citizenship in particular.

What are these debates? How might they affect our work?
We can hadly start in mid-air, leaping to the matter of text-
books, without facing up to a number of larger, prior questions:

Why be concerned about the quality of education for
democracy?

What is wrong that has to be remedied?

What do citizens need to know?

What sort of curriculum would help them learn it?

How might teaching conditions need to change to promote such
learning?

Nowhere are these issues better addressed than in Education
for Democracy: A Statement of Principles. Issued in spring 1987, it
serves as the guiding charter for the many-faceted Education for
Democracy project, sponsored by the American Federation of
Teachers, the Educational Excellence Network, and Freedom
House. This study of textbooks is one of the project's first ef-
forts, and Chapter I comprises the statement in its entirety.

Chapters II and III open up other, more controversial, ques-
tions and argue for a number of answers sharply contrary to pre-
vailing orthodoxies in American education, especially in the
social oudieG. These questions include the following:

Is there a common core of knowledge worthy to be required of
all?

What is the use and place of history in it?

Does studying history make better citizens?

What kind of history should be stre-sed in Ike schools?

Is "global education" the answer?

Can we make time for world history?

What about the study of Western Civilization?

Readers may, if they choose, skip over the arguments of the
fist three chapters. I hope they do not, for no critique of text-
books can make much sense on its own, without some prior
responses to all of these questions. I do not ask that readers
agree with me on each point, but I do ask that they recognize
each question as unavoidable and then go on to wrestle with
each, as they reflect on the pages that follow.

For the chance to voice these views about the teaching of
history, I am indebted to the Education for Democracy project,

10
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and to the U.S. Department of Education, the California Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, and various private foundations for
their financial support. I am especially grateful to Liz Mc Pike
and Ruth Wattenberg of the American Federation of Teachers
for bravely inviting me to undertake this work.

I could not possibly acknowledge all those colleagues and
students from whose ideas and criticisms I have profited over
the years. But over the recent past I could not have done
without the insights and encouragement of Diane Ravitch, who
chaired an advisory committee of readers for this manuscript.
Neither she nor they should bear responsibility for the lapses I
may persist in. And these have been further reduced by my
good fortune in having Ruth Wattenberg and Diane Aiken as
critically attentive editors, deserving very special thanks.
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EDUCATION FOR
DEMOCRACY

As the bicentennial for our Constitution approaches, we
call for a special effort to raise the level of education
for democratic citizenship. Given the complexities of

our own society, of the rest of the world, and of the choices we
confront, the need is self-evident and improvement is long past
due.

As the years pass, we become an increasingly diverse peo-
ple, drawn from many racial, national, linguistic, and religious
origins. Our cultural heritage as Americans is as diverse as we
are, with multiple sources of vitality and pride. But our political
heritage is onethe vision of a common life in liberty, justice,
and equality as expressed in the Declaration of Independence
and the Constitution two centuries ago.

To protect that vision, Thomas Jefferson prescribed a
general education not just for the few but for all citizens, "to
enable every man to judge for himself what will secure or en-
danger his freedom." A generation later, Alexis de Tocqueville
reminded us that our first duty was to "educate democracy."
He believed that all politics were but the playing out of the "no-
tions and sentiments dominant in a people." These, he said, are
the "real causes of all the rest." Ideasgood and badhave
their consequences in every sphere of a nation's life.

We cite de Tocqueville's appeal with a sense of urgency, for
we fear that many young Americans are growing up without the
education needed to develop a solid commitment to those "no-
tions and sentiments" essential to a democratic form of govern-
ment. Although all the institutions that shape our private and
public livesfamily, church, school, government, mediashare
the responsibility for encouraging democratic values in our chil-

13
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dren, our focus here is on the nation's schools, and their teach-
ing of the social studies and humanities.

In singling out the schools, we do not suggest that there was
ever a golden age of education for citizenship, somehow lost in
recent years. It is reported that in 1943that patriotic era
fewer than half of surveyed college freshman could name four
points in the Bill of Rights. Our purpose here is not to argue
over the past, but only to ask that everyone with a role in school-
ing now join to work for decisive improvement.

Our call for schools to purposely impart to their students the
learning necessary for an informed, reasoned allegiance to the
ideals of a free society rests on three convictions:

First, that democracy is the worthiest form of human gover-
nance ever conceived.

Second, that we cannot take its survival or its spreador its
perfection in practicefor granted. Indeed, we believe that the
great central drama of modern history has been and continues to
be the struggle to establish, preserve, and extend democracy
at home and abroad. We know that very much still needs doing
to achieve justice and civility in our own society. Abroad, we
note that, according to the Freedom House survey of political
rights and civil liberties, only one-third of the world's people live
under conditions that can be described as free.

Third, we are convinced that democracy's survival depends
upon our transmitting to each new generation the political vision
of liberty and equality that unites us as Americansand a deep
loyalty to the political institutions our founders put together to
fulfill that vision. As Jack Beatty reminded us in a New Republic
article one Fourth of July, ours is a patriotism "not of blood and
soil but of values, and those values are liberal and humane."1

Such values are neither revealed truths nor natural. habits.
There is no evidence that we are born with them. Devotion to
human dignity and freedom, to equal rights, to social and
economic justice, to the rule of law, to civility and truth, to
tolerance of diversity, to mutual assistance, to personal and civic
responsibility, to self-restraint and self-respectall these must be
taught and learned and practiced. They cannot be taken for
granted, or regarded as merely one set of options, against which
any other may be accepted as equally worthy.

WHY WE ARE CONCERNED
Are the ideas and institutionsand above all the worthof

democracy adequately conveyed in American schools? Do our
graduates come out of school possessing the mature political
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judgment Jefferson hoped for, an ability to decide for them-
selves "what will secure or endanger" their freedom? Do they
know of democracy's short and troubled tenure in human
history? Do they comprehend its vulnerabilities? Do they recog-
nize and accept their responsibility for preserving and extending
their political inheritance?

No systematic study exists to answer these questions. We
lack adequate information on students' knowledge, beliefs and
enthusiasms. There has been little examination of school text-
books and supplementary materials, of state and district re-
quirements in history and social studies, or of what takes place
in everyday school practice. A study of how high school history
and government textbooks convey the principles of democracy
is under way, and we hope that several other studies will be
launched soon.

Meanwhile, the evidence we do havealthough fragmen-
tary and often anecdotalis not encouraging. We know,

for instance, of the significant decline over several decades in
the amount of time devoted to historical studies in Americas
schools, even in the college preparatory track; today, fewer than
20 states require students to take more than a year of history in
order to graduate. We know that, as a result, many students are
unaware of prominent people and seminal ideas and events that
have shaped our past and created our present. A recent study
shows that a majority of high school seniors do not know what
the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision was about.2 Nor
could majorities identify Winston Churchill or Joseph Stalin.
Without knowledge of our own struggle for civil rights, how
much can students understand of democracy's needs at home
what it has taken and will still take to extend it? And what can
they know of democracy's capacity to respond to problems and
to reform:' In ignorance of the Second World War and its after-
math, how much can they grasp of the cost and necessity of
defending democracy in the world? Having never debated and
discussed how the world came to be as it is, the democratic citi-
zen will not know what is worth defending, what should be
changed, and which imposed orthodoxies must be resisted.

We are concerned also that among some educators (as
among some in the country at large), ther appears a certain
lack of confidence in our own liberal, democratic values, an
unwillingness to draw normative distinctions between them and
the ideas of non-democratic regimes. Any number of popular
curriculum materials deprecate the open preference for liberal
democratic values as "ethnocentric." One widely distributed
teaching guide on human rights accords equal significance to
freedom of speech, the right to vote, and the guarantee of due

... a majority of
high school

seniors do not
know what the
1954 Brown vs.

Board of
Education decision

was about.
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Orwellian self-
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words had no

meaning.

process on the one hand, with the "right" to take vacations on
the other.3

In the rush to present all cultures in a positive light, the
unpleasant realities of some regimes are ignored, as when this
guide talks of the high value accorded the right to strike by
governments in Eastern Europe (a notion that would surely be
disputed by the supporters of Solidarnosc). Or as another
guidefinanced by the U.S. Department of Educationlauds
the Cuban government's commitment to women's rights, noting
with approval that men who refuse to share equally in household
responsibilities can be penalized with "re-education or assign-
ment to farm work."4

This insistence urn maintaining neutrality among compet-
ing values, this tendency to present political systems as not bet-
ter or worse but only different, is illustrated by this test question
designed by the National Assessment of Educational Progress
and administered in the 1981-82 school year to students aged 9,
13, and 17:

Maria and Ming are friends. Ming's parents were born in
China and have lived in the United States for 20 years.

"People have .3 freedom in China," Maria insists. "There
is only one party in the election and the newspapers are run
I-, the government."

"People in China do have freedom," Ming insists. "No one
goes hungry. Everyone has an opportunity to work and med-
ical care is free. Can there be greater freedom than that?"

What is t' best conclusion to draw from this debate?

A. Ming does not understand the meaning of freedom.
B. Maria and Ming differ in their opinions of the meaning of

freedom.
C. There is freedoin in the U.S. but not in China.
D People have greater freedom in China than in the U.S.

According to NAEP, choice B"Maria and Ming differ in
their opinions of the meaning of freedom"is correct. The
test's framers explained in a 1983 report surn:narizing the
survey's findings that students choosing answer B "correctly
indicated that the concept of freedom can mean different things
to different people in different circumstances." And, of course,
in the most narrow, literal sense, B is correct.

Around the world, people and governments do apply differ-
ent me,-...:inLis to the word "freedom. Some states that deny
freedom of religion, speech, and conscienc: nonetheless define
themselves as free. But we need not accept their Orwellian self -

P definitions as if words had no meaning. Were we to use Ming's
16
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definition of freedoma job, medical care, and ample food
many of history's slaves and today's prisoners would have to be
called "free"! To offer such a definition, and to leave it at that,
without elaborationas NAEP has doneis grossly to mislead
students about history, abou4 politics, and above all, about
human rights. In fact, the "rights" to food and work and medi-
cal care, when separated from the rights to free speech, a free
press, and free elections, are not rights at all. They are rewards
from the government that are easily bestowed and just as easily
betrayed.

We are rightly accustomed to honest scrutiny of our own
faults, and so it is all the more inexplicable when educa-

tional materials sidestep or whitewash violations of human rights
and pervasive injustice in other lands. Students need an honest,
rigorous education that allows them to penetrate Orwellian
rhetoric and accurately compare the claims and realities of our
own society and those of others. Such a goal is compromised
when the drawing of normative distinctions and values is
frowned upon as a failure of objectivity, on the premise that all
values are arbitrary, arising from personal taste or conditioning,
without cognitive or rational bases. They are not to be ranked or
ordered, the argument runs, only "clarified"; so the teacher
must strive to be "value-free." But such a formulation confuses
objectivity with neutrality. It is hardly necessary to be neutral in
regard to freedom over bondage, or the rule of law over the rule
of the mob, or fair wages over exploitatior. in order to describe
objectively the differences among them, or among their human
consequences.

What of Nazi values and their consequences? To grasp the
human c)ndition in the 20th century objectively, we need to
understand the problems of German society that pushed so
many to join the Nazis and to acquiesce in their crimes. But to
"understand" is not to forgive, or to trivialize, those crimes. Or
to teach, in Richard Hunt's phrase, "no-fault, guilt-free
history," where nobody is to blame for anything and fixing
responsibility is disallowed.

Finally, no discussion of the discomfort that some feel in
teaching children to cherish democracy can fail to mention that
some may be indifferent to, or even alienated from, American
democracy, out of disillusion over its failings in practice. The
postwar confidence in the American way of life was undermined
by the political upheavals of the 1960s and early 1970s. First,
America had its long-overdue reckoning with the historic na-
tional shame of racial discrimination. Then the country found
itself mired in the Vietnam War, and was further shocked and
disheartened by assassinations and the events of Watergate. As

17
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we struggled to confront our failings and correct our flaws, legi-
timate self-criticism turned at times into an industry of blame.
The United States and its democratic allies were often
presented as though we alone had failed, and as though our
faults invalidated the very ideals that taught us how to recognize
failure when we met it.

While the realities of our own society are daily evident,
many students remain ignorant of other, quite different, worlds.
How can they be expected to value or defend freedom unless
they have a clear grasp of the alternatives against which to
measure it? The systematic presentation of reality abroad must
be an integral part of the curriculum. What are the political
systems in competition with our own, and what is life like for
the people who live under them? If students know only half the
world, they will not know nearly enough. We cannot afford
what one young writer recalled as a "gaping hole" in his pres-
tigious, private high school's curriculum.' He and his class-
mates, he says, were "wonderfully instructed in America's
problems..."

but we were at the same time being educated in splen-
did isolation from the notion that democratic societies
had committed enemies; we learned next to nothing of
the sorts of alternatives to bourgeois liberalism that the
20th Century had to offer. ..[We] learned nothing of
what it meant to be a small fanner in Stalin's Russia or
Ho Chi Minh's Vietnam. That it had been part of Com-
munist policy to "liquidate as a class" the "kulaks"_ was
something we had never heard spoken of. It was
perfectly possible to graduate from the Academy with
high honors and be altogether incapable of writing
three factual paragraphs on the history of any Com-
munist regime (or for that matter of any totalitarian
regime whether of the Right or Left)."

WHAT THE CITIZEN NEEDS
TO KNOW

What was, and is, lacking is a fullness of knowledge, an ob-
jective and balanced picture of world realities, historical and
contemporary. We do not ask for propaganda, for crash courses
in the right attitudes, or for knee-jerk patriotic drill. We do not
want to capsulize democracy's argument into slogans, or pious
texts, or bright debaters' points. The history and nature and
needs of democracy are much too serious and subtle for that.

Education for democracy is not indoctrination, which is the
deliberate exclusion or distortion of studies in order to induce

15



belief by irrational means. We do not propose to exclude the
honest study of the doctrines and systems of others. Or to cen-
sor historyour own or others'as closed societies do, or to
hide our flaws or explain them away. We do not need a body-
guard of lies. We can afford to present ourselves in the totality
of our acts. And we can afford to tell the truth about others,
even when it favors them. and complicates that which indoc-
trination would keep simple and comforting.

And then we leave it to our students to apply their knowl-
edge, values, and experiences to the world they must create.
We do not propose a "right" position on, say, American involve-
ment in the Vietnam War; or on the type of nuclear weapons, if
any, we should have; or on what our policy in Central America
should be; or on whether the E.R.A. should be passed or hiring
quotas supported. Good democrats can and do differ on these
matters. On these and a host of other policy issues, there is no
one "truth." Our task is more limited, and yet in its way much
greater: to teach our children to cherish freedom and to accept
responsibility for preserving and extending it, confident that
they will find their own best ways c: doing so, on the basis of
free, uncoerced thoughts.

he kind of critical thinking we wish to encourage must rest
on a solid base of factual knowledge. In this regard, we re-

ject educational theory that considers any kind of curricular con-
tent to be as good as any other, claiming that all students need to
know is "how to learn"; that no particular body of knowledge is
more worth noting than any other; that in an age of rapid
change, all knowledge necessarily beanies "obsolete." We in-
sist, on the contrary, that the central ideas, events, people, and
works that have shaped our world, for good and ill, are not at all
obsolete. Instead, the quicker the pace of change, the more criti-
cal it will be for us to re.nember them and understand them
well. We insist that without this knowledge, citizens remain
helpless to make the wise judgments hoped for by Jefferson.

First, citizens must know the fundamental ideas central to
the political vision of the 18th-century foundersthe vision that
holds us together as one people of many diverse origins and
cultures. Not only the wordsnever only the wordsbut the
sources, the meanims, and the implications of the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution, the Federalist Papers, the
Bill of Rights.

To go deeper than the words, anci tnily to understand the
ideas, students must knov, where and how they arose, in whose
minds, stirred by what other ideab. WI it historical circum-
stances were hospitable, and encouraged people to think such
things? What circumstances were hostile? What were the pre-

The kind of critical
thinking we wish

to encourage must
rest on a solid
basis of factual

knowledge.
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vailing assumptions about human nature? About the relationship
between God and themselves? About the origins of human soci-
ety and the meaning and direction of human history? To under-
stand our ideas requires a knowledge of the whole sweep of
Western civilization, from the ancient Jews and Christians
whose ethical beliefs gave rise to democratic thoughtto the
Greeks and Romans, through the Middle Ages, the Renaissance
and the Reformation, the English Revolutionso important to
Americathe 18th century Enlightenment, and the French
Revolution, a violent cousin to our own. Such a curriculum is
indispensable. Without it, our principles of governmentand
the debates over them ever sinceare not fully comprehensible.
They are mere words, floating in air without source, life, drama,
or meaning.

Second, citizens must know how democratic ideas have
been turned into institutions and practicesthe history of the
origins and growth and adventures of democratic societies on
earth, past and present. How have these societies fared? Who
has defended them and why? Who has sought their undoing and
why? What conditionseconomic, social, cultural, religious.
militaryhave helped to shape democratic practice? What con-
ditions have made it difficultsometimes even impossiblefor
such societies to take root? Again, it is indispensable to know
the facts of modern history, dating back at least to the English
Revolution, and forward to our own century's total wars; to the
failure of the nascent liberal regimes of Russia, Italy, Germany,
Spain, and Japan; to the totalitarianism, oppressions, and mass
exterminations of our time. How has it all happened?

1 hird, citizens in our society need to understand the current
condition of the world, and how it got that way, and to be

prepared to act upon the challenges to democracy in our own
day. What are the roots of our present dangers, and of the
choices before us? For intelligent citizenship we need a thorough
grasp of the daily workings of our own society, as well as the
societies of our friends, of our adversaries, and of the Third
World, where so many live amid poverty and violence, with lit-
tle freedom and little hope.

This is no small order. It requires systematic study of
American government and society; of comparative ideologies
and political, economic, and social systems; of the religious
beliefs that have shaped our values and our cultures and those
that have shaped others; and of physical and human geography.
Hov can we avoid making all of this into nothing more than just
another, and perhaps longer, parade of facts, smothering the
desire to learn? Apart from needed changes in materials and
methods, in the structure of curricula and of the school day
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itself, we believe that one answer is to focus upon the fateful
drama of the historical struggle for democracy. The fate of real
men and women, here and abroad, who have worked to bring to
life the ideas we began with deserves our whole attention and
that of our students. It is a suspenseful, often tragic, drama that
continues today, often amid poverty and social turmoil; advo-
cates of democracy remain, as before, prey to extremists of Left
and Right, well-armed with force and simple answers. The
ongoing, worldwide struggle for a free center of "broad, sunlit
uplands," in Churchill's phrase, is the best hope of the earth and
we would make it the heart of a reordered curriculum for
history and social studies.

HIS TORY AND THE HUMANITIES
AS THE CORE OF

DEMOCRATIC EDUCATION

We regard the study of history as the chief subject in educa-
tion for democracy, much as Jefferson and the other founders of
the United States did two centuries ago. In revamping the social
studies curriculum, we should start with the obvious. History is
not the enemy of the social sciences, but is instead their indis-
pensable source of nourishment, order, and perspective. We
aim at nothing less than helping the student to comprehend
what is important, not merely to memorize fact and formula.
But it is clearly impossible to reach genuine comprehension of
economic, political, social, and cultural questions without exam-
ining them in their historic context. To pull "case studies" and
"concepts" out of historical narrative, as so many social studies
programs do, not only confuses students but is likely to distort
the truth of the human condition.

Of all the subjects in the curriculum, history alone affords
the perspective that students need to compare themselves real-
istically with othersin the past and elsewhere on earthand to
think critically, to look behind assertions and appearances, to
ask for the "whole story." to judge meaning and value for them-
selves. History is also the integrative subject, upon which the
coherence and usefulness of other subjects depend, especially
the social sciences, but also much of literature and the arts.
Taught in historical context, the formulations and insights of
the social sciences take on life, blood, drama, and significance.
And, in turn, their organizing concepts and questions can help
rescue history from the dry recital of dates and facts so many
students have rightly complained about.
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We are pleased that several major reform proposals6 agree
on the centrality of history. Theodore Sizer, in Horace's Com-
promise, makes the joint study of history and ideas one of the
four required areas of learning throughout the secondary years.
The Paideth Proposal puts narrative history and geography at
the center of the social studies curriculum, during every grade
beyond the elementary. Ernest Boyer's Carnegie report, High
School, asks for a year of the history of Western civilization, a
year of American history, another of American government.
and a term's study of a non-Western society. The Council for
Basic Education sets an "irreducible minimum" of two years of
American history, one year of European, and the study of at
least one non-Western society in depth. The State of California
now calls for at least two years of high school history.'

We also ask for wider reading and study in the humanities.
For we are concerned, again, with values, with every citi-

zen's capacity for judging the moral worth of things. In this,
courses in "values clarification" do not get us very far. They
either feign neutrality or descend to preachiness. Values and
moral integrity are better discovered by students in their
reading of history, of literature, of philosophy, and biography.
Values are not "taught," they are encountered, in school and life.

The humanities in our schools must not be limited, as they
so often are now, to a few brief samples of Good Things, but
should embrace as much as possible of the whole range of the
best that has been thought and said and created, from the an-
cient to the most recent. Otherwise, students have little chance
to confront the many varied attempts to answer the great ques-
tions of lifeor even to be aware that such questions exist. The
quest for worth and meaning is indispensable to the democratic
citizen. The essence of democracy, its reason for being, is con-
stant choice. We choose what the good life is, and how our soci-
etyincluding its schoolsmay order its priorities so that the
good life is possible, according to what we ourselves value most.
That is what de Tocqueville meant by the "notions and senti-
ments" of a people.

Education for democracy, then, must extend to education in
moral issues, which our 18th-century founders took very seri-
ously indeed. This is hardly surprising. The basic ideas of liber-
ty, equality, and justice, of civil, political, and economic rights
and obligations are all assertions of right and wrong, of moral
values. Such principles impel the citizen to make moral choices,
repeatedly to decide between right and wrong or, just as often,
between one right and another. The authors of the American
testament had no trouble distinguishing moral education from
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religious instruction, and neither should we. The democratic
state can take no part in deciding which, if any, church forms its
citizens' consciences. But it is absurd to argue that the state, or
its schools, cannot be concerned with citizens' ability to tell
right from wrong, and to prefer one over the other in all matters
that bear upon the common public life. This would be utterly to
misunderstand the democratic vision, and the moral seriousness
of the choices it demands of us.

CONCLUSIONS
In calling for a decisive improvement of education for

democracy, we are well aware that this will require a sea-change
in the typical curriculum. Specifically, we call for the following:

1. A more substantial, engaging, and demanding social
studies curriculum for all of our childrenone that helps
students to comprehend what is important, not merely to memo-
rize names, dates, and places. The required curriculum should
include the history of the United States and of democratic
civilization, the study of American government and world
geography, and of at least one non-Western society in depth.

2. A reordering of the curriculum around a core of history
and geographywith history providing the perspective for con-
sidered judgment and geography confronting students with the
hard realities that shape so many political, economic, and social
decisions. Around this core of history and geography, students
should be introduced to the added perspectives offered by econ-
omics, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and political
science.

3. More history, chronologically taught, and taught in ways
that capture the imagination of students. Historical biography,
colorful historical narrative, and debate over the central ideas
that have brought us here are all appealing to stude.its. And we
recommend that a central theme in the study of history be the
dramatic struggles of people around the globe and across the
centuries to win, preserve, and extend their freedom.

4. More attention to world studies, especially to the real-
istic and unsentimental study of other nationsboth democratic
and non-democratic. Comparative study of politics, ideology,
economics, and culture, and especially the efforts of citizens to
improve their lot through protest and reform, offer students a
healthy perspective on our own problems and a needed window
on problems elsewhere.

5. A broader, deeper learning in the humanities, particular-
ly in literature, ideas, and biography, so that students may en-
counter and comprehend the values upon which democracy
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depends. Through such study, moral educationnot religious
education and not neutral values clarificationcan be restored
to high standing in our schools.

We understand that such a major reform of the curriculum
will require more effective textbooks and auxiliary materials,
aimed less at "coverage" than at comprehension of what is most
worth learning. It will require continuing collaboration between
faculty members from the schools and universities, where both
work together as equals to clarify what is most worth teaching
in their subjects and to devise ways to convey the material to
diverse clienteles. And it requires new approaches to teacher
education, both pre-service and in-service, to help teachers pre-
sent the revamped and strengthened curriculum.

Our proposal asks for great intensity of teaching effort.
Students will not reach genuine understanding of ideas, events,
and institutions through rote learning from texts, classroom lec-
ture, and recitation followed by short-answer quizzes. We ask
for active learning on the part of studentsample time for class
discussions, for coaching, for frequent seminars to explore
ideas, and for regular writing assignments.

We know that teachers would like nothing better than to
work in this way. We also know that they cannot be expected to
do so when they are responsible for 150 or more students, com-
ing at them in a kaleidoscopic, five-times-fifty minute daily lock-
step, frequently requiring three or four different preparations.
We thus ally ourselves with recent calls to dramatically restruc-
ture education. Over time, we must sharply alter the manage-
ment, the schedules, and the staffing patterns of our schools to
afford teachers more authority, a wider latitude of methods and
materials, more time to devote to the intellectual lives of fewer
students and more time to devote to their own intellectual
growth.

We understand that the dramatic changes we call forin
curriculum and structurewill not come easily. We know also
that these changes can be made, and must be.

As citizens of a democratic republic, we are part of the nob-
lest political effort in history. Our children must learn, and we
must teach them, the knowledge, values, and habits that will
best protect and extend this precious inheritance. Today we ask
our schools to make a greater contribution to that effort and we
ask all Americans to help them do it.

0



THE PROBLEM OF Ile
WHAT MUST BE
TAUGHT

THE COMMON CORE
A particular body of knowledge that must be_ taught to all?

Most modern educators will fire back three counter-questions:
Is there any such thing? Can it be described? And even if it can,
should it be taught to, required of, all students in all schools?
The answers are yes, yes, and a hundred times yes, especially in
a democracy and most especially in a multicultural democracy.

The fate of the entire educational reform movement, from
kindergarten to college, depends upon the willit%ness of educa-
tors to take up the intellectual challenge of deciding upon a com-
mon core of what is most worth learning in late-20th-century
American society, as well as where it most critically affects
education for intelligent citizenship. Next, that coreextracted
from the rising mounds of data amassed by the scholarly disci-
plinesmust be arranged in helpful sequence. And finally, it
must be conveyed in imaginatively varied ways to our many dif-
ferent kinds of students.

The last task promises to be the easiest. For generations,
American educators have worked well and fruitfully on method-
ology, which they can now marry to subject matter. The second
task must wait upon the first. The first will be immensely dif-
ficult, for it assaults the most popular prevailing orthodoxies of
educators today. Again and again, many deny the possibility of
prescribing a common core of learning. Of all the recommenda-
tions of the several reform reports issued since 1983, the call for
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a common coreeven of the most partial, modest sortis the
most violently attacked.

The argument made against the common core is threefold:
First, that our culture is too "fragmented"; it would be oppres-
sive and insulting to teach any particular historical past or any
particular cultural, moral, or intellectual tradition to a multi-
cultural student population. Second, that a common core of
learning is "elitist," unsuited and unnecessary to "non-tradi-
tional" students of minority, immigrant, or working-class
status. Third,, that the explosion of knowledge and the rapid
pace of change in modern life will surely render any particular
knowledge "obsolete," so educators must focus on how to
learnon generic skills and modes of inquiryrather than on
any given subject matter.

Together these objections represent an intellectual failure
of the first magnitude. They ignore the needs of citizens in
modern democratic society, and their arguments actually point
to contrary conclusions. In an increasingly multicultural society,
it is imperative that adequate time be devoted to what we Amer-
icans have in common. For it is precisely our common political
heritageand its mainly Western intellectual, cultural, and
moral sourcesthat allows us the freedom to be different from
each other, that impels us to respect our differences, and that
encourages us to live together in liberty and equality. In sum,
understanding our common democratic ideals is the only guar-
antee that our multicultural society will survive.

As for the charge that a common core of academic learning
is "elitist," this is not the place to track down the number-

less confusions it embodies. The fact is exactly the reverse. No
society seriously striving to be democratic would dare fail to of-
fer to all of its students, of any class, race, sex, or nationality, as
much as possible of whatever subject matter it deemed neces-
sary for those who will be expected to govern. We must hope
that, with time, the reform reports' demand for a common core
will be recognized as the great, long-overdue step toward educa-
tional equality that it really is. For nothing has been more elitist
than our tracking systems, largely along class, ethnic, and racial
lines. These have offered equal access only to drastically
unequal education, to an endless array of "life adjustment"
courses that do nothing for students' development as critical,
competent citizens or cultivated individuals. We have long vio-
lated their right to know.

Finally, we turn to the "knowledge explosion" and the rush
of change, supposedly making any particular knowledge obso-
lete and leading to the dictum that any sort of curriculum,
regardless of content, that teaches skills and modes of learning
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is as good as any other. In regard to studies that prep8e demo-
cratic citizens, this is nonsense. The quicker the pace of change,
the higher the flood of "knowledge," the more critical it will be
for us to understand the ideas, institutions, and events that have
shaped our society. The more complex our society becomes
the more anxious and troubledthe less obsolete and the more
relevant will be the ideas of the Declaration of Independence,
the Bill of Rights, Lincoln's second inaugural address, the
Atlantic Charter, the civil rights laws. Also the more needed will
be the historical and literary knowledge required to grasp their
vision and to recognize the conditions that have either nourished
or threatened such visions throughout history. What can be ob-
solete about knowledge that tells us where we have come from
and what we ought to be? And this is not to speak of the need to
know the rest of the world and our relation to it.

Critics of the common core do not notice how much they
take for granted. A recent Boston Globe editorial dismissed the
idea of "a common body of knowledge" as no longer feasible;
culture was too fragmented and knowledge too vast and special-
ized.8 Yet the same issue of the Globe, in its general news pages,
expected readers to know both the facts and the significance of
the following items: the Constitution, John Hancock, the Found-
ing Fathers, the rule of law, Parliament, radicalism, moderates,
conservatism, nationalism, the Civil War, Reconstruction,
Islam, Judaism, Catholicism, Protestantism, the Depression, the
New Deal, FDR, the Common Market, Nazism, the Politburo,
and the Holocaust. Where but in a common, history-centered
curriculum could students acquire such political and cultural
literacy?

THE PLACE OF HISTORY
IN THE CURRICULUM

Of what use is history? Teachers, and textbook authors,
need to prepare their own answers. Chapter I presents history
as "the chief subject in education for democracy" and goes on to
explain why it should be at the heart of a revamped social
studies curriculum through every grade, why it is not the enemy
but the needed companion of the other social studies. And
whyas Jefferson and Burke, de Tocqueville, and so many
others have argueda historical education is nothing less than
the precondition for political intelligence.

To the arguments of Chapter I, many others may be added.
More directly than any other subject, history tells young people
who they are, why they and others think the way they do, how
their country and the world arrived at the present situation, and
what choices they may have before them. It responds to their
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need to find themselves in time and space, to see where their
own lives intersect with the history of the human race. No other
subject can so help students place themselves in the larger per-
spective of the human condition.

Of what special use is history to the citizen? To begin with,
it repeatedly teaches a dual lesson: the everlasting difficulty of
most human endeavor and the ever-emerging margin of chance
to make things better, just enough to it -pose on citizens the
duty to persevere. The story of the past denies us the comforts
of both optimism and pessimism. Americans have often rush xl
from liberal crusades to the most self-centered hopelessness,
prey to the disillusion that always follows the unrealistic life ex-
pectations of a people unschooled in history.

History sensibly defines heritage as both the good and the
bad imposed on us by the pastas what we have to work with,
no more and no less. Not treasure alone, it is a mixed legacy of
resources and limitations citizens must recognize if their choices
are to be realistic. Ignoring the origins, the costs and complex-
ities, and the fragility of our he:itage may tempt citizens to
assume that everything good from the past is somehow perma-
nent and free for their instant gratification, requiring from them
nothing in return.

For policy making, history offers no blueprint, no specific
solution to problems. One of its lessons is the folly of expecting
such, for the essence of history is change. Still, history reveals
much about human behavior; its possibilities and its limits, what
may be expected under certain conditions, the danger signs to
be considered, the aspirations to be taken into account, the
scourges of pride and dogma, and the fruits of endurance and at-
tention to detail. It suggests the insights sometimes gained out
of failure and the dangerous temptations that accompany suc-
cess. Again, its lessons do not say what is certain, but what may
sensibly be expected.

In sum, historical study offers the citizen the perspective,
the sense of reality and proportion, that is the first mark of
political wisdom. As Thomas Mendenhall and James Howard
explain in Making History Conic Alive, the student comes to see
that not every difficulty is a problem and not every problem is a
crisis.`' Restraint and good judgment are gained from perspec-
tive. Whether difficulty, problem, or crisis, all have their dimen-
sions in time. So often we debate political choices as though
nothing had ever happened before, as though the past had left
behind no guideposts for our choices. The saddest proof that we
have failed to take seriously de Tocqueville's plea to educate
democracy is our casual, chaotic, and minimal schooling in
history.
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WHAT KIND OF HISTORY?
Given the very limited time allowed to history in our

schools, what kind of history should be taught? It is both true
and too simple to say "all kinds." True, because our students'
historical perspective and political sophistication would surely
profit from knowing all varieties of historical approach: social,
economic, cultural, and politicalor local, national, Western,
and global. But it is too simple, because there will never be
enough time to cover all modes and area? of the disciplineand
because the historical synthesis necessary for coherent school
texts and courses has not been done. This synthesis is especially
lacking in the rap.aly growing fields of social, local, and global
history, all of which tend to be specialized and fragmented.

Professional historians have little interest, and usually no
experience, in helping secondary school teachers to design
courses. "Yet synthesis is exactly what we need," says Hazel
Hertzberg, if high school courses are to be anything more than
"an accumulation of unrelated events." She wisely observes
that the attempt would no doubt uncover significant historical
questions that specialization ignores: "If even a few institutions
made the search for synthesis a basic part of their research and
instructional program, we would begin to see results that would
spill over into history teaching."w

Meanwhile, despite well-known pitfalls, the most prom-
ising kind of history for secondary schools is chronological
history, arranged according to major political eras, together
with the forces and human decisions that shaped events and
institutions. For the education of democratic citizens, there is no
substitute for the framework and perspective that narrative
political history affords. To drop it in favor of some other sort of
history, or for concept-centered social studies, is to drop the
story of democracy itself. The great, critical choices affecting all
of our lives have been and are made in the political arena. The
central human drama is there.

Undeniably, other forces are at work from the outside,
forces no history teacher can ignoregeography, climate,
resources, technology, population, social and economic change,
tides of passion, the intervening power of other nations. Each
must be recognized, for each may shape the choices open to
political leaders. Within these limits, the sense of folly of poli-
tical leadership has again and again determined whether the
lives of most ordinary people are bearable, unbearable, or extin-
guished. The more one is concerned with the fate of the com-
mon people, the more closely one must study the "elites" in
power. To educate citizens, history must nurture wisdom about
politics.
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Unhappily, this takes time. The complexity and subtlety of
the democratic experience on earth cannot be conveyed in a
single course of history or civics. It takes more time than most
public schools are as yet willing to allot. And the problem may
be worsened by the recent burst of enthusiasm for social
history, which is so much in favor among both academicians and
soda; studies educators that it see. ; about to swamp all other
approaches. As so often with fashions in American education, a
rush to one side of the boat ignores the need for balance. To cite
but one of several recent examples, social history, together with
"world perspectives," dominates the latest College Board
recommendations for social studies in the secondary curricu-
lum. The authors dismiss political history as "distorted," defin-
ing it narrowly as "limited to the rise of nation states or succes-
sive occupants of the presidency." And they decry traditional
cultural history as "limited to the most sublime intellectual and
artistic 'contributions' of a civilization."11

The argument for social history invokes the most generous
notions of democracy and equality:

High school students will have the opportur:ty to in-
vestigate and understand people and activities less
distant front themselves. This is particularly true of
minority and female students. Until recently,
members of these groups have seldom had the oppor-
tunity to become kings or congressmen, captains of
armies or of industry. But social history comes closer
to all students. The histories that students are living
are set more in the family, the schools, and in the
community than in the corridors of political power.

Social history dwells on experiences "common to most
students," they continue, mentioning youth and aging; work
and leisure; health and illness; race, ethnicity, and religic.i.

No doubt social history may broaden and ( (liven historical
consciousness, so that students, in the authors' words, may

"begin to know history as inquiry, as an active rethinking of the
past." Social history is ndeniably valuable, and good teachers
were using it long before it became fashionable. In combination
with political, economic, cultural, and intellectual history, it
enriches all and helps illuminate their si:,mificance. Happily, the
political framework is flexible enough to incorporate most of the
other modes of history and, 1_ awn, the otherstogewer with
concepts and questions taken from the social sciencescan
rescue narrative history from , .e mere recital of dates and facts
so many students have comp' , Led about and which speeded its
decline as a required subject.

MI The social historians' argument is not wrong, but it is seri-
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ously incomplete. It underplays he fundamental educational
need of citizens to understand their common political heritage
and its vicissitudes. The ultimate irony would see the vogue fog
social history reduce even further the chances for "ordinary"
people to acquire the political sophistication they need to exer-
cise their hard-won and still-fragile rights and for "non-
traditional" students to contribute their own share to the vigor
of our multicultural democracy. The question of which history
to teach would, of course, be less pressing, less divisive, if
American schools were to require a substantial history course as
the core of the social studies every year beyond the primary
grades, in the European style.

More time in more courses would also be needed to satisfy
the current vogue for "global education." Again, it is undeni-
ably important, but its advocates do not acknowledge the
needed curricular space. The recent report of the The Study
Commission on Global Education sets forth an enGimously am-
bitious range of substance and concepts students ought to
know,12 but nowhere does it admit that the present American
curriculum in history and social studies is wholly incapable of
carrying such weight. The authors do not recommend additional
required courses in history at any level. The College Board's
Academic Preparation in Social Studies also stresses "worldwide
perspectives" but seems to assume that, along with U.S.
history, world history will be the second of only two required
courses even for the college-bound. Indeed, it urges the drop-
ping of Western civilization and of Ancient and European
history, or relegating them to electives. Such courses, the
authors say, ignore much of the rest of the world and "only
some of the topics treated in them will bear the test of world-
wide import and significance. "13 They do not list the "some"
topics but dismiss Western-oriented courses out of hand: "the
politics and economies discussed in them have less significance
for the contemporary world than many other developments in
the past." So much for feudalism, capitalism old and new,
industrialism, socialism, Communism and imperialism, monar-
chy, liberalism, democracy, fascism, and Nazism. They do not
say what the more significant topics are.

By the nature of their field, global educators must spend a
good deal of their time saying nothing vei j specific but search-
ing for principles of selection. They often suggest rather general
organizing themes: the movement from traditional to modern
societies, the spread of religions and languages, and the world-
wide shift to industrial economies. Again, these are worthy ob-
jects of study, as are most of the items in the Commission's cata-
log of recommendations. But in its enthusiasm the report fails to
acknowledge the patent conflict between its high aspirations
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and the absurd constrictions of the American secondary school
curriculum. It does not wrestle with the plain facts: first, that
there is no foundation in most American schooling upon which
to build anything close to sophistication about the world's peo-
ple and world affairs; second, such a foundation would require a
drastic reordering of the curriculum, providing substantially
more time for historyof the United States and the Western
hemisphere, of Western civilization, and of the world. In so zeal-
ously pressing for concentration on social history or global
education without discussing the changes in curricular structure
needed for a balanced and effective program, their advocates
lose the chance to illuminate the many-faceted educational
needs of a democratic people.



TEXTBOOKS AND
THE WORLD
HISTORY COURSE Ills

TEXTBOOKS AND THEIR ROLE
Given the sharp debate over so many educational issues,

why begin with a study of textbooks? As the foregoing has made
clear, it would be senseless to suppose that even the perfect
text, were it available, would be the cure for what ails citizen-
ship education in our schools.

Still, textbooks are important. Within the confines imposed
by the conditions of teaching, they are likely to determine what
teachers will seek to accomplish in their courses, in what order,
and what materials they must vefy often settle for. Textbooks
tell the student what is important, what is not important, or,
perhaps too often, that there is little difference and no time to
look for it anyway. However much teachers and students may
complain, the textbookby virtue of its colorful, expensive,
printed presenceis taken as the final authority on most mat-
ters, if only because teachers lack the time and resources to of-
fer alternative materials and courterarguments. What is not
printed is assumed to be not worth knowing.

Moreover, any sensible study of the trouble with textbooks
cannot help but confront all the broader questions about Amer-
ican education. In turn, a look at partici,!ar texts, topics, and
lessons brings each larger question down to the ordinary daily
tasks of classroom teachersand demonstrates in detail why so
much must change in teachers' conditions of work. This review
of textbooks should convuice readers that nothing much will
come from minor adjustments in present courses and programs.
The entire American social studies curriculum, from kinder-
garten through general college courses in history and social
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sciences, together with teacher training in history and social
studies, all need to be wholly redesigned in structure, methods,
and substance.

Meanwhile, my questions here are three: How helpful, or
harmful, are these textbooks in educating the young to be
knowledgeable citizens? How might texts be made more help-
ful? And what can teachers do, with or without texts, to encour-
age engagement and genuine understanding among their
students? On the last, I hope that high school teachers will find
here concrete ideas and questions immediately useful to their
lesson plans. More important, I hope they will be hearte led to
try out their own ideas and questions, not hesitating to make the
time to develop them in their classes by leaving out a good deal
that is less compelling.

There is no need, either in textbooks or in courses, to cover
or "mention" everything. In world history and U.S. history, it is
plainly impossible and invariably destructive to try. Even doub-
ling the length of the school year would not suffice. Teachers
know that even under the most favorable conditions, an entire
class hour is hardly enough to explore a single point of sub-
stance in history or politics: whether Machiavelli was a rascal or
a reformer; why Aristotle thought that small property was indis-
pensable to a self-governing polity; what Eisenhower meant by
the "military-industrial comple7 ' And this says nothing of ma-
jor themes: the developing notion of individual free will and
responsibility in Judaism and Christianity; the simultaneous,
contrasting triumphs of absolutism in France and parliamentar-
ism in England; the institution of slavery and the American Civil
War; the total wars and total oppressions of the 20th century.

As it is, textbooks give us too much and too little. In their
unrelenting encyclopedic coverage, they lose the student in
thickets of detail whose significance is often left unexplained.
And they give too little space to the big questions and turning
points. The ideal text, historian J. H. Hexter says, should be the
product of "a resolute determination on the part of its authors to
omit any topic about which they have nothing memorable to
say, and to omit an: fact that cannot be woven into the memor-
able treatment of a topic." Instead, students find a "collection of
vapid generalities and lists of unassimilable facts."5

If better texts are to be produced in the future, high school
teachers must take part in writing them; good books will not be
handed top-down by subject-matter experts or social studies
educators on university faculties. That was the mistake of the
Sputnik era, when Academe and educational think tanks prof-
fered their "teacher-proof" course packages. Most were expen-
sive pedagogical failures, ignoring schoolroom realities and the
needs of teachers and students alike.
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Be:t,er textbooks and teaching materials will emerge only
from durable partnerships between high school and university
teachers in the same discipline, working as equals who very
much need each other ',:o answer two vital questions: What sub-
ject matter, from all the learning amassed in their discipline, is
most worth teaching? And how can it best be taught, at different
levels of schooling, to widely differing kinds of students? In
those unhappy circumstances in which other materials are lack-
ing, or teachers are indifferently prepared (or overwhelmed by
distractions and too many students), the text ought to be wholly
worthy to serve as the student's only companion in learning. In
happier circumstances, it ought to facilitate the use of added
materials and to serve the expert teacher's imagination.

In better texts to come, authors will openly argue what they
believe is most important in history, what they believe students
ought to know from the nearly infinite choices available, and
why. They will "mention" many fewer items and instead ex-
plain more fully the main drama, debate, idea, or institution.
They will devote more space to excerpts from original docu-
ments, from relevant literary and biographical works. They will
linger over critical and controversial issues, offering clear
organizing themes to reinforce chronological narrative. They
will trust students to wrestle with basic concepts, such as the
different views of human nature that underpin every religion
and ideology, every political and economic (and educational)
theory. In sum, they will be explicit about why to study the
assigned material and how it relates to larger ideas and develop-
ments. They will respond to their student-readers' most persis-
tent and most reasonable questions: So what? What of it? Good
teachers do this all the time; so should good texts.

THE PROBLEM OF TIME
No critique of world history textbooks would be fair or intel-

ligible without a prior look at the plight of narrative history in
our social studies curriculum. It is mainly absent. The only re-
quired course in most states is United States history, usually
taught in 11th grade. The next mosoffered course, required by
only a dozen states and far below U.S. history in enrollment, is
some version of world history. It is usually found at the 9th or
Y.!' grade level. In most localities, no other history is required,
even on the college-bound track.

Although many K-8 social studies programs include some
American history in the fifth and eighth grades, almost none
prescribe any other particular historical content, Western or
non-Western, ancient or modern, for any other grade. The pre-
high school course in "world cultures" or "world peoples"
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sometimes offered in the sixth or seventh grade rarely includes
a historical framework and is often (sensibly) confined to one or
two "cultures" chosen by the teacher, the school, or the district.
One term may be devoted to Russia, the next to Japan; in a
neighboring school, the choices may be Mexico and India; yet
another may select a globe-trotting survey of dozens of societies
on every continent.

The general incoherence of the K-12 social studies curricu-
lum in so many American school districts puts the authors of
world history texts in an impossible situation. Apart from cer-
tain elementary notions of U.S. history, they can assume no
common knowledge whateverno common cultural, political,

or historical literacy in the minds of their 9th- and 10th-grade
students, aged 14 through 16! Moreover, they know that most
of them will never again be exposed to courses in any other sort
of non-U.S. history or even current world problems courses.

What are authors to do? As conscientious educators, neces-
sarily attuned to the demands of the market, they tend to in-
clude everything that anybody has ever said is important to
"cover," all supposedly to be gotten through in a single year,
without the aid of any prior background. It is not possible to
compose a good text in this way, much less to teach an effective
course. Years of trying the impossible have aroused distaste for
"history" among students, as has the usually overloaded and
underanalyzed U.S. history course of the 11th grade. Not sur-
prisingly, many social studies educators have wanted to aban-
don narrative history in favor of "concept" courses. But these
cannot take history's place in educating citizens. Only narrative
history provides the perspective, the changing context, and the
complexities to ground the social studies in reality.

To draw the sharpest possible contrast to our problem of
time, we may look at the place of history in the French public
schools, which now graduate as high a proportion of young peo-
ple from high school as we do. In grades five and six, they
survey the major periods in French history. In middle school,
grades 7 through 10, they do a four-year cycle of world history,
coordinated with geography, demography, and economics,
taught by the same teacher in the same course. The entire first
year is devoted to prehistory, arly world civilizations, Greece,
Rome, Judaism, and Christianity (the other world religions
follow in the 8th grade) and the onset of the Middle Ages. The
middle years proceed in chronological order. In grade 10, the
final year of common schooling obligatory for all students
regardless of trackthe history course begins at the end of the
19th century and concludes with current world problems. The
three years of required history for those students (the majority)
who continue on through the lyces (Fades 11, 12, and terminale)
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return to a detailed study of France since 1789 and her relations
with Europe, with other industrialized nations, and with the
Third World. Some emphasis is on politics: revolution, imperial-
ism, war, ideologies, decolonization, and comparative govern-
ment. But history and geography also embrace scientific, tech-
nological, economic and social change, and accompanying
courses in the humanities deal with major currents in the arts
and thought. This common program for all students, regardless
of track, nonetheless leaves the choice of emphases, texts,
materials, and pedagogy to the schools. Building grade to grade,
the curriculum offers ample time for French history, its broader
Western setting, and every major non-Western society, as well
as the study of relevant methods and concepts of the social
sciences. It should be added that France, like the United States,
has experienced rapid industrialization and urbanization in a
society that is increasingly n.liticultural.

If we, too, enjoyed seven years of postelementary history-
centered social studies, we would not have to make unpleasant
choices between Western and non-Western history. But we
have no such luxury, and there our problems are rooted. Our
society's educational tradition precludes, of course, any nation-
ally mandated curricula. But we surely may hold school dis-
tricts, perhaps even states, responsible for imposing some
higher measure of sense on instructional programs than now
prevails. True, major reform proposals ask that history be given
more time. But not much has changed so far and, in effect, 9th-
or 10th-grade world history is usually the only course that even
a minority of our students take in addition to the req ed U.S.
history course. Although extolled by some as the centerpiece for
global consciousness, it is by itself probably counterproductive
in bringing students to face and to under stand global realities,
the lives of other people, and our choices in regard to them. No
single course can make up for years of wasted time, and it cer-
tainly cannot enable students to understand other cultures before
they have confronted the historical complexities of their own.

THE QUESTION OF CONTENT
If students have done no systematic study of the history of

Western civilization before the 9th or 10th grade, it must
become the heart of whatever course is then offered. Why em-
phasize Western civilization? Simply because American history
and ideas, and the vision and fate of democracy on earth, are not
intelligible without a prior grasp of the life and ideas of Greece
and Rome, Judaism and Christianity, Islam and Christendom in
the Middle Ages, feudalism, the Renaissance and the Reforma-
tion, absolutism, the English Revolution, the Enlightenment, III
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the French Revolution, and the comparative experiences of
Europe and the United States in the 19th and 20th centuries.

What of non-Western history and cultures? Does a focus on
Western civilization not leave out much of the past for native
Americans, Afro-Americans, and Asian-Americans? The first
response is that a well-ordered, junk-free, 12-year curriculum
would have plenty of room for the study of non-Western cul-
tures. The second, more immediate, response arises from the
nature and needs of any society. Whether by past force or re-
cent choice, the people of non-Western origins living in this
country are now part of a community whose ideas and institu-
tions, for good and ill, grow out of the Western experience.
Whether they seek to enjoy and enrich the society or to exploit
or overthrow it, all citizens need to know much more about it
than most do now. And there is little hope that mainstream
Americans can come to sympathetic understanding of strangers
in their midst, or of foreign lands and cultures, without first fac-
ing up to the historical record of the best and worst in them-
selves. It simply makes no sense for our schools to start any-
where but with the Western experience. They must start from
the beginning. As Rousseau would say, we all now owe each
other a close knowledge of our origins as partners in a social
contract.

Nobody can quarrel with those who insist that the study of
Western civilization is by itself seriously insufficient, given the
diversity of our own people and the precarious interdependence
of the world community. But, once again, it is time that is seri-
ously insufficient. It is senseless for historians, whose first
lesson is that time limits all possibility, to be fighting for space
in a single year of the social studies curriculum, when other
years yawn empty before us. It is senseless, too, to have that
single year so fragmented by demands for multicultural educa-
tion that our students fail to comprehend the roots and needs of
the democratic political vision that best promises to nourish
peace and justice in a multicultural society.

What, then, are the essential elements of a Western-based
9th- or 10th-grade course? Any historian, whether high school
teacher or university professor, could make a list of topics that
ought not only to be "covered" but understood. The topics
selected for this review reflect the assumption, of course, that
one major theme should be the evolution of democracy on
earthits origins, advances, and failuresand those economic,
social, military, religious, cultural, and moral forces that have
worked for and against it. The list has no claim to completeness,
even for the study of democracy. As any teacher will see, it is
not a complete syllabus for world history. It leaves out a good
number of vital subjects, even for the study of Western history.
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It assumes the teacher will wish to pursue one or more addi-
tional organizing themes suitable to the course.

Although the topics center upon the history of Western
civilization, they do not plead for Western ways. Nor are they a
parade of "treasured heritages"that was the error of certain
courses in the past. The focus is on the West not because it is
inherently better than other civilizations but because it has pro-
duced liberal democracy and many of the moral values that sus-
tain it. This is not to say that no other civilization was capable of
doing so, but it was in fact the West that did it, and we need to
know how.

It was also the West and not another civilization that pro-
duced from within itself the deadliest enemies of democracy,
Bolshevism and Nazism, and we need to km " why. We focus
on the West because it has sought and created unprecedented
prosperity, social decency, moral codes, and cultural riches we
must sustain, and also because it has generated violence, social
oppression and exploitation, and cultural and moral degradation
we must confront. In short, the object is to place us in our own
reality, the only ground from which we can hope to make sense
of ourselves, of others, and of the world.

The textbooks will be examined according to the following
topics:

1) Why study history?
2) The legacy of the Greeks.
3) The fall and legacy of Rome.
4) Basic ideas of Judaism and Christianity.
5) The Middle Ages as a source of representative

govmiment.

6) The triumph of the British Parliament in the 17th
century.

7) Ideas from the Enlightenment.
8) The American and French Revolutions.
9) The major ideologies of the 19th century.

10) Nation-states, nationalism, and imperialism.
11) World War Ibefore and after.
12) Totalitarianism, left and right.

13) Appeasement and democratic foreign policy.
14) Democracy in the wcrld since 1945.

LOOKING AT THE TEXTS
As we examine the textbooks along the lines of these topics,

certain questions conc.! ..1 us. Within the limits ..nd purpose of
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the world history course, what do the texts contribute to the
students' knowledge of political democracy? As basic materials
in the social studies curriculum for civic education, do they
make clear the essential ideas and elements of a free society?
Are the contrasts between free and unfree governments set
forth? Are democracy's origins, development, and resent situa-
tion in the world made clear? Will students find the facts and
explanations they need to comprehend those forces that have
nourished democracyand those that have opposed and frus-
trated it?

On the other hand, are the sources, ideas, and institutions of
authoritarian and totalitarian societies, past and present, equally
clear? Is the coverage honest and balanced? Are all societies,
past and present, put into reasonable perspective and all, includ-
ing our own, judged by coherent and consistent standards?
Finally, are major themes and questions set forth and the rele-
vant facts, ideas, and explanations offered in ways likely to
engage the student and facilitate the teacher's work?

It may be objected that to judge world history texts by a list
of mainly Western topics is unreasonable. By their nature, they
will not have the space for the kind of explanation, or enough of
the vital documents, to suffice by themselves as bases for gen-
uine comprehension. But the purpose of world history is precise-
ly to capture the essence of each major world civilization. How
well a text succeeds in capturing our own is a fair question. If it
does well, providing a good frameworkhowever leanthe
teacher may add the materials and time for an effective course.
If it fails, and becomes an obstacle, it will have failed in its pur-
pose as a world itistory text. This is doubly serious, for in the
absence of European history and Western civilization courses,
world history is the only course in which students can learn of
their own heritage.

In fact, the worst problems do not often arise from insuffi-
cient space given to things Western. Except in particular cases
cited below, they are failures to select, and to explain in the
space available, the most important facts and ideas about the
subject being treated. In turn, these failures arise from the
authors' neglect of major themes or "great questions" around
which to organize their materials. The results are curious, but
frustrating to both teachers and students. The authors, perfect-
ly adept at finding themes and questions, find all too many.
Reluctant to leave any out, they bunch them all into end-of-
chapter reviews instead of choosing a few beforehand as guides
by which to order their text material. Teachers and students
repeatedly confront questions of significance at the end of chap-
ters that contain little of the information needed to answer
them, as though "mentioning" questions is enough. "What did
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you want us to get out of this?!" may annoy teachers mig' ily,
but it is a question better put to textbook authors, who should
begin their work with the best answers they can contrive, and
only then proceed to Chapter One.

The texts to be reviewed here were chosen from the ap-
proved list of adoption states and large school districts. Publish-
ers do not reveal actual sales figures, but the following five texts
seem to have been the most widely approved for adoption in
1985:

Wallbank, T. Walter, at al.: History and Life: The World and Its
People, Second Edition, Scott, Foresman and Company,
1982. 720 pp.

Kownslar, Allan 0., and Terry L. Smart: People and Our World:
A Study of World History, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1981.
693 pp.

Beers, Burton F.: World History: Patterns of World Civilization,
Prentice-Hall, 1983, 752 pp.

Mazour, Anatole G., John Peoples, and Theodore K. Rabb: Peo-
ple and Nations: A World Histoty, Harcourt, Brace,
Jovanovich, 1983. 801 pp.

Roselle, Daniel, Our Common Heritage: A World History Ginn and
Company, 1984, 633 pp.



4,

WHY STUDY
HISTORY?

None of the texts defines what history is, how it is writ-
ten, what its strengths and weaknesses may be, how it
relates to the student's life and other studies, or what

connection it could have with preparing thoughtful and in-
formed citizens. Four of the five say nothing at all to students
about what they should get out of the bookthe first thing
everybody ought to be thinking about. Only Mazour offers a
page and a half, entitled "History and You," and even then
apologizes to the student that it "may seem a strange way to
start a book about the history of the world"! The section is
bland and short, too full of sweeping questions too briefly put.

How has geography affected the course of history? How
have people organized their economies? How have people been
governed? How have people gained knowledge? How have dif-
ferent religions arisen and influenced people's lives? How have
nations settled their conflicts? Why have they risen or declined?
Each is followed by a few sub-questions, all left equally general.
Class discussion would be better stirred by a longer section, pos-
ing fewer questions but pulling the students and their beliefs,
the United States, and the Western world sharply into the mid-
dle of debatable issues. It could preview controversies to come
and suggest to students what they would have to know before
taking a stand they could defend.

None of the texts introduces its major concerns or organiz-
ing themes. Again, authors could enliven their works by telling
students outright what they think most vital and why, what they
plan to leave out, and how their choice of themes affects the
structure of the book and its content. Why not let the students

None of the texts
introduces its

major concerns or
organizing

themes.
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in on the problems the historians face right from the start?
Then, throughout the book, why not make explicit to students

how their themes and choices are working outand what they
should be getting out of it? Seasoned teachers may well begin

their courses with a discussion of their own on the uses of
history and major themes, but it is much easier to do so if the
text provides some argument to start -with, to illustrate, to
counter, or to add to. And it would be much easier thereafter to
draw the students into examining the text's own success in liv-

ing up to its promises.
For example, Mazour promises in "History and You" that

students will learn the "power of ideas, such as the belief that

every human being has worth and dignity that must be
respected," and the growth and decline of such ideas. But the
promise is never carried out in practice. Like all the others,
Mazour is weak on the history of ideas. Whether out of choice

or inadvertence, it is a pedagogical mistake. Contrary to certain
educational notions, students of high school age can be sensibly

engaged in the relations, and contradictions, between beliefs

and facts and in debates among beliefs.
The charge that "intellectual history" is beyond high school

freshmen and sophomores need not deter the teacher. Ideas are

simply other kinds of facts. That some people are optimistic

about human nature and see no need for prisons, and that others
think the opposite, are facts. They are forces in history and
everyday life, not nearly so abstract as many other concepts of-

fered in social studies, not nearly so difficult to remember as
hundreds of other facts in history texts. Students' lives from
playground to dinner table to endless television drama are full of

arguments over human nature, over the reasons for good and

bad behavior, and for choosing some "values" over others.

To draw them into the general question over how people
have been governed, for example, requires a running accom-
paniment of arguments over how people can, or should, or must
be governed. The aim is not to arrive at a quick, right answer,

but to demonstrate the significance of ideas and human choice
and the play of both facts and beliefs upon such choice. It is
probably not possible to meet that perennial challenge, "So
what? What of it?" without opening up the great questions of

human nature, human needs, and human possibilitiesand fol-
lowing them throughout the study of history.

Why not pose the big questions right away, letting the dis-

cussion start at any level? Are people born with good, altruistic
natures? If so, why not let them grow up without rules and
thereafter let them run free? Are they born mainly perverse,
needing to be whipped into shape, watched over, and kept in
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fear of punishment ever after? Are they born blank, ready to go
either way according to environment and education? Are they
born with active tendencies toward both good and bad behavior?
If so, do they have the will to choose for themselves? What cir-
cumstances seem to bring out better behavioror worse? Do
people change significantly as their lives go on? What makes it
happen? Are human beings equal? Are human beings alike? Are
these the same? Does the answer to either question suggest how
they should be treated?

Are human beings
equal? Are human
beings alike? Are
these the same?

t does not matter what level of erudition the students bring
JIL to bear at first. What matters is that they seeand are con-
stantly remindedthat most of the great historical struggles
pushing the world into its present situation have been fought
over the difterent answers proclaimed by religious, political
economic, and social activists. What matters is that they see the
need to wrestle with the same questions for themselves if they
are to develop their own ideas about everything in life from
religion to politics to bringing up children. What are people like?
What do they need? How much can tliey do? And then to pose

- :nment at hand: what answers do the experiences of his-
t .A ,pest?

.s is only one step from asking what history can do for
citizenship. Apart from the many pose le variations of the argu-
ments offered in Chapter II, teachers may begin anywhere. For
example, how does the citizen ao.l.ieve the dignity o; free choice?
Free choice is achieved only by grasping the alternatives pos-
sible in public and private life. By spreading before the student
the great range of ideologies, of ways to think about society and
their own lives (and afterlives) that people have tried over the
centuries, history makes free choice possible. At the same time,
it demands the kind of critical thinking indispensable to choice.
History demands that fact be confronted, complicating our own
wishes and others' slogans. The enemy of abstraction, it forces
us ever back to reality, making us wait for evidence upon which
to judge events, people, and their talk.

History vastly extends our experience. What students can-
not know in person of the lives and fate of others, they can know
indirectly. Together with literature, drama, film, and the other
arts, history, reveals realities beyond our sensesthe work of
coal miners and other heroes, the Holocaust and other evils
without which we are prisoners of our milieu. Students already
know that direct and second hand experience clarify each other.
The more they know of life, the better they will understand
historyand the other way around. We owe it to them to make
the point as often and as imaginatively as possible that their
lives and their schooling are not two separate realms.
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To take but one example, they already knowfrom life on
the playground or on the streethistory's great law of conse-
quence: whatever is done, or not done, will probably have its
price, to le paid by somebody (often innocent) sooner or later. It
will not surprise them to find this law at work in the origins of
the First World War, in the history of American slavery and the
Civil War, cr in the French subjugation of Indochina. What
looks to one generation like a quick, clever, cheap solution to
one problem may turn to cataclysm and anguish for the next, or
the next after. Seeing this is already not so far from political
wisdom.

The discussion over the uses of history should run through-
out the course. It is not a pep talk for September. As "lessons"
and "laws" and "answers" and "warnings" seem to pop up,
they need to be scrutinized for their worth and limits. As the
course nears the present, students should be well aware of the
use and abuse of history by advocates of one action or another.
But the tough, connected narrative must come first. From the
start, the difficulty of studying history must be admitted to
students. The complicated facts are not easy to remember or to
apply; they may not be popular with all students or stay in their
minds. But taught honestly, concentrating on truth and on the
questions that grip many young people, history will earn their
lifelong respect--no small thing to confer on future citizens.



THE LEGACY OF
THE GREEKS

In reviewing their appropriateness for citizenship educa-
tion, we will not often fault these textbooks for errors of
commission. Each text has real strengths, many passages

of well-wrought detail, and explanations of important points
that testify to the authors' expertise, good judgment. and devo-
tion to the task at hand.

Rather, their weakness lies in lost opportunities to deal with
key points in the history of political democracy. It lies in the
omission of points or explanations that could have strengthened
and clarified central themes vital to political sophistication (and
which, for the most part, the authors themselves consider to be
important, judging by their own review questions and exercises).

Their treatment of the political legacy of ancient Greece is
the first case in point. How have people been governed, and how
should they be? Each text has something to say about Athenian
democracy as a great contribution to Western civilization, about
the contrast between direct and representative democracy, and
about the severe restrictions on who could be a citizen. Their
narratives of reform and development from Solon through
Pericles are generally clear. But Greek ideas about how people
ought to be governedideas that have been more influential in
the world than the example of Athenian democracy in practice
are not to be found. "Mentioned," they are neither described
nor explainedand not for lack of space.

Kownslar may serve as a first example. Plato is described
only as a "famous pupil of Socrates who wrote about the phil-
osophical problems that people have faced for centuries,"
including "what kind of government would produce the most
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good." But all we read of The Republic is that scholars "had the
most knowledge and intelligence" and so they would rule. But
why? Is there nothing to question here? Missing is Plato's view
of human nature, his notion that virtuous behavior depends
upon the rarest qualities of intellect. Students are left with a fact
to memorize, but nothing to discussor to compare with Aristo-
tle, who appears next. The passage on Aristotle and politics is
worth quoting as an example of description without explanation:

He classified governments, for example, according to
whether they were headed by one man, by a few men, or
by many men, and showed how there were good and bad
governments.

Here the authors lose the chance to prepare the students'
political vocabulary. They leave out Aristotle's famous six
forms of government: kingship, aristocracy, and polity"good"
forms because they are exercised in the common interest of all
the people: tyranny, oligarchy, and "democracy" (rule by the
mob)"bad" forms that occur when rulers govern in their own
selfish interests. Without these basic terms, there is nothing
even to memorize.

So Kownslar came" thereafter name Aristotle's favored
type of government, a self-governing politywhat we call
"democracy"but only confuse the student by commenting
that governance ought to be in the hands of "a large middle
class." What are 20th-century American students to make of
that? Aristotle's view of human naturethat virtuous behavior
most likely arises from secure but modest economic circum-
stances, small property, farms, businesses, and craftsis left
out. It was not the presence of what we would call today "a
large middle class" that would make the polity work, but the
absence of extreme wealth on the one hand and large numbers
of the very poor on the other, since neither condition bred pa-
tient, moderate, unselfish behavior in public affairs.

Students of 9th- or 10th-grade standing can perfectly well
grasp the contrasting notions of Plato and Aristotle at this level.
They can argue them long beyond the class time available, espe-
cially if they have read well-chosen excerpts from The Republic
and Politics. Do you behave nicely because you are wise or
because you feel secure? Are there other possibilities and com-
binations? Whence decent public conduct and what does that
mean for forms of government under different circumstances? It
is a continuing theme of central importance, and none of the
texts seizes the chance to launch it here (including Mazour,
which raises the questions in its own introduction). On
Aristotle's political ideas, Mazour says only that he "studied the
political organization of 150 city-states and put down his conclu-
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sions in a book called Politics." "What of it?" we can hear the
students ask.

The remaining three texts take the same fragmented ap-
proach. Wallbank tells us that Plato's best-known work is The
Republic, which "describes an imaginary land in which each per-
son does the work that suits that individual best" and philoso-
phers rule "in the interests of all." On Aristotle, the following is
said:

In his Politics, Aristotle wrote about the good and bad
features of different kinds of government: monarchy, aris-
tocracy and democracy. Unlike Plato, he did not describe
an imaginary state, nor did he find a single ideal system.
Politics serves to point out an important difference be-
tween Plato and Aristotle. Plato often appears to deal
only with abstract ideas. Aristotle seems more down-to-
earth.

Beers notes only that Plato explained his concept of the
ideal state in The Republic, where he said "the ruler of such a
state should be a philosopher-king." On Aristotle, Beers
brushes against the idea of virtue and moral behavior as a
"balance between extremes," adding that he praised "the virtue
of self-control and self-reliance." What kind of society or
government might nurture these qualities is left unsaid. The
passage closes in the most general terms:

His writings include works on logic, politics, philosophy.
biology, botany, and the arts. In each of these fields,
Aristotle's ideas have remained influential.

Roselle, finally, has Plato say that only "the wisest men and
women should rule the people." Aristotle is described as "inter-
ested' in many fields, politics among them. Of what he said, we
get only a hint: "People should learn to live with each other"
and anyone "who is unable to live in society or who has no need
to do so must be either a beast or a god."

Apart from failing to introduce here or, for the most part,
anywhere else, the fundamental debates among political ideas
and their roots in ideas about human nature, the text authors
also lose the chance to dramatize the common humanity of
figures like Plato and Aristotle. Nothing is said of what their
city of Athens was undergoing at the moment of their struggles
to clarify their own ideas of governance, nothing of why they
should distrust democracy as practiced by their fellow citizens.

As noted above, the texts du somewhat better at narrative
history. Each recites the evolution from monarchy to democracy
in Athens, noting the social and economic forces at work. Each
draws the contrast to Sparta. Each is clear on the nature of
direct democracy and on its severe limitations. Although
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women, slaves, and foreigners were excluded, the authors resist
the temptation to judge Athens by present standards and praise
Greek willingness to consult even a substantial minority of the
people as an extraordinary step.

Mazour applauds the Greeks as "the first people to experi-
ment successfully with the idea that citizens might govern them-
selves," and Roselle calls them the first to "discard the idea that
one person or a few persons had the right to rule over all the
people." Wailbank adds that citizens, though a minority, were
equal before the lawanother reason for calling Athens a model
for democracy.

Beers prefaces the first of two chapters on Greece, and
overall the best account, with excerpts from Pericles' funeral
oration, noting that it was recreated by Thucydides:

Our system of government is called a democracy because
power is in the hands not of a minority but of the whole
people. When it is a question of settling private disputes,
everyone is equal before the law. When it is a question of
putting one person before another in positions of public
responsibility, what counts is not membership in a par-
ticular class but the actual ability which the man pos-
sesses. ...Here each individual is interested not only in
his own affairs but in the affairs of the state as well. .. .
We do not say that a man who takes no interest in poli-
tics is a man who minds his own business; we say that he
has no business here at all.

Wailbank also provides an excerpt, calling it propaganda in
a nonpejorative sensethat of Pericles seelzir to spread ideas
and beliefs." Both texts stress the notion that public service was
an expected, honorable duty for worthy Greeks to perform and
that this, too, was a legacy to the Western world.

Although all the texts suggest in one way or another that
the quality of public life did not in actuality live up to Greek
statements of ideals, they do not make explicit tie terrible fail-
ure of Athenian uemocracy to survive the temptations that
accompany victory, power, and wealth.

That Athens was a democracy at home and imperialist
abroad is noted but not made graphic. Each book recites the fall
of Athens from her peak of power and prestige at the end of the
Persian Wars (c. 479 B.C., the battle of Plataea) to her total,
humiliating defeat at the hands of Sparta in 404 B.C. Most of the
texts say that the Athenians took advantage of their former
allies, and Kownslar remarks that Pericles was a democrat at
home yet "very aggressive" abroad.

But the degree of arrogance and cruelty toward weaker
states is not presented, nor is the rising hubris , ,,at was to
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destroy Athens. No authors describe how demagogues sought
public favorand undermined the democratic systemby their
reckless attacks on other Greek cities, culminating in the
expedition to Syracuse that opened the way to Sparta's victory.

Mazour says only, as Thucydides remarked, that both
Athens and Sparta were "full of young men whose inexperience
made them eager to take up arms." But Thucydides' great
lesson on the ravages of pride is not invoked (as George C. Mar-
shall invoked it as his warning to us shortly after the great
American victories of 1945).

In vain had Pericles cautioned before his death against rush-
ing into action before conseque.ices could be carefully con-
sidered. He himself had had to bend before a prideful public
opinion. The drama of democracy's birth and some of her
vulnerabilities could not be more compelling. It is not too much
to say that Athenian democracy's failure to resist the lure of em-
pire led to her own destruction. But, although the texts miss the
chance to suggest it, the raw facts are there and teachers can
elaborate upon them.

rkorally, the texts offer a basis upon which to build a lesson on
the relations among education, character, and citizenship.

Scattered remarks on Greek education, Greek drama, philoso-
phy, and the classical tradition appear in all of the texts. Beers is
the most complete, beginning with a paragraph on "Training for
Athenian Citizenship" and citing grammar, public speaking,
memorization of passages from the epics and histories, and en-
couragement to debate art, politics, and philosophy. For a
"sound mind in a sound body," there were sports, gymnastics,
and military training.

Beers includes a page on Sophocles' Antigone as a tragic
clash between individual and government. "More than most an-
cient peoples," he observes, "the Greeks were concerned with
defining the rights and responsibilities of the citizen." Their
answers were not simple. The clash between right and right was
to be expected in life and politics. Beers reinforces the point,
though not explicitly, with Socrates' choice of death over exile.

The recognition and acceptance of tragedy was fundamen-
tal to Greek thought, or at least to the sort of Greek thought pos-
terity has chosen to regard as central to the Greek legacy. (Here
teachers could usefully suggest how selective, and perhaps quite
untypical, a people's "legacy" may turn out to be!) At the same
time, Greek thinkers expressed great faith in the power of
human reason to sweep away mystery and to discover natural
laws explaining the universe. Beers describes this faith, as well
as the approach of Herodotus and Thucydides to history, as the
rational study of human behavior and its laws.

Although Beers describes Greek art and architecture as 51
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striving for harmony and proportion, the broader meaning ef:
classicism is omitted. Mazour, Kownslar, and Roselle also name
the characteristics of classical artharmony, balance, order,
restraint--without using the term. None of the texts makes the
connection between the Greeks' ideal of style in the arts with
their repeated exhortations for the same harmony, balance,
order, and restraint in human behavior. Nor does any suggest
that exhortation to moderate behavior becomes most insistent
among people who tend to behave otherwise and most need
reminding. Beneath the classical Golden Age was nearly un-
broken restlessness, violence, and aggression.

In any case, from the bits and pieces to be found in these
books, teachers may well suggest that for many Greeks it was
axiomatic that good moral character and good citilenship arose
from a healthy well-roundedness. Men who had developed all of
their human possibilities to the limitphysical, aesthetic, civic,
intellectualwould win dignity. They would be at peace with
themselves and thereby with others. They would be proud but
not arrogant, unafraid, unenvious, and self-disciplined, ruled by
a code of personal honor and civic duty. This, at least, was the
ideal and, as such, was much admired and sought after by
educators ever since. It was the civic side of classicism that vas
so respected by 18th-century thinkers and politicians, including
the American founders.

At quite another level, the texts' failure to consider the
broader meaning of classicism is a chance lost to introduce
students to the great debate with Romanticism. Are music,
painting, literature, dress, and public behavior better served by
reason or by emotion? By restraint or by exubers-Ance? By form
and balance and convention or by spontaneity, fantasy, and free
subjective innovation?

What student would have no opinion on these choicesor
could not be brought to appreciate various choices according to
various aspects of life? Whatever is said may be usefully related
to matters of historical substance, from the Greeks onward, for
in both politics and war the rival modes of Classical and Roman-
tic heroism have had striking consequences.

In sum, however, the main failing of these texts is to leave
out any coherent account of Greek political ideas: Plato's faith in
intellect, reason, and education; Aristotle's vision of a demo-
cratic polity that depends on public moderation and a healthy
economic and social balance; and the two philosophers' differing
views of human nature and of what brings out the best in peo-
ple. A good text would also explain how Plato's and Aristotle's
own experiences of public life could have affected their political
ideas, most particularly the failure of Athenian democracy to
survive its demagogues and the temptations of empire.
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LEGACY OF ROME VII
THE FALL AND

Until the French Revolution, the fall of the Roman em-
pire occupied historians as the greatest upheaval in
human history. The 18th-century revolutionary lead-

ers in Europe and America looked to the decline of Rome for
dangers to guard against as they struggled to order their own
societies for the future. Several, including Jefferson and Robes-
pierre, thought Aristotle had foreseen the root cause in the ris-
ing extremes of wealth and penury, the destruction of family
farms, and the modest middle classes. "Lessons" from Rome
abounded, as each generation read different meanings into the
mass demoralization of a once-invincible people.

Curiously, the first thing missing from these and other text-
books is the human drama itselfthe violence, terror, anguish,
fury, and despair of a society in disintegration. In their concern
to cover so much, the authors fail to pause on episodes most
likely to reach students' feelings. History is first of all an awe-
some story; emotion is not out of place. Indeed, many events are
obscured or distorted when blood, tears, and suspense are drained
away. Admittedly, not every such event can be paused over and
brought back to life with needed detail, original documents, and
literary and pictorial images. But some must be, especially those
we look to for perspective, special insight, and example.

The decay of Rome is an obvious choice on an epic scale, as
is the French Revolution, the Western Front of 1914-18, or the
Holocaust. Historians and teachers make their own choices of
other moments deserving full dramatic portrayal: the destruc-
tion of the Spanish Armada and the siege of Stalingrad; Gettys-
burg and the Battle of Britain; Galileo and the Curies; Magellan
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and the landing on the moon. To leave all such episodes recessed
in gray, undifferentiated narrative is to hide from students the
heights and depths of human possibility.

Aside from the drama, what of the great historical puzzle of
decline and fall? These texts offer varying degrees of analysis.
Kownslar offers but 1 page in a chapter of 21, without looking
for causes beyond the Roman Empire's sheer size and the inabil-
ity of the emperors to control the army, the pressure of Ger-
manic tribes, and "internal strife and repeated warfare." Yet in
the section review, students are asked to discuss the reasons for
Rome's decline, to explain in general why important countries
decline, and to pronounce on the strengths and weaknesses of
Roman culture. Rome's economic and social problems are
unconnected to the collapse, appearing 10 pages earlier, under
"Building the Empire."

T wo of the other texts do only somewhat better in wrestling
with cause. Wallbank divides its relevant material between

the end of its chapter on Rome and the start of a chapter on
Christendom, with major emphasis on the pressure of Germanic
invasions. Roselle, which does have a strong section on Roman
life, law, and architecture, devotes two pages to the decline and
fall. Like Wallbank, it is brief on internal problems, long on bar-
barian invasions. Neither tells students about the historical
debates that have raged ever since.

It is a lost opportunity, for the multifarious reasons offered
by historians present the best chance, until the French Revolu-
tion, to acquaint students with sharply contending schools of
thought. Since these often quarrel over the relative importance
of politics, economics, social forces, and cultural and moral fac-
tors, this is also the best early occasion to introduce students to
the helpful device of grouping their facts under political, econ-
omic, social, cultural, and moral headings. It helps them to
define and clarify each of these categories of life and history,
and then to exercise their "critical thinking" by looking for con-
nections and influences among them. The object, of course, is
not to find the single right answer (there usually is none) but to
open their minds to the complexities of cause and to the danger
of oversimplifying out of dogma or abstraction.

Very few subjects promise a richer array of possible reasons
fo: a society's decline, with so many overtones that students will

recognize from current debates over the health of their own
society. Although there is always the danger of falling into
"presentism," it is worth reviewing with them all of the great
range of conditions historians have found to blame. In the
political and military spheres, factors include the failure of civil-
ian control of the soldiers; the absence of regular, peaceful
means to ensure the imperial succession; military politics at the
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capital; the sheer size of a static empire; bureaucratic overcom-
plexity and corruption; the death of local government and local
responsibility; the mercenary rather than citizen army; the
chaos and inequities of the tax system; the vagaries of the per-
sonalities in power; the barbarian pressures at the frontiers; and
the many short-term reasons for repeated military defeats. And
this is only a start.

On the economic side, explanations have ranged from soil
exhaustion, a shrinking tax base, and flight from the land to
monopolies, inequities of wealth, loss of incentives and man-
agerial competence, inflation, welfare costs, tax burdens, fraud
and profiteering, the absence of technological advances, and a
general inability to cope with the end of profits from imperial
expansion.

In social matters, some have pointed to the decimation of
the middle class and of small- and middle-scale farmers, to the
pauperized urban massesviolent and sullen, ready to be
swayed, bought; or manipulated. Others have stressed the
shrinking population, the influx of new peoples, the decline of
family and parental authority, and generalized class polarization
and class hatred, exacerbated by every new difficulty and crisis.

Gibbon is not the only historian to blame Christianity for
undermining the unity and morale of the Romans. Others have
seen Christianity as dividing the most serious and well-meaning
people against each other; of spurring hostility to authority and
necessary hierarchies; of inciting antimilitarism, antiimperial-
ism, and the ridicule of Roman tradition and patriotism; of en-
couraging intolerance, moral arrogance, puritanism, and perfec-
tionism; and of pressing the young to "drop out" of earthly
strivings for success and recognition.

Finally, in the realm of culture and morals, historians have
indicted the private character of Stoicism on the one hand and
what they see as growing self-indulgence and hedonism on the
other. They see apathy, alienation, and loss of civic pride in a
centralized empire so vast it seemed beyond the reach of any in-
dividual or group to direct. They thus see the Romans as resign-
ing themselves to political helplessness and fatalism about
forces beyond human control. Other observers lay before the
reader the public grossness of the prosperous and the brutish-
ness of illiterate, hopeless masses. They describe escapism
everywherein astrology, alcoholism, drugs, obscenity, sexual
obsessions, mystery cults, and spectacles of death and mutila-
tion in the arena and theatre. In sum, they point to moral deca-
dence, loss of higher purpose, and failure of nerve, with the
dizzying multiplicity of problems overwhelming even the best,
brightest, and noblest of Romans.

It does not require much textbook space to list these many-
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faceted assertions and the major arguments or examples used to
support them. Not a fe f these emerged from historians quite
obviously concerned w ilagellating their own societies, from
Rome itself to modern America. Once more, the point is not to
arrive at a single, settled answer, although several historians
have produced impressive lists of documented causes in one
reasonable order or other. It is to awaken students' ability to
place themselves in other times, to sense through the Roman
drama the very many aspects of any society they must explore
before proffering easy answers.

Of the five texts under review, two do rather well in this
exercise of historical analysis. Beers offers a four-page section,
"Collapse of the Empire," on political, economic, and social
forces, following its treatment of the division of the Empire, the
attempts of Diocletian and Constantine to stem the tide, and an
account of the barbarian invasions. It also includes a boxed
exercise asking students to examine one Roman author's views
on the indulgence of the wealthy and the brutal amusements of
the poor.

Mazour provides comparable space and detail but carries
analysis one step further by explaining how various fac-

torspolitical, economic, social, cultural, military, and per-
sonalacted upon each other in a complicated downward spiral
of Roman power. By adding well-chosen original materials or
summaries of historians' arguments, teachers could build a
satisfactory lesson in historical cause on either of the two latter
texts. But withcat a sharper sense of what was at stake and the
scale of human tragedy that attended Rome's fall, students
might find the analysis of cause less compelling than teachers
would wish.

Several of the texts speak of "good" emperors and "bad"
emperors without clarifying the traits and policies that differen-
tiate each sort. The drama of Roman politic. could be enhanced
for students if the texts pointed out that many of the conditions
blamed for the fall had been present even from the Augustan
age, four centuries earlier. Both good and had emperors had
struggled with them, and no saga offers clearer proof that the
quality of political leadership can make a difference.

Some of the good emperors followed immediately upon per-
iods of chaos and insecurity. They profited from the general
desire for order and predictability. It was easier for them to gain
support, even sacrifice, for sound policies. They were more able
to prepare their successors, to control the military at home and
in the provinces, and to sustain employment through public
works. They rrlleeted taxes which, though often heavy, were
fairly distributed and predictable. They kept careers open to
talent and rooted out corruption in the higher civil service. They
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strove to restore agriculture and resettled people on the land.
Personal character played its part; better men won admiration
and loyalty. Here a biographical vignette or two would bring
political history to a human level.

It would also illuminate the Roman legacy in law and
government. Trajan (98-117 A.D.), for example, urged fairness
to accused Christians:

Information w:' Lout the accuser's name subscribed must
not be admitted in evidence against anyone, as it is intro-
ducing a very dangerous precedent and by no means
agreeable to the spirit of the age.

In the matter of Roman law, the texts are uneven in their
coverage Fpzuslar and Wallbank are extremely brief. The lat-
ter cites none of Roman law's principles and Kownslar is con-
tent to remark that it combined flexibility with universality.
Beers, Mazour, and Roselle are explicit on the importance of
Roman law to Western Europe ever since. They explain the no-
tion of a common standard of justice applicable to all citizens
equally, at the same time interpreted by judges according to
local customs and circumstances. Among the common prin-
ciples were the presumption of innocence until the accused was
proved guilty and consistent rules for the admission of evidence.

Finally, on the subject of the Roman republic and its legacy
to Western political forms, Wallbank is the only text too brief to
be helpful. Beers, Mazour, and Roselle all provide a full nar-
rative on the republic, with ample detail on its complicated sets
of counterbalancing authorities, but none is explicit on the sepa-
ration of powers that Romans soughtand later theorists saw
in their system of government.

Kownslar is the clearest in this instance, calling the veto
what it wasa safeguard to ensure no branch or officer of
government seized dominance over the others. Kownslar is also
alone among the texts to point out that the structure was both
federal and democratic but usually in the actual control of only a
few, privileged factions. Overall, there is material in most of
these textbooks for solid lessons on Roman politics and institu-
tions, and hence the Roman legacy. What is left out is the
debate among historians over the reasons for the decline and
fall, a debate that helped shape several schools of political
thought down to modern times.
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THE BASIC IDEAS OF
JUDAISM AND VIICHRISTIANITY

Here we arrive at one of the most serious failures of all
the texts. The moral and ethical principles of Judaism
and Christianity make up the core of the Western in-

tellectual and literary tradition. They lie at the heart of most
subsequent world ideologies, even those determinedly anti-
religious. The great debates over right and wrong, over justice
and injustice, and over the place of the individual in society and
history are rooted in what Greeks, Jews, and Christians believed
to be true of human nature and human needs. Yet the basic
ideas of Judaism and Christianity are all but ignored in some of
these texts and only feebly suggested in the rest.

How is this lapse to be explained in books whose purpose is
to acquaint students with the essence of each world culture? One
possibility is that the authors take for granted that students
have already absorbed from family, church, or prior schooling
the bases of Western religious tradition. This might explain
their tendency to devote substantially more space and explana-
tion to Islam, Buddhism, and Confucianism. It might also ex
plain the broad, demanding review questions they pose, asking
students, in one example, to "compare the basic teachings of
Christianity and Islam" from a text (Wallbank) that devotes one
sentence to Christian teachings ("Like other Jews, Jesus con-
demned violence and selfishness and taught doctrines based on
brotherhood") and nearly two pages to those of Mohammed.

Or are the authors overwary of possible accusations of reli-
gious indoctrination? But then again, why should they be? This
is not a matter of presenting the main tenets of Judeo-Christian
faith and dogma as true or untrue. That is not the business of
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historians. Their concern is with the history of ideas at work,
their power to move people to action anI to other ideas. Stu-
dents much younger than those of the 9fa and 10th grade are
well aware that the truth is very often less important than what
people think is true. It is, after all, the very engine of TV soap
opera. We examii..3 ideologies such as Marxism and fascism
with gi eat care, not because we believe them or wish to convert
our students, but because they are fo.:RS in history and they, in
turn, have been shaped by historical events. There is no less
reason to examine Judaism and Christianity. Textbooks should
hardly eviscerate themselves just to avoid displeasing readers
who cannot tell the difference between religious instruction and
the history of ideas.

For whatever reasons, these texts do fail. In Wallbank,
referred to above, the Jews do not get so much ac a boldface
heading (as the Hittites do). We find four p.ragTaphs summariz-
ing their history from Canaan to the Diaspo' a and only one deal-
ing with religious ideas. There is mention of monotheism and
the Ten Commandments, from which "prophets developed
some of the noblest rules of human behavior." But the Ten
Commandments are not listed, and we are given only one
sentence of noble rules f , m Micah: "Only to do justly, and to
love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God." Accompanying
the single sentence on Christian teachings cited above are two
pages of narrative on the lives of Jesus and Paul. the fate of
Christians in Rome. and the organization of the early Church.
Mentioned are the Nicene Creed, the New Testament, the let-
ters of Paul, and Augustine's City of God, which "provided
much of the foundation of Christian theology.' In all this, there
is not a word of substance on ideas.

Kownslar is much the same. The Ten Commandments are
not listed, only described as governing "the actions of the
Hebrews in their religious, family, and community life." Ethical
monotheism stirred "good behavior in individualsboth in their
personal lives and toward others." The single passage on Chris-
tian belief follows:

He taught that the Ten Commandments of the Hebrews
were a guide to proper living. Jesus also taught that all
people are equal in the eyes of God, that everyone should
love God above all else, and that they should treat others
the same way they would wish to be treated. The teach-
ings of Jesus, together with those of the Hebrew religion,
which formed the foundation of much of his preaching,
make up what is called the Judeo-Christian tradition.

Beers and Roselle, somewhat stronger a ideas throughout
than are Kownslar and Wallbank, begin by listing the Ten Com-
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mandments (though not by number, a lost chance for a bit of cul-
tural literacy). They also present more remarks on Hebrew
respect for the individuP' and on concern for the poor and weak.
Both also devote subs, ntially greater space to Christian teach-
ings, citing the message of the Sermon on the Mount and sug-
gesting the emphasis of the "New Law' on love of all human
beings and on the equality and dignity of all. Mazour, having
promised readers they would "learn about the power of ideas,
such as the belief that every human being has worth and dignity
that must be respected," fails to say that the belief is at the
heart of Judaism and Christianity! Although the text includes a
box noting that reading Scripture is helpful to understanding
faith, not even the Ten Commandments are listed, only men-
tioned. Ethical monotheism is descnbed in two sentences, then
proclaimed as "the most important contribution of the Jews to
Western civilization." Christian teachings are presented in 12
lines, all on love and forgiveness.

bsent from all of these accounts is the fundamental Judeo-
Christian notion of human nature as a complicated mixture

of worthy and unworthy elements, active impulses toward both
good and evil. Also missing is the notion that God holds the indi-
vidual responsible for the exercise of free will in moral choice.
Jews and Christians both deny the fatalism common in the an-
cient world. Man the individual is responsible. He can act other-
wise. His choice is not determinedor excusedby fate, mys-
tery, eroironment., or collectivity. Absent from these Lexts, too,
is the idea of individual creation of each soul in the spiritual im-
age of God, which to believers is the compelling reason to accept
the equality and dignity of every person on earth. Some of the
texts touch upon the principle of equalitybut without refer-
ence to the religious source of its power.

In Judaism and Christianity, the fatalism of the ancient
world is also defied by the doctrine of amelioration. The world is
not to be accepted as it is. God imposes on Jew and Christian the
duty to make it better, regardless of obstacles or excuses. What-
ever the actual religions beliefsand nonbeliefs, even anti-
beliefsof Western peoples, they have ever since been marked
by these ideas: the equality and dignity of all, the need for soci-
eties in which moral choice is freely possible, and the duty to
struggle for just and decent communities. That religious leaders
and believers in positions of power have, throughout history,
often betrayed and suppressed such ideas may be regrettable
(though, given the basic view of human nature, not surprising)
but is beside the point. The egalitarian, individualistic, human-
itarian, reformist, and striving ethic rooted in the Jewish and
Christian faiths lives on. Coupled with the codes of personal
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behavior that the Judeo-Christian tradition shared with the
pagan Greek and Roman philosophersfortitude, self-restraint,
self-examination, self-respect, and devotion to truth and
reasonthis ethic has sustained, and been sustained by, the best
moments of liberal democracy in nations East and West.

If such commonplaces are absent from elementary texts, it
is not surprising to find other important ideas missing as well.
Among them is the peculiarly tense, restless nature of Western
religion, which imposes countless, frequently competing
charges on its followers. Jews and Christians, and those who
have absorbed its moral imperatives without wholly retaining
the faith, are enjoined to transform themselves but also to trans-
form society; to obey God's law always but also to render to
Caesar all that is his; to suffer injustice but to defy unjust laws;
to be humble but to show the light of righteousness; to seek
truth through faith but also through reason; to aspire to the spir-
itual but also to use well the things of the earth and the flesh.
The main stream of Western religion has not been otherworldly
but, as Frost said, ever "risking spirit in substantiation." The
results have not always been holy or edifying to look at. Reli-
gious warfare and persecution have been as cruel in the West as
anywhere, in crusades, pogroms, inquisitions, massacres, and
civil wars.

For textbooks to dwell a bit longer on Judaism and Chris-
tianity need not imply claims of superiority over other world
religions or claims that others have not inspired admirable ideals
of human conduct. Indeed, not a few Westerners have found
spiritual comfort in other faiths less bound up with things of the
earth. Moreover, the West has never been dominated by any
single version of morality and values, except for a short time in
the Middle Ages. Out of the legacy of ideas of Greece, Rome,
Judaism, and Christianity, Westerners have grappled with
multiple questions and questssometimes in turn, sometimes
several at once. What is beautiful? What is true? What is just,
orderly, or merely useful? What is holy? What will save me?
What is the full human life? What is success, honor, love? Many
historians, trying to account for the West's incessant change
and dynamismfor better or worsehave fastened upon the
restless, contradictory impulses rooted in its activist, eclectic
religious heritage. In this sense, Aldous Huxley's Brave New
World (a good book for high school) is a parable about the end of
Western civilization: nobody is to ask any more questions or to
seek anything but fun and comfort.

Admittedly, the force of ideas cannot be quantified, but then
neither can many other forces. We do not know what percen-
tage of cause for Rome's decline to assign to Germanic inva-
sions, but we take the invasions seriously because we know they
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were there. In a world daily proving to us that ideas have power,
textbook writers for high school students could well pay more
attention to themnot only because they are important, but
because they are more likely to engage students than any other
sort of history. Not to explain the religious sources or moral
ideas so critical ND human rights and free societies is a major
pedagogical and intellectual failure in these texts.
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VIII/THE MIDDLE AGES
AS A SOURCE OF
REPRESENTATIVE
GOVERNMENT

In returning to political history, we find our authors more
comfortable but still preoccupied with coverage, slow to
pause and bring forth central points of importance. In the

history of liberal democracy, the Western Middle Ages is
pivotal. In 1215, for example, King John was forced to sign
Magna Carta. In 1295, Edward I summoned the Model Parlia-
ment: "What toucnes all should be approved by all." From
these 13th-century events evolved the British constitution, the
revolution of the 17th century, and the attainmer,t of parliamen-
tary democracy in the 19th and 20th centuries. Transplanted to
America in the same 17th century, English political habits
stirred oLz. War of Independence, were embodied in our Consti-
tution, and, as in England, gradually broadened to political
democracy.

Representative government was to be justified and sup-
ported by political ideas from Greece, Rome, medieval and
Renaissance scholars, Protestant divines, and theorists of the
17th and 18th centuries. But it did not spring from ideas. It was
rooted in an earthly pattern of armed power, in what most
moderns regard as the political chaos of feudalism. Magra Carta
was a feudal document; the Model Parliament, a feudal gather-
ing. The essence of feudal society was that nobody held all the
power. Kings, bishops, abbots, and many other ranks of nobility
each had a share, most tangibly in the bands of fighting men at
their command. This physical balance of poweran unplanned
development out of the Dark Ages following Rome's collapse in
the Westur Jer lay all else. Because of it, feudal contracts were
true contracts; that is, each party had obligations as well as
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rights. Although he sat at the apex of the feudal pyramid, the
king was not sovereign; he was not above the contractual sys-
tem but enmeshed in it, subject to man-made law and limits. If
he ignored his obligations to his vassals, nobles, or clergy, he
could be forced, by their armed power, to mend his ways. Arbi-
trary royal government was not possible. Each group holding a
share of power held a share of freedom to resist and to bargain.

Thisthat representative government depends on a physi-
cal balance of poweris the first, the most vital, of all political
lessons students should take in from their study of this period. It
is not only the historical base of liberal democracy, but the first
question to be put to any society claiming to be free. Is there a
balance of power within it? Are there separate groups, each with
separately rooted bases of, powerarms; land; wealth; prestige;
tradition; special skills or functions; geographical location; sheer
numbers; ethnic, class, or religious cohesionso that, in turn,
there may be separate contending parties, each free to offer real
choice against others each secure enough to compromise with
others or even to lose elections? Without such balance, do con-
stitutions, assemblies, votes, and elections mean anything?
From Napoleon through the Soviet Union, model constitutions
have proliferated. What realities lay behind them? When is a
constitution only an artful piece of paper? What kinds of eco-
nomic, social, geographic, religious, cultural, and military condi-
tions seem to nourish, or tolerate, the survival of political
balances of power? These are questions to ask when studying
the England and Europe of the Middle Agesand when pursu-
ing liberal democracy today.

A nother question: who controls the purse, the power to tax
and to appropriatethe assembled representatives of the

several groups or the executive alone? With such power, the
assembly can act, as the English parliament progressively did;
without it, the assembly only talks, as did the Duma of Czar
Nicholas II. Magna Carta was a typical feudal contract, sharing
out rights and obligations among all parties. At its heart lay the
king's agreement not to levy any but the customary taxes "with
out the common consent of the realm"; without new taxes, he
could not increase his army and overturn the balance of power.

Historians who play down the importance of Magna Carta
are partly right. In itself, it guaranteed nothing. Nor did the
Model Parliament of 1295 guarantee any sure evolution to a set-
tled system of limited, constitutional, representativeand ulti-
mately democraticcentral government. If it had been easy to
sustain, representative government would have sprung out of
every comer of feudal Europe. Everywhere power was dispersed,
"magna cartas" were signed, royal power was limited, and
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numberless parliaments met. But in most other localities, kings
worked themselves free of feudal restrictions (sometimes bran-
dishing the heory of "divine right" to ignore man-made con-
tracts, as they would later use it to rise above religious factions).
In some cases, as in Poland, central government dissolved in the
face of uncompromising local feudal magnates. The English ex-
perience proved to be unique in combining orderly central
government with the freedom of representative institutions.

How do these textbooks deal with democracy's medieval
origins? As on other topics, Kownslar remains on a lower level
of sophistication in most respects: in language, in context, and
in concepts. The terms of Magna Carta are given less than a
paragraph; worse, the text is content to describe, without ex-
plaining the relationship of each item to broader themes or
questions:

The document was a list of things the king was forbidden
to do. It was a statement of the rights claimed by the
nobles and ,:ommon people. For example, it stated that no
unusual taxes might be collected without the consent of
the Great Council. it also declared that the king's subjects
were entitled to the protection of the laws and a trial
when accused of wrongdoing.

According to Kownslar, Magna Carta's significance is that it
"has always been respected by the English people" and that it
"limited royal powers." But Kownslar makes no connection be-
tween Magna Carta and the feudal system, which is mentioned
15 pages earlier. Consequently, there is no discussion of the bal-
ance of power. Edward I's Model Parliament called in 1295
("What touches all should be approved by all," his writs se l), is
described several pages before Magna Carta (1215). Kownslar is
unclear on Parliament's social composition and passes, without
comment, over the crucial fact that it appi..ved new taxes.

Like Kownslar and all the others, Wallbank makes no con-
nection between the feudal system itself (treated 10 pages earl-
ier) and the constraints Magna Carta placed on the king. All the
texts are silent on the fundamental notion that the guarantor of
any constitution is a balance of power among competing interest
groups. Wallbank's passages on Magna Carta and the Model
Parliament improve on Kownslar by citing the later evolution of
the charter's clause on taxation and linking it to the American
colonists' denunciation of taxation without representation. In
most other respects, Wallbank, Beers, Mazour, and Roselle of-
fer similar treatments. They describe the social groups repre-
sented in the Model Parliament: the upper nobility and clergy,
knights from the shires, and burgesses from the chartered
towns. They explain how Parliament gradually turned its power
of the purse into the power to legislate, how it eventually
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divided into the House of Lords and the House of Commons.
Beers has the added merit of printing critical excerpts from the
Great Charter in a prominent box.

No account is inaccurate, or misleading, except insofar as
they all fade into the relentless march of detail. In being set
forth so briefly, crowded about with so many other topics, what
was remarkable is rendered commonplace. No doubt this is one
price for compressing world history into a single text; still, bet-
ter choices could have been made. Most texts devote twice as
much space to the quarrels between popes and German
emperors, but they fail to suggest the significance of these quar-
rels. Although every text follows its account of English develop-
ments with an account of the contrary developments in
Franceincrease of royal power, failure of Estates-General to
establish itselfnone makes much of the contrast, and none
asks why England alone should have followed parliamentary
lines. Perhaps it is a question better saved for the even sharper
divergen:e of the 17th century, when Parliament's triumph is
assured.

Meanwhile, to leave out, as these texts do, the medieval and
feudal origins of constitutional government, to ignore the cen-
tral place of the balance of power as the guarantor of constitu-
tions, and to fail to dwell on the elected representatives' need
for power of the purse is to make all subsequent st. uggles for
free government very much harder to understand.
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PARLIAMENT IN THE IX
THE TRIUMPH OF

17TH CENTURY

The 17th century is another great turning point in the
history of free, representative government. At the start
of the century, Parliament was, of course, already three

centuries old, a traditional institution with broad support in the
country. Its power to approve new taxes was honored even by
the willful Tudors, Henry VIII and Elizabeth. Still, there was no
certainty about its future. The power of the throne was formid-
able, and with the death of Elizabeth in 1603 there arose a line of
Stuart kings determined to rule by divine right in the style of
continental monarchs. Though not openly seeking to destroy
Parliament, these kings sought to rule in all wafters, with or
without parliamentary consent. But before the century ended, it
was Parliament that ruled; its chosen monarchs were forced to
ask its consent on every major matter of government.

Again, how did this happen, and why in England? The
answers lie in a great and complex drama that must be studied
at two levels. First, it was a particular political event, unfolding
along its own unique lines, as history does not repeat itself. But,
at the second level, since certain general forces and conditions
do reappear, the English Revolution ratIst be examined for those
factors that favor the emergence of representative government.
The English parliamentarians did not create their systemas
was later said of the British empirein a fit of absent-minded-
ness. They knew they had to defend themselves against a resur-
gence of royal power. What they forged in the way of laws and
safeguards also offered lessons that people elsewhere were to
follow, around the world and to the present day.

Even as world history texts, these five books underplay the
drama of the English Revolution and its significance to the evo-
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lution of democracy. Both fact and analysis fall short. Again, the
extraordinary is made ordinary, and students may be forgiven
for failing to grasp its import to themselves.

Still, there are differences among the texts worth noting.
Kownslar and Wallbank devote so little space to the Revolution
that it is lost in the mass of surrounding detail. The latter gives
it but 3 pages in a 16-page chapter, misnamed "The Age of
Democratic Revolution" and crammed with the English Revolu-I tion, the American Revolution, the French Revolution, and the

...the revolts of the Latin American nations! The greatest dramas in
extraordinary is the history of political democracy are reduced to little more than
made ordinary. mentioning.

Kownslar gives the Revolution 41/2 pages of print in a
14-page chapter that also rushes through the religious wars of
the 16th century, the Armada, the Thirty Years War, and the
age of Louis XIV.

Mazour devotes 71/2 pages to the English Revolution, but
those pages are confusingly squeezed into a chapter headed
"Central Governments in Europe Increased Their Power, 1480-
1800." Subjects range from Charles V and Philip II through
Louis XIV, Peter the Great, Catherine the Great, Frederick the
Great, and Maria Theresa.

Nowhere is it more obvious that the single-year course in
world historyas ladled out in these textsis wholly inadequate
in educating democratic citizens. All five books offer substanti-
ally more space to ancient Egypt than to the English Revolution.

r he somewhat longer accounts in Mazour, Beers, and
Roselle do manage sufficient narrative and cont. .. ...lough

reference to critical documents to provide a basis for effective
study. All three list the major points of the Petition of Right of
1628, the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679, and the Bill of Rights of
1689and emphasize their importance. They make clear the
great value of the long parliamentary tradition in resisting
James I's claims to divine right, which he saw as setting the
monarchy "free" from the restraints of man-made law (such as
Magna Carta and all other feudal contracts). They cite the emer-
gence of political partiesWhig and Toryunder the Restora-
tion though, unfortunately, without clarifying their different
souies of support in the social and religious balance of power in
English society. And all close by explaining the later develop-
ment of ministerial responsibility and the cabinet system.

All five texts, even the briefest, do quite well in summing up
the safeguards erected by the victorious Parliament in its Bill of
Rights of 1689 and their later importance to the United States:
the protection of free speech and debate in Parliament; regular
meetings of Parliament (Charles I had ruled without one for 11

70 years); free elections and the right to petition; the king's being



forbidden to proclaim or suspend any law without consent of
Parliament, to impose taxes without its approval, or to maintain
a standing army in time of peace; prohibition of excessive bail or
fines; prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment; the citizen's
right to a fair trial and (if Protestant) to bear arms. That these
1689 safeguard-, laid the foundation for the United States' Con-
stitution is made clear in all the texts. Also, all do well in
reminding us that, although much had been won, England was
still very far from democratic in 1689. Until the early 19th
century, politics was the province of the landed aristocracy and
its upper-middle-class allies; the vast majority of Englishmen
were shut out of voting and holding office by property qualifica-
tions. The age of popular democracy lay far ahead. But the prin-
ciple of representative government was already secure, as was
the rule of law, which promised to protect all citizens from arbi-
trary authority of any kind.

Also secure, by 1689, was the principle of representative
government, as tested against the two criteria for valid constitu-
tions proposed in the previous chapter. As to the first criterion,
there was a genuine balance of power in English society, ex-
pressing itself in the Whig and Tory parties. As narrowly con-
fined to the privileged classes as these were, they nonetheless
represented different factions and tendencies. Elections meant
real choice among separate, contending parties .and personal-
ities. By the 19th century, party rivalry would bring an exten-
sion of suffrage to other classes and, by the 1920s, suffrage and
eligibility for office to women.

Tested against the second criterion, the elected representa-
tives in Parliament did possess the all-important power of the
purse; they had the power of taxation and appropriation. What
the executive could, or could not, do was constrained by Parlia-
ment's power to give, or to withhold, money. The failure of the
Stuart kings, was, in effect, a failure to collect enough money on
their own, without Parliament's approval, to use as they wished.
Students should see that several of the great documents of the
time concerned money. The Petition of Right in 1628, with its
fulsome language about "divers rights and liberties of the sub-
jects," shut off taxation without consent of Parliament; prohi-
bited arbitrary arrest (which shut off the possibility of ransom);
forbade the billeting of soldiers on civilians (by which the king
could save money on his army); and prohibited arbitrary imposi-
tion of martial law (by which forced "gifts" or "loans" might be
obtained). Ln practice, the Petition would mean a permanently
limited monarch, reduced to trading power and policies with
Parliament for his bread, buti.er, and soldiers. Charles I, who
tried to evade it by refusing to call Parliament for 11 years, was
finally forced to do so by an empty treasury.
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Historians have suggested many explanations as to why
Parliament triumphed over royal authority in England, while
across the Channel the French monarchs rose to absolute
power, utterly free of the Estates-General, which ceased to meet
after 1614. What forces and conditions favored the emergence
of limited, constitutional, and representative government? As in
any exercise over historical causation, no neat final answer is
possibleor ought to be expected. The advantages on Parlia-
ment's side are obvious, but they hardly lend themselves to
measurement, and historians still debate their relative
importance.

Ll first, and unlike the French Estates-General, Parliament
r had a long tradition of regular consultation and an accepted
role in money matters, going back to the 13th century. Thanks to
geography and the Norman Conquest, there was but one parlia-
ment in England. A needy king had no choice. In France, a
larger country (much larger, as transportation went in the
medieval and early modern eras), major provinces could resist
royal authority one by one, sometimes by action of their local
Estates, usually dominated by the local nobility. Weak French
kings were helpless to overcome such resistance. Strong kings
could, and did, play one locality against another, to their own
advantage.

Paradoxically, William the Conqueror's quick, complete
centralization of power in the hands of English kings resulted in
their earlier limitation. No province remained remote; no local
magnates could long imagine they could defy royal power by
themselves. Whoever desired to restrain that power had only
one choiceto join with others at the center. In England, it was
easier to join with others whether from different regions or from
different classes. Regional interests were less bharply diverse
than in France. Cooperation in Parliament between landed aris-
tocrats and middle-class townsmen dated back to the 13th cen-
tu:y. The subjugation of the aristocracy by English kings had
made it less feared by, and readier to live with, other elements
in the society.

In France, the opposite was true. The bourgeoisie was often
foi zed to turn to royal protection against an aggressive nobility
with power to disrupt the peace. Class divisions were also more
prominent there. The estates remained three in number: clergy,
nobles, commoners. There was little or no mixing of the lower
gentry with representatives of the towns, as in the English
House of Commons. In France, the lesser nobility clung fiercely
to their separate status, sepaiating themselves from the bour-
geois commoners. Class strife and religious conflict were
endemic in France in the 16th century. A longing for order was
widespread. The Estates-General stood for disorder and noble
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privilege, threatening the king's ability to keep the peace.
Moreover, the Estates- General had rarely been useful to

French monarchs as a source of tax money, because localities
refused to give their representatives at remote Paris the power
to commit themselves to taxation. Therefore, the Estates-
General was not called from 1614 until 1789, when it was to
open the way to the French Revolution. In England, Parliament's
ability to appropriate funds ultimately won it the power to with-
hold those funds.

As the only hope for stability, and as the ally of a rising
bourgeoisie, the French king had gathered money and power on
his own throughout the 17th century. His army had kept order
at home and had secured the French frontiers. In contrast,
England was a relatively secure place. An island, it had little
reason to fear invasion. Under the Tudors, it had enjoyed a cen-
tury of internal peace, helped by Elizabeth's compromise in
religion. Its only major threat, from the Spanish Armada, had
been countered by its sailors. There was little excuse for a royal
standing army and much less reason than in France and else-
where on the continent to fear a diminution of royal authority.
When it came to ac;.:.al civil war, Charles I found his hurriedly
assembled forces inadequate to meet the parliamentary chal-
lenge. Parliament enjoyed the support of a broad range of
Englishmen, nobles and commons alike, with ample wealth to
gather their own army.

The English Revolution, then, was carried out by a prosrer-
ous, confident, aggressive alliance of a people with a wide range
of grievances against the Stuart kings political, diplomatic,
economic, and religious. In contrast, James I and Charles I had
many disabilities. Their claim to divine right directly defied
English Parliamentary tradition; they were "foreigners" come
to fill the place of the legendary Elizabeth; they were trapped by
inflation into increasing dependence on Parliament; and they
lacked the army to collect money by force (and without money
they could not enlarge the army).

T he advantages Parliament had were formidable, enjoyed
by few other such institutions in Europe at the time (and,

unhappily, by few democratic institutions in many of the fledg-
ling democracies of our own day): experience, tradition, public
respect, wealth, confidence, and the relative prosperity of a
united society, largely free of class and religious strife, secui e
from outside attack. Yet, all this said, the triumph of representa-
tive government in England was a violent, long-drawn affair of
more than 80 yea's. It took civil war, the execution of a king, a
decade of military dictatorship, and the forced exile of another
kingJames IIbefore the final settlement of 1688-89. Attain-
ing representative government was neither easy nor inevitable.
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Students need to be reminded that, for all the analysis of
causes and forces, advantages and disadvantages, the path of
political history remains full of contingency and the unpredic-
table. One can set up the rough odds, but never foretell the
result. In England, the result had long-range implications else-
where. Parliament's example stirred the admiration of many
Americans an' Frenchmen. It also inspired some of the political
ideas popui, 'ted in the 18th century Enlightenment, ideas
which in turn L.Aluenced the course of revolution in America and
in France. But the texts' failure to illuminate the special circum-
stances propelling Parliament to its triumph in Englandand
those contrary circumstances pressing for royal absolutism in
Franceleaves students ill prepared to comprehend those later
revolutions and their dissimilar outcomes.
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IDEAS FROM THE
ENLIGHTENMENT

% 7 hat are the most important ideas American stu-
eVcl.Pnts should get from any text's account of the En-
lightenenent? The conventional answer is still the

best: optimism a faith in science, reason, natural law, educa-
tion, social barrnnlv, and progress. The American republic was
shaped in a time of confidence. So was the Frencli democratic
tradition. Leaders of both believed that once they overthrew the
old ordersBritish rule over the American colonies and the
Bourbon regime of the (supposedly) autocratic Louis XVIthe
way would be open to mace and progress, with the gradual but
inevitable betterment of human life under governments in the
hands of the sovereign people.

The students should already know that many of the prac-
tices and safeguards of free representative government evolved
from the feudal and English past. Now they should grasp how
the prevailing ideas of the scintific and intellectual revolution
of the 17th and 18th centuriesknown as the Enlightenment
reinforced the notion of self-government and pushed it toward
universal democracy. The main assumptions and expectations
of the 18th century Philosophesa group including many
American leaders of the timehave been vitally important to
liberal democracy ever since. Once again, and whenever ideas
are the subject, students should be engaged in examining and
debating them. The first questions for students are obvious:
How much do they, and others, still believe such thin; today?
What doubts or reservations do they have? How do their beliefs
or their doubts affect their attitudes toward democracy as a
form of government? If students cannot be challenged to take a
direct, personal plunge into exploring ideas, then it may be best
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not to tackle the Enlightenment at all. At least one of our texts
:las apparently decided the matter this way.

But there is no neeci to give up. The basic ideas of human
nature are always engaging. The presentation should begin with
the Newtonian view of the universe and nature as orderly,
peaceful, harmonious, and predictable because they are gov-
erned by great natural laws that human minds can discover. The
next topic should be the leap made by the Phibsophes: if nature
is orderly, peaceful, and predictable, then 3, too, can human
society beif it, too, is governed by as own "nature laws. If
scientists can discover by observation and reason the laws that
govern nature, then other thinkers can observe and reason
about past and present human society, discovering what laws
can render 'Inman life as harmonions as nature. Next step: edu-
cated, reasonable men can, by discussion in assembly, come to
agree on which laws governing human society are "natural" and
beneficial. And once society has been reformed and recon-
structed according to these laws (and old, unnatural, irrational
institutions are swept away), progress will be certainbecause
there is nothing necessarily evil or regressive born into human
nature. Once erected, the good society need not be spoiled by
human weakness or misanthropy. The good society, with its ra-
tional and just environment, will form the good citizen.

IA nce again. the basic assumption underpinning everything
V is a particular conception of human nature. The Philoso-
phes put their faith in the capacity of the human mind. Educated,
rational men could, they thought, control their passions and
govern themselves by cxercice of intelligence and will. They re-
called and admired tie Greek faith in critical reason's ability to
sweep away all m; stery and in the Classical human powers of
self-discipline, r:straint, moderation, patience, order and dig-
nity. Rousseau, If course, saw it otherwise. To him, the root of
virtue lay in the heart's natural impulses and sentiments, not in
the mind. Complicated and contradictory as his writings were,
Rousseau's basic message was clear: man is naturally good at
heart and is cor-upted only by corrupt society, by the wrong
kind of environment, and education. Man is capable of looking
honestly into his heart and recognizing what is good for all
human kindthat s, the "general will." He can shape his ac-
tions ar -ordingly, provided he is not distracted by factions and
special interests.

But whether virtue proceeded from mind or heart, from
reflection or sentiment, it was regarded as natural to human
beings. On this particular view of human nature rested the 18th
centt,y's faith in the possibility of peace and progress. More-
cver, the 18th century thinkers diso derived from their admired
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Greeks and Romans the ideal of civic duty. This was the need
for men to serve their community with honorwith sacrifice, if
need beto respect posterity, and to take on responsibility for
preparing a better future so that the future would honor them.

Although a good number of the Philosophesincluding
some, American leadersrejec:.-ed much of traditional religion,
ritual, church structure, and the idea of a personal God, they
were deeply educated in the Judaic-Christian tradition and
steeped in its moral and ethical values. In effect, the Phiios-
ophes' ideas reinforced Jewish and Christian principles of
human equality and dignity, of individual responsibility, of con-
science, of social amelioration, and of humanitarianism. But-
and a large "but" that students of high school age can readily
understandthe popular 18th-century view of human nature
was markedly more optimistic than that of traditional religion.
Where the latter cautioned that weakness born into human
nature would always render it ;fable to imperfection, the 18th
century believed that in a good environment, with good school-
ing, people could wholly mend their ways once error was
pointed out to them.

Students can also see how dangerous such optimism can be.
It can lead both to the highest aspirations for human life and
often at the same tune to merciless oppression and cruelty to
those who do not conform. Jews anc; Christians, expecting less
of human beings tainted by impulse to sin, can be n' 're forgiv-
ing of lapses and antisocial behavior. But if one rejects all inborn
weakness and is sure of everyone's ability to be good, then fail-
ure to be good is not forgivable. It must spring from a deliberate
exercise of will to be bada crime against nature, a defiance of
the "general will" of virtuous humankind, a sort of inexplicable
perversion that deserves extirpation. So the dominant ideas of
the 18th century may lead and, as we shall see, have led either
to free and liberal doctrines and societies or, also quite logically,
to the most manipulative and oppressive regimes imaginable.

How do our texts dea; with the ideas of the Enlightenment?
One, Kownsla -, does not deal with tnem at all; "Enlightenment"
is not even in the index. Nor are Hobbes, Locke, Montesquieu,
Rousseau, or Voltaire. Newton gets one line (he "developed our
concept of gravity") at the end of a single paragraph headed
"Science during the Renaissance." There is nothing else on the
scientific revolution of the 17th century or on the intellectual
revolution of the 18th century. On the American side, such
figures as the Adamses and Madison are not mentioned. Noth-
ing on Franklin or Jefferson would suggest they had ideas at all.
Both the American an ' French revolutions and their results are
presented as springing entirely out of particular circumstance:,
interests, and resentments, unrelated to the intellectual climate
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of their time.
Wallbank devotes a 10-page chapter, "Science and Reason,"

co the subject. It begins well, with the observation that the scien-
tific revolution entered every area of thought and action: relig-
ious, political, literary, social, and economic. It describes the
leap from the laws of nature to t1:- laws of society:

Scientists' discoveries shc wed that the physical universe
was a well-ordered machine, working according to the
laws of nature. Many thinkers reasoned that people also
must be governed by some natural laws. They only
needed to discover these laws...Then they could
improve the ways that people live together.

Wallbank then briefly describes the ideas of Locke, Mon-
tesquieu, Voltaire, and Rousseau. Locke is called, rightly, the
most influential of all, asserting that "progress is certain if peo-
ple would use their minds and follow reason." But his view of
human nature is left out. Why was progress certain? Wallbank
does not give Locke's answer: because man was not born bad,
but as a blank page (tabula rasa) to be shaped by environment
and education. Locke's view of natural rights to life, liberty,
property, and replacement of unjust government are cited, as
well as their influence on American leaders.

Montesquieu is described as another thinker using observa-
tion and reason to discover political principles. His idea of the
separation of powers in government, and its influence on us, is
set forth. But his even more basic idea of the need for a balance
of power within society is absent: the freedom of the individual
requires many bodies intervening between himself and the cen-
tral authoritylocal governments, guilds, associations, courts,
authorities, and groups of all kinds. These not only afford the
citizen protection, places to hide, and greater freedom of choice,
but they also provide invaluable experience in working with
others to civic ends. De Tccqueville, of course, was to make
much of these ideas in Democracy in America.

Rousseau'3 jumbled notions tend to defeat most authors' at-
tempt:. at clarity. Wallbank is no exception. Rousseau's "Tar-
zan" view of human nature is briefly put: "before people were
civilized, they had been pure and good"; they could fmd purity
and goodness again by going "back to nature." But Rousseau's
idea of the general will as a kind of collective conscience is not
clear, being explained only as "shared common values and com-
mon attitudes." That Rousseau's idealan affective, communal
societywas quite opposite from Montesquieu's, with no inter-
vening bodies or factions between the mass of individuals and
their central authority, is not mentioned. Nor is his ominous
phrase in the Social Contract about forcing men to be "free,"
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that is, forcing them to obey the general will rather than their
own particular interests. That Rousseau's ideas can lead to
totalitarianism as well as to liberal democracy is not noted.

Wallbank, like the other texts, is clear on the reformist and
humanitarian zeal of the Age of Reason. Voltaire and others
stood for religious liberty, improvement of public health, school-
ing, hospitals for the sick and insane, law and prison reform, and
abolition of slavery. The text's recital of 18th-century tastes in
art, architecture, literature, and music is briefly linked to that
period's neoclassical enthusiasm for the Greeks and Romans.
But a further connection with order, reason, balance, and disci-
pline as the public, political virtues is missing. In sum, a good
many relevant points are mentioned, but no major political
thinker is described fully enough to engage the student's inter-
est or to allow for those comparisons and contrasts needed for
critical political thinking.

oselle does riot provide a separate chapter on the Enlight-
enment, divided as it is between a brief passage in Chapter

18 on Maria Theresa and Joseph II as enlightened despots and a
few pages in Chapter 21, "The French Revolution and Napol-
eon Shake Europe." In the first segment, the Enlightenment is
explained only as "the idea that people should gain as much
knowledge as possible and solve their problems by reason and
intelligence." The second segment is more helpful, but it is ex-
tremely brief on science and natural law. Newton is mentioned a
hundred pages earlier, only in regard to the law of gravity. The
vision of an orderly universe is not brought out. Locke's political
ideas appear two chapters earlier in relation (properly) to the
English Revolution. But his view of human nature, underlying
his confidence in self-government, and his dominant influence
on the Enlightenment are not mentioned.

Of the Philosophes, Voltaire is cited on freedom of thought,
speech, and religion. Montesquieu's doctrine of the separation
of powers and its impact on the American Constitution is well
explained, but again there is nothing on his call for a balance and
exercise of power among many separate authorities in the soci-
ety at large. On Rousseau, three short paragraphs are so jum-
bled and general as to puzzle students completely, perhaps :.iven
to mislead, since not one of Rousseau's ideas is explained, con-
nected to politics, or contrasted with the ideas of others. No con-
nection is made between the Enlightenment and American
developments, either in the pages on the American Revolution
or in those later on the Enlightenment, yet a review question be-
tween the two segments asks students to explain why the estab-
lishment of the United States "convinced many liberals in
Europe that the ideas of the 'Enlightenment' were practical."

That Rousseau's
ideas can lead to
totalitarianism as
well as to liberal
democracy is not

noted.
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Liberalism has not been referred to at all at this point, and the
following pages on the Enlightenment do not refer to it either.

Mazour sandwiches in a single page on the Enlightenment
at the end of a chapter called "The Renaissance and Reforma-
tion Brought Great Changes to Europe (1350-1700's)." The con-
nection between the Newtonian universe and the aspiration to
create orderly and just societies by discovering and applying
natural law is fairly clear. For individual thinkers, one must ex-
plore later chapters. Locke appears along with the Glorious
Revolution, whin he helped justify. His assertion of people's
natural rights to life, liberty, property, and free choice of rulers
is set forth, but there is nothing on why he thought people capa-
ble of self-government. Mazour tries to draw the contrast to
Hobbes but without exploring each man's view of human nature
and history; as a result, their differences remain obscure.

Another single page, "The Enlightenment in France,"
follows in Chapter 15, "Central Governments Throughout
Europe Increased Their Power (1480-1800)." There Manur
cites Locke's popularity in France and also Montesquieu's ad-
miration for the English system, his idea of separation of
powers, and its application in the American Constitution. Rous-
seau receives 12 lines, but his view of human nature and its rela-
tion to the general will is not explained.

The most effective presentation of the Enlightenment and
its ideas is in Beers' Chapter 19, "The Scientific Revolution and
the Enlightenment." Following upon an account of Newton's
"well-regulated" universe and the idea of natural law, Beers
presents Locke's view of human nature and popular sover-
eignty, contrasting it sharply with the pessimism of Thomas
Hobbes. Locke's influence on the French thilikers is made clea-
as are their concerns for freedom o. religion, speech, anc, press;
for education, economic, and soc:al reform; and the end of
slavery. Beers then presents the main ideas of Montesquieu
(though not his insistence on th , balance of power among inter-
me,':ate bodies); of Voltaire, including his popularization of
Newton and Locke; and of Rousseau, including his optimistic
view of human nature as "noble savage." Although Beers con-
fuses the general will with decisions of the major; y, his account
of Rousseau's egalitarian, communitarian society is the best of
the texts surveyed.

Beers also surpasses the others in a special section called
"Impact of the Enlightenment," which cites the effect in France
of the Encyclopedia assembled by Diderot and the rising impor-
tance of newspapers, journals, pamphlets, public lectures, cof
fee houses, and, of course, the salons held by noble and
bourgeois women.

In sum, only one text adequately explains the Enlighten-
80
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ment's impact or the concepts of human nature that lay behind
its political doctrines. But even Beers fails to connect the 18th
century's enthusiasm for the classical style in the arts to its
wider admiration for the classical virtues in personal and civic
life. Further, none of the texts compares and contrasts Enlight-
enment ideas with the Judaic-Christian tradition. Nor do any
point out that many Europeans and Americans were inspired by
both Enlightenment and religious ideas, seeing no necessary
conflict between them. On the contrary, they believed, as Alexis
de Tocqueville was later to insist, that elements of both were
indispensable to the health of liberal democracy. This sensible
view, widespread among people capable of holding two ideas in
their heads at once, is wholly absent from these texts.



THE AMERICAN
AND FRENCH
REVOLUTIONS XI.

What should one expect of world history textbooks as
they relate the American and French revolutions?
A very great deal, for the two decades between

1775 and 1795 mark the dawn of contemporary history not only
for the West but for the whole world. These decades launched a
triple revolution of expectations that is still working itself out,
and its unflagging forces are at the source of most current world
unrest.

It is not too much to say that the Americans and the French
taught the peoples of the world that three great.transformations
were not only possible, but right and inevitable. The first was
nation al revolution: the fulfillment of each people's right to their
own national independence and to their place of equality and
dignity among nations. The second was political revolution: the
attainment of free democratic self-government and equality of
civic rights. The third was economic and social revolution: the
right of all people in every class to economic justice and social
decency. Nothing since has been able to shut off the drive of
most peoples on earth to attain these ends. The complicated
story of how different peoples have pursued them--of which of
these three ends the different factions and nations have put first
and at the expense of which othersis the stuff of world '.story
since 1800.

The first thing to expect from history books, then, is a clear
view of the significance of the events in America and France in
the last quarter of the 18th century. A second is a sensibly com-
plicated picture of the causes for each revolution, the ideas and
conditions that prepared a "revolutionary situation." A third
requirement is that the texts present and explain, or at least of-
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fer the facts necessary to explain, the great differences between
the two revolutions. Finally, some analysis of what role each
revolution played in the long-term shaping of democratic socie-
ties and institutions is in order.

To take the last first, it is obvious that neither the Amer-
icans nor the French achieved a finally settled constitutional
system until much later. While we celebrate the 200th anniver-
sary of the Constitution, we cannot forget that it was not until
1865, after a civil war bloodier than all the French upheavals put
together, that Americans were brought to agree on the meaning
of their federal system. From 1775, that adds up to 90 years. In
France, a stable constitutional regime was achieved only in
1375, 86 years after the French Revolution. The English Revo-
lution had run from 1603 to 1689, another period of 86 years.
When we remember that all these revolutions occurred in rela-
tively prosperous, largely secure societies of substantial political
and administrative experience and sophisticationwith large,
confident middle and lower-middle classes and widespread
ownership of propertythe present plight of newly formed
nations in undo- developed areas of the world is put in better
perspective.

T o help students see the more particular contributions of
the American and French revolutions to liberal democracy,

texts should present the main features of the basic documents:
the Declaration of Independence, the United States Constitution
and the Bill of Rights, and, in France, the Declaration of the
Rights of Man. And, beyond the words and principles, texts
must give a candid treatment of the central institutions set up to
give them meaning, both those that did not worklike the
American confederation or the constitutional monarchies of the
Frenchand those that did.

In the short run, the United States appeared to have achieved
a settled constitutional system rot long after defeating the
armies of George III; in the short run, the French Revolution
plunged into the Reign of Terror and mass purges, followed by
political chaos that was en Jed only by Napoleon's dictatorship.
Only in 1315 was a moderate compromise achieved between
royal and popular power, reflecting the first such compromise in
1791. fhree more revolutions were to come before the final
republican compromise of 1875. What made the difference? The
answers go far to illustrate some of the conditions favorable to
the evolution of liberal democracy and some hostile to it.

The advantages of the United States were several, and the
textbooks ought to make them clear. Ours was a revolution
against outside authority, not against compatriots (although thA
Tories, or American loyalists, suffered more than is generally
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admitted in our history books). Ours was relatively free of class
hatred; we had suffered no privileged aristocracy or clergy; rela-
tions between rich and poor, in town and country, were less
strained. We enjoyed the advantages of great distance from
Britain and of massive, probably decisive, aid from the French.
Their Revolution was attacked by several foreign powers across
land borders. Our political leaders and legislators had, for the
most part, long experience in the daily workings of representa-
tive government. Theirs had very little. Religious issues were
minor in America. In France the question of the Church tore the
nation, including the political moderates of the Center, in half.

Economic conditions, too, were worse in France. Depres-
sion, unemployment, inflation, food shortages, and fear of
famine all made the task of peaceful political settlement very
much harder. Regional and provincial rivalries were more divi-
sive in France than the American colonies' well-known suspi-
cions and hesitations. All of these factors are still active in much
of the world where democracy struggles to be born and survive.
Our textbooks should make them clear, just as they should
make clear the various causes for each revolution.

What do we find? First of all, that some accounts are very
brief, hardly worthy of the two greatest dramas in the history of
liberal democracy. Kownslar's Chapter 19, "The American
Revolution," is four pages long. After three pages of the usually
mentioned causes, the entire revolutionary war, the Declaration
of Independence (one sentence; no text), and the victory at
Yorktown are disposed of in three paragraphs. There is nothing
on the Constitution, on the Bill of Rights, or on the Revolution's
significance beyond an introductory sentence: "The idea of
independence sprezi throughout the Americas and into Europe
and influenced r,eople of other countries to revolt against unjust
rulers and to develop their own governments." The advanta-
geous conditions of the American Revolution, including French
aid, are not mentioned.

Kownslar's Chapter 20, "The French Revolution and Napol-
eon," is 15 pages long and has greater detail, but it is limited to a
chronological recital fit only for memorization. Since Kownslar
never deals with the Enlightenment, the ideas of the Enlighten-
ment and their role in the two revolutions go without mention.
The causes of the French Revolution are presented at the most
elementary level. The role, ideas, and interest of the middle
classes are ignored, as is the cost to France of her aid to the
American colonies. The account could have been written by a
Jacobin pamphleteer. "The king controlled everything," it says,
although it is more accurate to say that revolution erupted
because the king controlled nothing. Lou i.: XVI's poor judgment
and Marie Antoinette s extravagance are made to appear respon-
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sible for the magnitude of the French debt. The complexities uf
the revolutionary situationwhich alone could be interesting to
studentsare not to be found.

The forces and conditions making it impossible for the
moderates to maintain control are not explained, nor is the cen-
tral problem of all revolutions: the struggle among factions to
command the armed forces in the capitalfrom Paris to Petro-
grad to Havana to Manila. The fact that Robespierre ana the
Terrorists justified their acts by the ideas of Rousseau goes
unmentioned. Kownslar does say, rightly, that the Reign of Ter-
ror was doomed once the French felt safe from invasion. But
since the growing role of the army is not illuminated, the rise of
Napoleon seems to be an accident of genius.

The textbook is silent on the mechanisms of Napoleon's dic-
tatorship: secret police; night arrests; political murder; censor-
ship of mail, press, theater, and literature; control of school
texts and church sermons; and the denial of equal trial to work-
ers. Instead, the Code Napoleon is said to have guaranteed "that
al citizens were equal before the law."

In this connection Kownslar touches upon an important
point, though obliquely, by saying that Napoleon "kept the ma-
jor reforms won by the French Revolution, but he found new
ways to use them in establishing his personal dictatorship." The
point is that Napoleon was the very first of the modern dicta-
tors, precisely because he used the vocabulary and preserved
the facade of liberal democracyelections, referenda, assem-
blies, and constitutionsas a screen for authoritarianism.

The greater point is that, with such rhetoric, the American
and French revolutions transformed the world's political vocab-
ulary. Henceforth most authorities would feel the need to pre-
tend they respected liberty, equality, and self-government, to
use the words of enlightened liberals while pursuing opposite
goals. Their hypocrisy has ever since been the homage that poli-
tical vice pays to democratic virtue. Napoleon was the first in a
long line, still thriving.

On the American and French revolutions, Wallbank is even
briefer than Kownslar, devoting less than two pages of print to
the American and five to the French (less than is given to a
single Chinese dynasty or to the arts and social sciences of the
19th century). Wallbank's text has all the weaknesses cited in
Kownslar and provides less detail. Discussion of the Enlighten-
ment is absent from these chapters: not a word of substance is

given on the Declaration of Iadependence, the Constitution, or
the Bill of Rights; the French Declaration of the Rights of Man is
not even mentioned (in Kownslar, it is briefly excerpted). Both
texts are apparently composed on the assumption that any sub-
stantive American history belongs in another course. But what
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sort of perspective on world history can students achieve when
America's first and greatest moment of influence on the world is
brushed aside? Hew much understanding of liberal democracy is
possible when its central ideas, documents, and institutions are
barely touched upon and when nothing is said about the char-
acter, education, ideas, and works of its leaders?

n the French Revolution, Wallbank improves on Kown-
W slar's account of cause by better explaining sources of the
government's debt (though leaving out the cost of aid to Amer-
ica). Unfortunately; the other causes are too briefly put to be
intelligible and the crucial role of the middle classes throughout
the Revolution is on"tted, as is any analysis of the many zondi-
tions hostile to moderation. Wallbank's account of Napoleon,
although too cursory to interest students, is more balanced and
less misleading than that of Kownslar. Bonaparte emerges as a
partly enlightened despot. In ,ium, these two texts fail both in
putting the two upheavals in perspective and in drawing cut ma-
jor lessons critical to understanding democracy's early needs.

Each of the three other texts gives a sharper perspective on
the American and French revolution with Roselle offering
somewhat less than Mazour and Beers. Roselle devotes only
three pages to the American Revolution but more clearly
defines the issues between the colonists and the British, the ad-
vantages of each side in the war, and the importance of French
aid. But no critical document is included and the impact of the
American Revolution is reduced to two points: "It weakened
the prestige of monarchical governments" and "It influenced
France, a country moving toward revolution."

Rosella as the advantage of placing the story of the En-
lightenment directly before the French Revolution in Chapter
21, "The French Revolution and Napoli on Shake Europe," cov-
ering 16 or so printed pages. The causes of the Revolution are
markedly more focused and complete, the impact of the Enlight-
enment and of the American Revolution is included, and the
central role of the middle class is explained. Roselle sets out the
main reforms of the National Assembly, an excerpt (much too
short) of the Declaration of the Rights of Man, and the divisive
results of the Civil Constitution of the Clergy. The role of war,
patriotism, and fear in bringing the collapse of the moderate
constitutional monarch and the rise of the Reign of Terror is
more vidid. But, again, there is nothing on the importance of
Rousseau's ideas to the Terrorists.

The rise, character, and reforms of Napoleon are more ade-
quately treated, but there is very little on his dictatorship.
Roselle does provide, finally, a somewhat better summary of
how the Revolution and Napoleon stirred do -hands for democ-
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racy and national sovereignty in France and the rest of the
world. The fuller narrative also affords the teacher more mate-
rial on which to base discussion.

Mazour's Chapter 17, "Revolution Changed the Course of
Western Civilization," covers 21 pages and comes close to ful-
filling the promise of its title. The introductory paragraph
begins well:

The impact of the American and French revolutions was
so great that they continued to inspire people in later gen-
erations, even to our own time. The American and
French revolutions were the beginning of a revolutionary
tradition ...The ideas of the revolutionthat all people
have rights that no one can take from them and that the
powers of government belong to the peopleswept the
Western world ...[T]he fact that totally new ideas about
change became prominent in the West in the late 1700's
marks this as one of the decisive, transforming periods in
modern history.

Mazour's account of the American Revolution includes the ma-
jor substantive points of the Declaration of Independence and its
relation to Locke and Rousseau, the Articles of Confederation
and its weakness, and a summary of the Constitution (though
not of the Bill of Rights).

On the causes of the French Revolution, Mazour is stronger
than Roselle in coverage; in clarifying the grievances, interests,
and aspirations of each class; and in explaining how the ideas
from the Enlightenment meant different things to different
peoplesetting the stage for trouble once the Old Regime disap-
peared. The sources of the French debt and Louis XVI's failed
attempts to reform the tax system are clarified. There is a good
account of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and its English and
American sources (a special boxed section suggests that students
compare it with our own Bill of Rights, but the necessary texts
are not provided).

Mazour describes the three main contending groupscon-
servatives, moderates, and radicalsand explains the origin of
the terms "Right" and "Left" from the seating arrangements of
the Legihative Assembly of 1791. L. the social composition,
iterests, and programs of each group are not defined, making
it difficult to grasp the reasons for the failure of the moderates
and the resort to the Reign of Terror. This text does not cite the
Reign of error's radical ideology or explain that the Terror
was overthrown once national security seemed assured.

Like the other texts, Mazour is better on Napoleon as
reformer than as modern dictator; dictatorship is mentioned,
not explicated. Like Roselle, Mazour ends by describing the ef-
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fects of the French Revolution and Napoleon at home and
abroad; how the ideals of liberty, equality-, and fraternity spread
across the continent and how Napoleon's conquests stirred up
nationalist fervor all over Europe.

Beers' account of the American Revolution is slightly
briefer and much less explicit on its larger-world significance
than Mazour's, although it has the slight benefit of including a
short paragraph on the Bill of Rights. His account of the French
Revolution and Napoleon is very close to Mazour's, with similar
advantages over the other three texts in that it describes the
roles of the various social classes, their economic problems, and
Louis' attempts at tax reform. The Declaration of the Rights of
Man is more fully excerpted, in a separate box. Beers also ex-
plains "Right" and "Left" but, like Mazour, fails to probe for
the classes, interests, and programs behind the labels. His sec-
tion on the Reign of Terror describes Robespierre's ruthless
ness but not his ideology. The treatment of Napoleon and of the
overall impact of the Revolution and imperial conquest are
much like Mazour's. On balance, Mazour's presentation of the
two revolutions and their consequences is superior to the rest,
being more insistent on the lasting change they wrought in peo-
ple's expectations down to the present

No text does what one would wish in comparing and con-
trasting the two revolutions, a useful preparation for later
comparisons with revolutions in Russia and elsewhere. It fol-
lows that none concentrates sufficiently on the plight of the
moderates, caught between extremes of Left and Right in
France, or on the dynamics that moved the French Revolution
from stage to stage, at first leftward toward radicalism and th
back to military dictatorship. In sum, these books do not clarify
those conditions that were helpful, and those that were hostile,
to the emergence of stable representative institutions at the end
of the 18th century. Essential to this understane.mg would be a
much sharper picture than any text provides of the economic
and social classeswith their fears, hopes, and ideol-
ogiesthroughout the Western world at that time.

No text ...
concentrates

sufficiently on the
plight of the

moderates, caught
between extremes
of Left and Right.
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THE MAJOR
IDEOLOGIES OF THE
19TH CENTURY

6

To understand the evolution and problem:: of liberal
democracy after the American and French revolutions,
as well as the threats to free government posed by the

forces let loose by the Industrial Revolution, students need a
clear idea of the several ideologie^ that developed in the 19th
century. They need to know what groups and classes supported
Nth-century conser .ves and liberals, socialists, and radical
democrats or republicans. They need t" put a battery of ques-
tious to rach "ideology": What were it.. Jain political ideas and
its economic and social pro:;rams? What were its views of
human nature and human needs? How did its nistory and edu-
cation and religion? What vision did it have CL the future?

In actuality, Lie relations among ideologies and social
groups were extremely complicated and did not consistently fol-
low any single pattern, but certain base lines must be laid down.
Only then will the students be able to deal with the particular

mditions and tendencies of various factions, country by coun-
tryand with the evolution of the major "isms" under shifting
party labels, down to the present time: conse atism, liberalism,
radical republicanism or democracy, and the many sorts of
socialism.

To begin with, students must have a ready understanding o.
the several social classes and subclasses of Europe. Very few
texts (including the better college history books) do well
enough in this matter. The rudiments of social history are mis-
sing. Socia! "facts" aboundbut without meaningfu' pattern
and without relation to political and economic life. Students are
constantly asked to call city workers "peasants," mixing up the

XII.
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aristocratic and bourgeois wealthy, or missing the differences of
level in the middle classes. Since they do not know who people
are, whc e they live, how they support themselves, and whom
they distrust, students cannot understand what their interests
and fears can be or what impels them toward this or that party
or ideology. Students need guidelines for sorting things out.

Conservatism was the common ideology of the various
ranks of the landed aristocracy; of the upper ranks of the
armies, navies, -nd diplomatic corps (all usually staffed by aris-
tocrats); of the established clergy; and of a good number of ordi-
nary country people with neither wealth nor title. Except in
England (always a special case) conservatives opposed repre-
sentative self-government in most forms, preferring rule by
king, church, and aristocracythose "born to rule" since the
Middle Ages. They pictu:ed themselves as having no vested
interests; already privileged, they had no need to profit from
politics a-d were thus able, they thought, to rule paternally in
the interests of all classes, exercising noblesse oblige. Rejecting
the ideas of the Enlightenment and abhorring the French Revo-
lution, they believed tradition to be a bettenguide than mum.
They thought it folly to think that any single generation could be
wise enough to build a new society from scratch.

In ecc. ,mic and social matters, they considered agriculture
the most basic and honorable of pursuits, together %...1 artisan-
ship and shopkeeping in the village. The Industrial Revolution
seemed to many of them an abomination. They feared and dis-
trusted the new wealth and power of the industrial and business
classes: they thought government should control their activities,
intervening in and guarding the overall national interest. They
dismissed laissez faire as the profiteers' excuse for exploiting
labor. Thus, a combination of class interest and their ideal of
noblesse oblige encouraged many of them to propose government
regulation of factory working conditions, hours, and wages. The
Conservative, or Tory, party in England sponsored Factory
Acts, as did aristocratic social Catholics in France. They held
traditional Christian views of human nature. Men were flawed
beings. The future could not be a great deal different from the
past. History moved :n cycles. The better times were sus-
tained by faith and order; when these broke down, worse times
followed.

Liberalism (sometimes with a capital "L" to distinguish it
from 20th-century meanings of the word) expressed the outloox
of the upper middle classes, whose incomes flowed from the
business and industrial world. In politics, they called for repre-
sentative government, but with the right to vote and hold office
restricted to men of property and education, to men who were

11 serious, reasonable, and in control of themselves. They ac-
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cepted the trappings of monarchy and the Old Regime but only
if primary power lay in the hands of parliamentary majorities
controlling the executive. They generally advocated civil rights
and freedom of the press, speech, and religion. Many sought the
expansion of public education (though not for women), as a
precondition for widening the suffrage.

Their economic ideas and visions of future society rested on
a confidence in industrial progress and in the great wealth to be
created out of science and inventionand out of their own
enterprise, if government would only leave them alone.
Although not nearly so pessimistic as Malthus and Ricardo,
Liberals were willing to use Malthusian arguments to gain sup-
port for laissez faire. There should be no government interven-
tion in business matters, except to deal with problems fomented
by strikers and labor organizers or foreign competition. Prog-
ress was to be expected out of increased production, gradually
making it possible for everyone to enjoy a better life. Mean-
while, education, hard work, sobriety, and public order would
speed the day. A good many Liberals, especially on the conti-
nent, ceased the practice of religion while insisting on its neces-
sity for woman, children, and the lower classes.

Republicanism (or radicalism, as its enemies called it) was.
of course, popular among the lower middle classes and

among city working people, until socialist parties drew them
away later in the century. It was the political faith of the young
students, artists, writers, fledgling professionals whose in-
come was still modest clerks, small shopkeepers, civil servants.
Their political ideal was democracy, universal suffrage, and all
power in the hands of an assembly directly, and frequently,
elected by the people. Anticlerical and antimonarchical, they
demanded a republican form with the widest possible civil rights
and freedoms. They were not afraid of what Liberals called
"mob rule," for they believed, like Rousseau, that the people's
hearts were good and, if anything, purer than the hearts of those
spoiled by wealth.

In economic and social matters, they agreed with Liberals
on the sanctity of private property, hut they were ready to dis-
tinguish between big property and small. Citing Aristotle (or
Robespierre, or Jefferson), they believed that free self govern-
ment prospered best in societies of widespread, modest prop-
erty. They rejected laissez faire notions and stood for govern-
ment action to emit the power of big property and capital; they
were ready .11 the workers turned to socializ aito sponsor
social legislation on wages, hours, and factory conditions. Their
vision of the future was extremely optimistic. Progress was
inevitable, through universal suffrage, universal education, and
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the application of science and reason as regulated by govern-
ments in the hands of the people.

As the century drew onward, the industrial working classes
gradually turned from the democratic republicans (who, in any
case, almost always failed in their bids for power) to various
forms of socialism. In political matters, most held to republican
4deas. On questions of economic life, they progressively aban-
doned their faith in any but the smallest amount of private prop-
erty. They saw capitalism, the profit motive, and private wealth
as producing only cruelty and injustice. At least the important
means of production should be under govemnent or collective
ownership, as should banks, railroads, and utilities. Their views
of human nature and the future were decidt-.1iy optimistic: once
society was transformed and economic exploitation E'ased,
progress would he certain. Their faith in science and invention
matched that of their liberal opponents. There would be more
than enough to go around.

Of the many variants of socialism, Marxism should be ex-
plained with particular care. Its principles, strengths, and weak-
nesses ought to be as familiar to students as those of liberal
democracy itself. For Marxism is, in one form or other, democ-
racy's only serious coh,petit )r in the realm of ideas these days.
That is, two visions of the future now compete for people's
minds, whatever sort of regime they may live under. One is
some form of Marxist collectivism; the other is a range of sys-
tems generally defined as reform democracies with mixed econ-
omies. (Military authoritarianism and fascism, while common
enougheven in societies claiming to be Marxistare based on
ideas now discredited by the horrors of Nazism and its friends in
the 1930s and 1940s.)

To begin with, students should be able to distinguish be-
tween socialism as a general term and Marxian communism as a
particular. Next, they should know something of Karl Marx
himself, as intellectual and author shaped by several traditions
from the Testament to 19th century scientism, as a his-
tc:an-Philosophe finding "natur il laws" in economics and
history, and as a revolutionary bent on changing the world.
Next, the Communist Manifesto should be examined both as a
historical argument and as a program for action. Then the stu-
dent should be introduced to the two major developments after
Marx: the revisionist, evolutionary school of Marxism generally
dominant until the First World War and the Leninist, Bolshevik,
revolutionary Marxism dominant since 1917.

In helping students understand all of these "isms," how
well do the world history texts perform? Kownslar, in keeping
with its apparent (and probably mistaken) design for use with
weaker students, is as usual the least satisfactory on ideas.
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Neither Conservatism nor radical republicanism is in its index,
and Liberalism is mentioned only as an opposition movement in
Czarist Russia. Liberalism's class base, political ideas, and par-
ties in the rest of the world are ignored, and Kownslar's brief
remarks on the laissez faire approach are left unrelated to actual
business or governmental policies. Parliamentary reforms are
listedFactory Act, 1833; Mines Act, 1842; Ten-Hour Law,
1847but without reference to ideas, parties, or interests.
There is ao way for students to compare ideologies or to see the
relationship between economic and stria change on the one
hand and politics on the other. Further, there is no way to grasp
the problems and judge the works of representative govern-
ments as they responded to the challenge of the Industrial
Revolution.

This time, however, Kownslar is not very different from tne
rest. None of the texts manages a eLar presentation of the ideol-
ogies. None would help students see how these ideologies arose
from the French Revolution or how they were reshai.ed by the
effects of the industrial Revolution and by the class interests of
those espousing these ideologies. To one extent or another, all,
the authors are defeated by the problem of organizing history
ftom 1800 to 1914. Wallbank, for example, brings in the Indus-
trial Revolution and its consequences, including the doctrine of
laissez faire, only after dealing with liberalism, 1848, and politi-
cal changes to 1914. The Lloyd George Budget of 1909, Britain's
unemployment insurance and minimum wage, and Bismarck's
social reforms in his duel with the German socialists all precede
any mention of industrialization or the contending ideas and par-
ties. References to "isms" are scattered, unconnected to
classes, to events, to legislation. So the political history of
Europe is left a jumble of facts, without pattern or direction.

R oselle, Mazour, and Beers all suffer from the same or worse
weaknesses cf organization and from an absence of con-

nective tissue. None describes Conservatism at all, which was
an essential part of the beginnings of social legislation and
whose echoes would be evident to students through several
strains of modern thought. Worse, none presents a clear picture
of democratic radicalism, or republicanism, which is closest to
our modern view of reformist democracy. Great chances to
engage the students' current political interest are missed. Since
early 19th century Liberalism is not fully presented either, it is
difficult for students to understand why some of it is now called
"conservative" and why "liberal" now suggests a range of
other attitudes. Yet even an elementary review of classes, par-
ties, and intervening legislation would make the transition easy
to grasp. O
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The texts are not entirely barren, of course. Wallbank is ex-
tremely instructive about the rivalry between industrial Whigs
and landed Tories in the English parliament, a rivalry which
produced much political and social reform. No other text makes
this point. Instead, reform seems to spring from nowhere, the
result of Dickens' muckraking or "some people" wanting it,
rather than from the give-and-take of r przsentative govern-
ment. Beers offer a good explanation of laissez faire economics
and its roots in the Enlightenment notion of natural law.

Each text has helpful passages, but on the whose they fail to
clarify a difficult era for governments everywhere. They faced
the sharp challenge of adapting the political principles of earlier,
simpler times to the problems of an industrializing world, with
its great concentrations of economic power.

The factory system: urbanization; the new proletariat; the
new scale or: industry, banking, and commerce; and the new and
more visible extremes of poverty and wealth all threatened the
18th-century vision of peaceful progress in rural, small-town
societies whose wealth and property would be broadly dis-
tributed. Wherever governments succeeded reasonably well in
responding to the new economic and social forces, extremism
and revolution were rare. Wherever they did nctwherever
labor unions were weak or outlawed, for exampletrouble was
certain, and we still live with its consequences. Every day the
headlines remind us that we have not yet coped with the Indus-
trial Revolution; for students of political democracy, the critical
era from 1789 to 1914 must be presented better than it is by
these texts.

I n explaining Marxism, they are somewhat more effective
than they are with other 19th-century ideas. Each begins its

treatment of socialism with the Utopians, then moves on to Karl
Marx. Each provides an intelligible summary of the Marxist
theory, usually drawn from the Communist Manifesto of 1848.
All furnish fairly clear explanations of Marx's claim to scientific
truth, of history as class struggle, of the rise of capitalism and
the proletariat, of the coming revolution and the workers'
triumph and consequently the end of class struggle, and the
need for coercive government. Kownslar, usually the least satis-
factory on ideas, includes all of these points. Missing, though, is
the notion, added by Wallbank. that all of politics and society is
determined by economic forces, most especially changes in the
means of production. Wallbank also presents Marx's labor
theory of value, which he then debunks. Mazour also explains
the critical role of the dictatorship rit the proletariat. Beers fol-
lows suit and closes with a refutation of Marx's claims that revo-
lution is inevitable, that reform is meaningless, and that the
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workers have no country.
Still, some basic points are missing. None of the texts notes

the highly optimistic view of human nature and human possibil-
ities that underlay Marxism. As such, it was very much a
species of Enlightenment doctrine, with Marx a latter-day Phil-
osophe or Physiocrat finding scientific laws to make his chosen
future appear to be inevitable. Marx is the workers' Adam
Smith or Ricardo. None of the authors cites the critical Marxist
reservation that the ultimate communist .ociety where the
state has withered away and all share equally in everything
cannot arrive until all opposition within and without has been
eliminated. Thus, some of the authors cite the failure of the
Soviet state to wither away and assert that this in itself proves
Marxism false. As far as theory goes, it does not. It would be
more effective and accurate to point out to students that Marx-
ists are asking the world to buy before seeing the goods. Wield-
ing dictatorial power, they demand that everyone else disarm
and wholly accept a system based on dubious theories of human
motivation and human history, without preserving the means of
change or retreat.

Of all the texts, Roselle takes the greatest pains to refute
Marx. He sets out Marx's assertions under six headings, to ea...h
of which he responds with "Objections." But it is a mixed per-
formance. Some of Roselle's objections are honest and effec-
tive, others ate tendentious and likely to arouse students' suspi-
cions. If it is infeasible to offer a long and detailed analysis of
Marxist doctrine, perhaps it is best just to observeas all of our
text authors dothat Marx's prediction of increasing misery
and revolution was not borne out in the advanced industrial
comtries. Rather, in poorer count, ies, where dictLorships have
taken over in the name of Marxism, they have proved to be
among the most -epressive in history. To engage in easy refuta-
tion of the economic interpretation of history or of the labor
theory of value may be satisfying but is historically beside the
point: the attraction of ideology, and its ability to exert force in
the world, has little to do with its truth or internal consistency.

Marxism's strength or weakness has always varied depend-
ing on :he particular place, time, and prevailing conditions. It is
to such factors that students must look if they are to understand
the attraction revolutionary Marxist slogans hold in many part
of the world. People in misery, who see no hope for better lives
in other systems, find that hope in Marxism's promises. Others,
offered hope from other quarters, have no need :Jr its promises.
Nothing better illustrates this primitive point than the history of
Europe up to 1914, when revolutionary Marxism clung to life in
only a few peripheral corners of the industrializing world. Then
came the catastrophe of the Great War of 1914-18, rendering
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the world much less safe for democracy, loosing upon it the
forces of 20th century totalitarianism.

Before students can be expected w compr:11end these later
events, however, they first need a solid grounding in all of the
major ideologies of the 19th centuryConservatism, Liberal-
ism, radical republicanism, and socialise,. together with the
interests, anxieties, and expectations of the various social
groups espousing them. Second, students need a way to connect
the economic changes of the Industrial Revolution to social
changes ane. then to political events and ideologies. Neither the
organization nor the substance of these t....xtbcc!... serves such
needs adequately.
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NATION-STATES,
NATIONALISM, AND XIIIIMPERIALISM

These ideologiesConservatism, Liberalism, radical
democratic republicanism, and socialismwere con-
cerned primarily with forms of government and the

role of government in economic life. On the national, political,
and economic/social issuesraised by the triple revolution of
expectations launched by the Enlightenment and the American
and French revolutions--these ideologies offered varying mixes
of political democracy and social and economic legislation. Once
the texts have explained the ideas and the students grasp the
sociological bases of these ideo1f-42o, together with the groups
and classes proclaiming them, the textbooks may proceed with
whatever narrative of 19th-century history they consider essen-
tial. Even the many and varied revolutions of 1848 can then be
made intelligible, though they are probably worth rathe: little
time at the secondary level.

In keeping with the theme of political democracy and its
adventures, a useful lesson could be the contrast between 19th-
century Britain and France. In the former, a stable parliamen-
tary system evolved peacefully into nearly universal manhood
suffrage by 1914, and a two-party rivalry produced relatively
advanced social legislation. In contrast, France suffered several
bloody revolutions, ending in an unstable multiparty systt n
and, up to 1914, had the least progressive economic and social
policies of the major incstrialized countries.

Why the difference? Given sufficient materials, students
may be cast in the role of investigative reporters, "visiting"
each country to uncover contrasts in every sphere of 19th-
century lifepolitical, economic, social, and ideological. (The
present-day application of this approach should be readily evi-
dent.) The great political contrast between the two countries
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should leap to the eye: in Britain, there was a large, confident
Center, unafraid to accept change, unafraid even to lose elec-
tions, because the extremists of Right and Left were too weak
to be dangerous to the parliamentary system; in France, there
was a small, embattled Center, its moderate approach repeated-
ly overcome by powerful extremes, both radical and reaction-
ary, each rejecting the parliamentary system &..f.

What conditions, then and now, appear to help or hinder
constitutional forms? Some of the social differences be-

tween the British and French go back to the Middle Ages. In
Britain, a larger, more assured middle class rested upon a
larger, more rapidly advancing manufacturing and trading econ-
omy. The middle class and the landed aristocracy had many
interests in common and often found it profitable to cooperate in
both national and local politics. In France, hostility between
bourgeoisie and aristocracy persisted, with the former less
numerous, less prosperous, and less confident of the security of
their interests than were their British counterparts.

In turn, this partly explains the earlier legalization, growth,
and effectiveness of trade unions in England and the emergence
of a singl,e, moderate parliamentary labor party by the turn of
the century. French labor, repeatedly denied legal standing and
repeatedly repressed by armed force (as in the massacres of
1848 and 1871), remained outside the systemfragmerted, bit-
ter. and increasingly radicalized.

In France, fearful regimes frequently stifled the public
debate of controversial issues in parliament and the press. Until
1848, suffrage remained severely restricted, with portions of the
middle class entirely shut out. A string of experiencesin 1789,
1792, 1794, 1799, 1830, 1848, 1870, and the Commune of
1871taught the French that change caly produced violence
and that, equally, only violence could pro3uce change. Across
the Channel, the 17th-century revolution was deep in the past.
Political reforms, factory and labor legislation, and extension of
the vote were openly debated and carried through Parliament
by the interplay of the Liberal and Conservative parties, suc-
ceeding each other in the leadership of the House of Commons.
Too briefly or simply put, such contrasts can be misleading or
unhistorical. Students should be encouraged to recognize them
as only a beginning to the exploration of political complexity, as
only an exercise in raising elementary questions about politics in
any society.

Another possible theme to choose in studying 19th-century
Europe is nationalismits progress and impact. Apart from the
pursuit of political democracy and social justice, the third aim of
the worldwide triple revolution has been the pursuit of indepen-
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dent nationhood. Often rabid in its determination to include or
exclude certain peoples, nationalism has often trampled both
political democracy and social reform in its rush to power. The
unifications of Italy and Germany may be used as cases in point,
provided there is time to present the instructive complications in
each case, as well as the several facets of the nationalist impulse
in general.

Is nPt4onal, patriotic ardor a progressive or retrograde
force? Is it conducive to free self-government and to social
justice, or is it their enemy? Our texts do not pose the question.
Yet world history of the 19th and 20th centuries can be imagina-
tively mined for examples that cut in several different direc-
tions. A summary of how these textbooks organize the period
from 1800 to 1914 appears early in the next chapter. It is
enough to say here that none succeeds in arranging its narrative
along clear themes helpful to students. Several themes would be
possible: industrialization and the consequent rise of the middle
and working classes, trade unionism and social legislation, ur-
banization and demographic change, coherent national or com-
parative history, contrasts between Western and Eastern
Europe, or contrasts between the industrializing societies and
the rest of the world. Here, as at other periods, facts abound but
patterns and organizing questions are absent.

A partial exception is the treatment of Western imperial-
ism. No candid presentation of the development and actions of
democratic societies on earth can ignore the fact that all of the
major self-governing states conquered and colonized weaker
societies by brute military force in the several decades prior to
1914. As Athens did in her Golden Age, so did the wealthy,
prideful industrialized nations do in theirs. A modern
Thucydides could as easily point to the contradiction between
ideals expressed, and often adhered to, at home and the aggres-
sion and exploitations practiced abroad; to the corruption of
public life and political debate at home by the forces of imperial-
ism; and finally, to the seeds of decline, even of self-destruction,
sown by the imperialist urge.

The lesson seems eternal. Rarely have either individuals or
nations been able to withstand the temptations that come with
power and success. Democracies have been no exceptIk .1. Again
and again, democratic ideals and their advocates at home have
failed to contain the forces of pride or greed or the ordinary
desire for comfort and convenience at the expense of others.

The textbooks do not suggest lessons so broad (or interest-
ing to students). The considerable space they devote to the new
imperialism is mostly taken up with narrative, except for brief
lists of causes the start of their chapters. Beers devotes over
50 pages to a three-chapter unit on imperialism, which provides
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the best factual base for classroom discussion. But only a half
page is given to general causes. Like the others, Beers cites new
economic motives developing out of the Industrial Revolution:
the desire for sure sources of raw materials, for new markets,
and for places to invest. But none of the texts explores whether
these economic expectations were on balance fulfilled, a ques-
tion likely to occur to practical-minded students. To the
economic reasons, all the authors add the driving forces of
nationalism, national rivalries, the search for power and pres-
tige, and the desire for military bases, as well as the mission to
Christianize and the humanitarian impulse to carry the benefits
of modern medicine, education, law, and justice to the rest of
the world. Kip ling's word on the "white man's burden" is cited
in Beers, Mazour, and Wallbank.

Beers alone suggests the supportive role of Social Darwinist
ideology. Mazour and Roselle add the European search for
places to emigrate. Roselle further ooints out that certain
"ambitious statesmen" were convinced that they could win
popularity at home by advocating imperialism abroad. But the
point is left there. The periodic susceptibility of democracy to
'iugh-talking demagogues is not suggested.

The texts, then, offer a largely common set of motives at
the start and thereafter relate them only very rarely to the nar-
rative of each nation's imperialist activity. Only Roselle, whose
narrative on imperialism is otherwise quite brief, refers to any
internal debate over whether imperialism was compatible with
democracy at home. In opposing the American seizure of the
Philippines, Senator Hoar remarked that for the United States
to acquire an overseas empire would be to "strut about in the
cast-off clothing of pinchuack emperors and pewter kings."
William Jennings Bryan feared that it would promote militar-
ism. But Senator Beveridge's side won the day and Roselle
quotes him on America's destiny:

We will not abandon our opportunity in the Orient.
We will not renounce our part in the mission of our race,
trustee, under God. of the civilization of the world.

Roselle goes on to describe how the Americans crushed the
Philippines independence movement, as do Mazour and Wall-
bank, though all three are sketchy. The latter two texts are the
most candid on American dollar diplomacy and intervention in
Hawaii and Latin America. Kownslar, in contrast, offers no
motives at all for American actions in the Philippines, Hawaii,
or I,atin America; the imperialist activities of the various world
powers are scattered through several unconnected chapters,
giving the teacher little chance for building a co:- ;rent lesson on
imperialism.
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The other four books bring the subject of imperialism into a
single chapter or section, but they vary widely in the detail they
include and in the areas of the world they stress. Beers is fullest
and best balanced, with a chapter each on Africa, Asia, and
Latin America. In describing the effect of Western education on
preparing colonials for future leadership, Beers notes particu-
larly the impact of Locke and Jefferson. Mazour and Wallbank,
the next fullest accounts, also mention the spread of Western
notions of law, self-government, and nationalism. Each of these
texts uses India as the main example. Each also notes the Japa-
nese adoption of the more authoritarian constitution of Bis-
maickian Germany, though without suggesting why the choice
was made! Next to Kownslar, Roselle is briefest on imperialism,
and neither author mentions the spread of Western constitu-
tional ideas.

On the other consequences of imperialism, whether upon
the conquered or the conquerors, these texts are markedly
uneven and all are ultimately inadequate. Kownslar fails to sum
up the effects at all: even the connection between imperialist
rivalries and the origins of the First World War is given but a
single, general sentence. Roselle is content with a brief num-
bered list outlining three "serious problems": international ten-
sions, "one of the causes of future wars"; the loss of cultural
identity among the conquered; and mistrust and hatred of
Westerners. Five results are called "important": European and
American control of the world; economic development, though
Westerners and their corporations reaped most of the benefits;
better health and education for colonial peoples; cultural
changes on both sides; and the stimulation of nationalist feelings
among the conquered.

Wallbank sums up the general benefits as .he end of slav-
ery, the relief of famine, better health and education, and

an improved level of law and order. The oppression, exploita-
tion, and degradation of Asian and African peoples are to be
found in the ensuing narrative, as are the corruption and class
conflict worsened by foreign investment (mainly American) and
intervention in Central and South America. Mazour and Beers
follow a similar pattern. Apart from the general mention of
international conflict, hatred, and militarism, the effects of im-
perialism on the subjugated peoples are narrated colony by col-
ony, area by area, as Mazour and Beers describe the mainly
negative effects of modernization designed to serve Western
profit. Traditional economies and cultures were displaced, dis-
torted. On this point, the texts miss the chance to remind stu-
dents that the Industrial Revolution had forced many similar
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changes on the traditional societies of Europe, raising problems
unforeseen by the 18th-century optimists.

Imperialism was not, of course, the 19th century's only
countercurrent to that generalized faith in liberalism and human
progress inherited from the Enlightenment and the Atlantic
revolutions. By 1900, several other forces were at work to chal-
lenge liberal optimists: an increasingly shrill nationalism ex-
pressed itself in outbursts of racism and militarism, which were
in turn, justified by a vulgar Social Darwinism claiming that con-
flict, not harmony, was nature's way and the engine of progress.
To the progressives' faith in reason, education, self-mastery,
individualism, peaceful reform, universal law, free will, and free
choice, these challengers countered with theories of human irra-
tionalism, social conditioning, moral relativism, evolutionary
determinism, materialism and cults of the self, "dynamism,"
and "salutary violence" as the only thinkable mode of change.

For the most part, however, these ominous currents of
thought were not to loom important until after the devastation
of the Great War of 1914-18. The live faiths of 1914 were still
optimistic and progressive: political democracy, social ameliora-
tion through legislation and unionism, universal education,
progress toward peace. In the popular imagination of pre-1914
Westen, societies, even nationalism could be construed as prog-
ressive, even imperialism as only a step along the way to ulti-
mate world harmony, lighted by reason, science, and tech-
nology. To follow the history of political democracy on earth,
these high expectations of 1900 must be explained, together
with the terrible disillusions brought by world war.
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WORLD WAR I
BEFORE AND AFTER XIV

As in the case of the American and French revolutions,
the first thing we ask of textbooks dealing with the
world war is to paint it in cninIKIlling colors. to make

dramatic its enormous effect in shaping the entire 20th century.
To begin with, they must reveal how terribly it cut across and
interrupted the progress being made ir. most spheres of Wes-
tern life. Second, there should be a sensibly complic:ted expla-
nation of the origins of the war, from which any citizen should
draw certain political warnings. Finally, textbooks in world
history ought to be particularly concerned with the problems of
peacemaking that confronted democratic leaders at Paris in 1919.

That the war of 1914 wrenched Europeans (and many
Americans) from an era of optimism to a generalized pessi-
mismcharacterized by a sharply reduced confidence in the
inevitability of human progressis one of history's great
cliches. Like most such, it is fundamentally true. To the genera-
tion of young adults in 1910 or so, looking back at how life had
been for their parents and grandparents, there seemed innumer-
able reasons to be optimistic about the future for their own chil-
dren. Faith in science, reason, and progress seemed wholly jus-
tified by facts. Progress of the triple revolution launched by the
Americans and the French had been striking. Nationalism had
triumphed in Italy, Germany, Rumania, Bulgaria, Greece, and
throughout Latin America; the American Union had survived
civil war; Canada, Australia, and New Zealand had won inde-
pendence. Vigorous nationalist movements were active in other
"subject areas" of Europe. Those who believed that universal
nationhood (excepting their own colonies) was one of the condi-
tions for peace were expecting much of the future.
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Political democracy, too, seemed to be making steady prog-
ress. Americans had abolished slavery and Russians, serfdom.
The vote was being extended in most nations of the Western
world, even in the Russian and Austrian empires. Elections,
parties, assemblies, public debate, and freedom of speech,
press, and religion had emerged across the European mapor
so it was claimed. The rise of effective labor unions and the pas-
sage of social legislationled by Great Britain and Germany
promised better economic security and social justice for the
working classes. Most Marxist parties had turned revisionist,
ready to rely on the peaceful workings of the parliamentary
system.

Science, for the most part, appeared benign. It was cleaning
up the world. In the half- century before 1900, anesthetics, anti-
septic surgery, vaccination, and pasteurization had been devel-
oped; tuberculosis, diptheria, typhoid fever, yellow fever, the
bubonic plague, and cholera had all been effectively controlled.
The death rate had fallen, life expectancy had lengthened, and
the terrible scourge of infant mortality had been markedly
reduced. The railroad and steamship had made foreseeable the
end of famine.

In the advanced industrial countries, every class enjoyed
more and better food, clothing, shelter, and recreation. The
spread of public education promised new chances at mobility.
Cities had electric lights, cleaner water, and greater security, as
well as streetcars, automobiles, bicycles, public parks and
sports grounds, libraries, museums and theaters, music halls
and ballrooms. Useful inventions proliferated: the telephone,
phonograph, radio, moving pictures, the still-innocent aero-
plane, the wondrous ocean liner. Unparalleled economic growth
had left Europe owning the world, and there had not been a
general war for a century. People could have confidence in their
leaders, in the value of their money, and in the future of their
children. Textbooks should put all these practical reasons for
optimism in sharp relief.

When the Great War exploded in August of 1914, it tore
across all this and blackened the body and mind of Europe. It
should not be beyond text writers to convey to students the
great sense of loss Europeans felt as 1914 darkened their cen-
tury with totalitarianism, wars, and cold wars. But the signifi-
cance of this turning point is lost unless the text contrasts it with
the high promise of prewar days. Our texts do not do so. The
problem is partly one of their organization. Although many of
the above points are mentioned, they are too uispersed or flatly
put. Their human significance is drained away, and the war does
not stand out as the stupendous tragedy it was for all.

Kownslar scatters a few brief points on the growth of
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unions and on economic and social amelioration over three
pages, but they come four chapters before the war itself is dealt
with. The facts about national unifications and independence
are divided among three chapters. There is no treatment of the
progress of political democracy in any European country, even
in England and France (or in the United States). The triumphs
of science, medicine, and invention are given two lines; educa-
tion also gets two lines (aside from an unclear paragraph on
higher education), and no mention is made of its importance to
democracy.

In Chapter 25, "The Growth of Liberalism, Nationalism and
Democracy, 1815-1914," Wallbank does somewhat better with
the progress of political democracy in Britain and France, as
well as with Bismarck's social reforms, but again we are four
chapters away from 1914. Science, medicine, and invention are
surveyed in the following chapter, three away from 1914. A dis-
cussion of trade unions, social legislation, and the increasingly
evolutionary nature of Marxism follow in the next chapter. Edu-
cation is also briefly mentioned; but only its economic useful-
ness is discussed, not its importance to preparing citizens for
self-government.

In Chapter 20, "Governments Sought Order While New
Political Ideas Gained Influence, 1770-1914," Mazour presents
the democratization of the British parliamentary system; British
social legislation; the granting of self-government to Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand; and a brief, mainly negative, view
of the French Third Republic before 1914 (one could never
guess that it would later be called "La Belle Epoque"). In Chap-
ter 21, progress in science and medicine is very well surveyed,
as are public education and its effects. National unifications and
German social legislation follow in Chapter 22, but unions and
social reform elsewhere are not dealt with. Inventions are
covered back in Chapter 19 and are well summarized: "People
thought that science and technology were capable of solving any
of the problems that might be created by the Industrial Revolu-
tion." Mazour also includes improvements in city life and
suburbs, including the wide availability of spoi ts, amusements,
and cultural events.

Roselle, like the others, scatters pre-1914 developments
very widely. Two paragraphs on the French Third Republic, too
brief to convey its significance, close Chapter 23. There follows
the chapter on the Industrial Revolution, with a half page on
modern inventions to 1914. In the next chapter, there is but one
general sentence on social legislation after the Ten Hours Act of
1847, three sentences on modern labor unions, and three short
paragraphs on medical advances. Roselle is fuller on German
social reform and on the gradual political democratization of
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Britain; he offers good detail from Chartism to the Parliament
Act of 1911 and on the granting of self-government to the
dominions. World War I follows, three chapters later.

Beers brings the variegated story of prewar progress into
four chapters of a unit called "Dawn of the Industrial Age,"
separated from the war by a three-chapter unit on "The Age of
Imperialism." Modern invention is well covered in the Indus-
trial Revolution chapter, as are the rise of labor unions, the
doubling of real wages, and a short paragraph on social legisla-
tion and free pLblic schooling (so workers "could also look for-
ward to a better future for their children"). Paragraphs on the
betterment of city life close the chapter, and medical advances
are, briefly, and too drily, summarized in the next chapter.
Beers' Chapter 25, "The Growth of Democracy (185-1914)," is
altogether the most satisfactory treatment of the subject. Sepa-
rate sections on Great Britain, the dominions, the Third
Republic, and the United States each offer combined accounts
of political and social reform in helpful detail.

In the chapters -leafing with the war itself, only Beers and
Mazour open by commenting on how severely it dashed pop-

ular expectations. Beers offers only a few general words.
Mazour is worth quoting:

In the early 1900's many people believed that the world
was on the verge of a long era of prosperity and peace.
They thought that scientific and industrial progress would
create a better life than anyone had ever known. They
believed that widespread education would prepare people
to govern themselves with wisdom and moderation.

Elsewhere in Mazour, there is enough materialalthough it is
scattered and would have to be drawn togetherthat a teacher
could give meaning to these words.

Of the five accounts of the origins of the First World War,
Kownslar's, as usual, is the briefest. It does cite the effects of
imperialist rivalries, the alliance system, the Anglo-German
naval race, militarism and the armaments race, nationalism,
Austro-Russian hostility, and the Balkan crises, which culmi-
nated in the assassination of Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo on
June 28, 1914. But the role of imperialist conflict is unexplained.
Why and how the alliances were formed and the scale and char-
acter of the arms race and military planning also go unex-
plained. Similarly, Kownslar is incomplete on the main diplo-
matic steps, and failures, taken during the critical monfi. of
July. There is simply not enough upon which to base a pt aper
lesson. Kownslar's attempt at piquing student interest by retell-
ing the story of the chauffeur's wrong turn at Sarajevo does not
make up for the absence of solid information.
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On the causes of war, there are few differences from among
the Beers, Mazour, Roselle, and Wallbank texts. All cite the
general causes Kownslar does, but with better explanation. The
chain of events from the Franco-Prussian War to the alliance
system is clear, as are the particular effects of imperialism.
Wallbank is weaker than the others on the arms race and mili-
tary plans, but clearer on the military's influence in Germany
and Russia during the July crisis as well as on the motives of
leaders on all sides. Roselle's information on the general causes
is adequate, but the flat, unexplained recital of events in July
detracts from its usefulness. Mazour is strongest on the long-
term causes and on the aims and fears of each major state, but
the diplomatic crisis of July is less clear than in Wallbank.

The Beers book strikes a medium level. Not quite so strong
as Mazour on general causes or as Want ank on July, Beers' ac-
count is competent and well balanced, with the advantage of
explaining the importance of the Schleiffen Plan in the last
moments of the crisis. It also offers students an exercise on
analysis of cause from two interpretations, Emil Ludwig's and
Raymond Aron's, but it is hard to imagine that students would
get much out of it without a great deal more information than
the text offers.

Although one could always ask for more information on the
long-term build-up of general causes setting the stage for war,
teachers might better concentrate on the drama of July itself,
both to interest their students and to suggest lessons for self-
governing citizens. The steps from murder to war are breath-
taking, and reproducing a day-by-day narrative for the class is
well worth it. Even the most competent or well-meaning leaders
are caught in a web of forces resulting from past action (or inac-
tion), their hands all but tied, unable to take new action they
know they ought toor unable to take it in time. The inexorable
law of historical consequence is nowhere more obvious.

Political leaders were also caught by forces of aroused
public opinion t 2d of past "surrenders," an excited press,
quarrels within their own governments, undependable informa-
tion from other capitals (they also, as always, ignored good
information that crossed their preferences), and, perhaps most
fatal of all, the fear of being blamed for delaying the terrible
military timetables imposed by the technology and military
plans of those days. Perhaps the ultimate irony, though it should
not surprise good liberal democrats, is that the potentates who
in theory held autocratic powerKaiser William, Emperor
Franz Joseph, Czar Nicholaswere never in charge of events,
but were bullied, evaded, or manipulated by their putative
underlings. The democratic leaders in London and Paris kept
better control but were pulled over the cliff by their alliance
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with Russia. They did not forget it.
On the carnage of the war itself, the textbooks fall short. It

must be seen in all of its long, drawn-out horror for students to
understand why Europe emerged as such a ruin, why Russians
and Germans (and Italians) were left unable to survive the
onslaught of totalitarians in their midst, and why the British and
French were so shakenand estrangedthat they could no
longer mount effective foreign policies. The scale of slaughter
on the Eastern and Western fronts must be made imaginable, as
must the murderous incompetence of military leaders on all
sides. Textbook authors seem reluctant to dramatize, but they
only falsify by failing to, leaving students unable to comprehend
what followed in the interwar years. Although war losses are
given in general terms, perspective is lacking. One example
may suffice: The French had 1,350,000 killed. Were the United
States to suffer losses in the same proportion to its present
population, it would me.,.n the killing of 8,100,000 Americans.
Somehow, such trauma must be set forth. Otherwise, the prob-
lems of peace making at Paris are beyond understanding.

It is probably unfair to expect realistic accounts of the Paris
peace conference and the ensuing Versailles treaty in high
school texts, when no university-level text is competent on the
subject, either. Lacking the perspective of those who fought the
whole war, unable to imagine themselves on the spot after the
war, American texts invariably fail to grasp the essential prob-
lems of the Paris conference. In what may be called a lapse in
"global consciousness," the event is interpreted Pxclusively
from an American point of view when, like a good novel, it
should focus on those most agonized by the situation: the
French and the Germans.

There is little use in reciting the detailed differences among
our five texts on peace making. Yet the subject is impor-

tant, for it is the first attempt by democratically elected
statesmen to make peace after a major war. As such, the Ver-
sailles settlement is often compared unfavorably with the
Vienna settlements in 1815. In Vienna, representatives of
autocratic or aristocratic governments were able to ignore the
public hatreds whipped up against Napoleon and France. The
emissaries of the Bourbon king, Louis XVIII, were not excluded
and then dictated to, as were the officials of the new German
republic after World War I. In dealing with the defeated Frer. ch
as equals in 1815, the victors made France (and, they hoped, all
of Europe) safe for monarchy.

It is said that at Paris the Big Three-Georges Clemenceau,
Lloyd George, and Woodrow Wilson-were prisoners of public
opinion. The lesson suggested by this is that it might be better
to leave foreign policy to the experts. But the matter is not so
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simple, and students ought not to be tempted to think it is. Of
the three, it is true that Lloyd George seemed wholly concerned
with his image, if in fact he had serious concerns at all. But
Wilson and Clemenceau took great. risks with their electorates
and political allies at homr., the latter by giving up French claims
to a Rhine frontier, the forme° by insisting that the United
States allow some of its decisions to be made by a League of Na-
tions and by signing a military alliance with the French. How-
ever, no great public outrage ensued.

To ,ncourage critical thinking by students of democratic
politics, it is useful to push further into the contrast with Vienna
and to point out how much more complex and threatening were
the forces confronting the men at Paris. Europe was in shock.
The losses of life, the numbers maimed or driven mad, were
incomparably higher; a much more complicated economy lay in
ruins; famine raged again; Bolshevism seemed poised to spread
over central Europe; and revolution and counterrevolution daily
added to the death toll. All the while, public anger was magni-
fied by the press, and public expectations of a wondrous new
age earned by their soldiers were nourished by ambitious politi-
cians. There is, of course, no answer to what might have been
accomplished if autocratic experts had been left quietly in
charge or if the Big Three had done things differently.

One lesson is simply that any reasonable action is difficult
amid the consequences of war. Another is the folly of expecting
leaders to escape the web of forces spun by the past or without
having to ask their people for added sacrifice. In addition,
students need reminding that all this had never happened before
on such a scale. Few people grasped, for example, the need for
wholly unprecedented economic initiatives among victors and
defeated alikea lesson learned, it ought to be said, by the end
of the Second World War. In sum, the Paris conference and
Versailles settlement do not necessarily prove or disprove any-
thing about the ability of liberal democracies to make and keep
the peace. But they offer warnings for the political education of
democratic citizens. Our texts, with their necessarily short,
unanalytical accounts, will not much help students to grasp all
this. Most offer the usual picture of Wilson the ic!ealist undone
by the vengeful national interests of Europeans, as though the
United States had no national interests of its own. Here we ar-
rive at a final and sensitive point. World War I and its aftermath
mark the first decisive entry of the Unitei States into world
affairs.

For the political sophistication of American students pre-
paring for self-government, how far should textbooks go in
making clear what the rest of the world thinks of us? Again, peo-
ple's beliefs about each otherwhether sensible or notare
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themselves facts and forces to be taken into account. In any
case, none of the texts points out that the British and continental
Europeans felt they had made the greatest sacrifices in the
Allied cause and that, on the contrary, America had profited
(and profiteered) enormously, replacing them as the creditors of
the world. No author says that Wilson and Clemenceau came to
agree on the need for a League with teeth and for an Anglo-
American-French military alliance to hold the balance of power
against Germanywhile Lloyd George and the American main-
stream looked only for ways to avoid all commitments. None
mentions the American betrayal of Wilson's promise, and signa-
ture, of the alliance with France. In sum, the textbooks do not
help students to form a realistic perspective on America's image
in the world of the 1920s or to understand why others concluded
that we had not done very much to make the world safe for
democracy
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TOTALITARIANISM, TiT
LEFT AND RIGHT

In actuality, the world had not been made safer for democ-
racy, but more hostile. The Great War had speeded up
developments already evident by 1914 that were to con-

front popularly elected governments with added challenges: the
concentration of commercial, industrial, and financial power;
the bureaucratization of public and private enterprise; new tech-
nological complexities of warfare; the cults of efficiency and
scientific management; and new mechanisms of propaganda. In
the realm of ideas, the progressive faiths dominant before the
warreason, unigersal law, liberalism, social democracy, trade
unionism, gradualist socialismwere thrown into doubt. Many
concluded that these ideas were powerless in the face of human
aggression, is ationalism, the will to power, militarism, racism,
integral nationalism, or plain economic greed.

In most countries, the war's direct effect added immeasur-
ably to the problems confronting democratic moderates.
Nowhere were the nation-based economies equal to the task of
effective transition from war to peace. No government had
dared to meet the costs of war as it went along. Debt burdens
were staggering, feeding demands for reparations. Inflation
stirred widespread despair; the purchasing power of wages and
savingsand the pensions ui war widows and the dis-
abledplummeted. Returning soldiers found no employment, no
"homes fit fur heroes." The grand promises could not be kept.

Relations between labor and management were embittered;
class hatreds resurfaced. The untaxed wealth of profiteers
enraged ordinary people, who believed that their governments
had let the entire burden of war, in blood and money, fall upcii
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them. The failure of political leaders to prevent war, their
incompetence in waging it, and their inability to conjure nor-
malcy out of chaos encouraged a generalized political cynicism.
Then, after a short moment of precarious prosperity in the
mid-1920s, the deep economic dislocations of the war con-
tributed to the greatest depression in history. The business lead-
ership appeared to be no more competent than the politicians.

Since the texts do not present matters from the perspective
of liberal democracy's trials, they cannot be expected to refer to
such developments in any but general and scattered ways. But
on the failure of liberals and democrats in Russia and Germany,
and on the emergence of totalitarian Communism and Nazism,
we should expect more.

What happened in Petrograd in 1917 and in Germany of the
Depression is central to students' grasp of he conditions endan-
gering free government. We should expect history books to
make such conditions clear; to explain the reasons for democ-
racy's failure; and to portray the tragic consequences of that
failure with forthright descriptions of the totalitarian regimes
that replaced it.

In the Russian Revolution, our texts all begin well by ascritr
ing the collapse of the Czarist regime in the spring of 1917 to the
effects of the war and to the government's own horrendous inca-
pacities. But in every case, the work and weaknesses of the
liberal Provisional Governmen` which planned for democracy
but was overthrown by Lenin's Bolsheviks in the fallare only
briefly sketched. Kownslar gives it one line: "The revolutionary
government that replaced the Tsar attempted to continue the
fighting on the Eastern Front, but it had little success."
Wallbank offers two short paragraphs, saying the Provisional
Government "restored (sic) civil rights" and planned free elec-
tions, but lost support by continuing the war and refusing land
reforms. Roselle, Mazour, and Beers are more detailed. Roselle
describes the Provisional Government as led by liberals, middle-
class reformers, and agrarian socialists who tried to create a
more democratic government, with free speech, trial by jury,
equal rights for women, local self-government, and universal
suffrage. The Provisional Government lost power to Lenin and
the Bolsheviks because it lacked prestige, it could not keep order
in the rural areas, and it pressed on with an unpopular war.

Mazour says only that the Provisional Government's pro-
gram was less attractive than the Bolsheviks' promises of imme-
diate peace, land reforms, and factories given over to the work-
ers. Beers cites Lvov's and Kerensky's liberal reformsfree-
dom of speech and religion as well as equality before the law.
But the refusal of the government to end the war and to redis-
tribute the land immediately and its failure to grant higher
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wages and more food to the city workers led to its downfall, ac-
cording to Beers. All of this is true, but students might well
wonder how its leaders could have made so many "mistakes."

The texts miss the opportunity to present a now-classic case
of liberals and social democrats, the moderate Center, vainly
struggling to create a free society in a poor and backward coun-
try drained by war and prey to extremists of left and right. The
conditions could hardly have been worse for the sudden change
from autocracy to Western-style constitutionalism. There was
no democratic tradition and almost no experience with parlia-
mentary government. The country was in the midst of a war
from which soldiers and civilians alike had suffered appalling
losses. Transport and food were short; competent administra-
tors scarce. Order collapsed in the countryside as peasants
seized lands and manor houses, killing or driving away the land-
lords. Army units rebelled or simply disbanded. In the capital,
the Provisional Government had to depend on troops obedient
to the workers' and soldiers' Soviet. Until nearly the end, most
members of the Government represented the small, middle, and
professional classes, and they were distrusted by workers and
peasants alike. In their eagerness to prove that Russia could be
the equal of her democratic allies, leaders of the Provisional
Government determined to continue the war against autocratic
Germany and to pursue land and industrial reform only in strict
legal ways, with proper compensation.

The failure of the Provisional Government was an incalcu-
lable historical tragedy. It is worth explaining fully what it

had done and what directions it was taking at the moment of its
overthrow. It had already decreed the eight-hour day and the
rights of unions to organize, strike, and have the results of their
collective bargaining sustained by the government. It had insti-
tuted freedom of speech, press, assembly, and religion. It issued
laws against racial persecution, abolished censorship and the
secret police, legalized all political parties, and freed political
prisoners. It planned for a meritocratic civil service and for free
and universal public education to age 12. In addition, it had set
the date for free elections, in which male and female voters alike
were to choose a constituent assembly that would draw up a
democratic constitution.

At the moment of its overthrow by the Bolsheviks, the Pro-
visional Government was composed of a majority of socialists
and social democrats committed to peace and demobilization,
land reforms that would give peasants their own holdings (Lenin
promised the same, with no intention of allowing it once in
power), government control of banking, and a broad program of
social legislation based on the British and German models. The
socialist parties other than the Bolsheviks were expected to
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dominate the new Constituent Assembly and did, in fact, win
more than 60 percent of the vote. Clearly, the survival of the
Provisional Government and the subsequent Assembly would
have meant a movement toward Russian social democracy.

The Bolshevik Revolution of October 1917 was a triumph of
force and propaganda over the kind of gradualist social reform
that Leninists, then and now, regard as their worst enemy. On
the Communist Revolution and its aftermath, our texts (except
for Kownslar, which offers no narrative on it at all) are some-
what more informative. Th.,, all say that the Bolsheviks were
never the majority but that Lenin engineered their takeover of
the Petrograd Soviet, to which most of the armed forces in the
capital looked for orders. The four texts make clear that once in
control of the guns, the Bolsheviks easily crushed the unarmed
Provisional Government.

Roselle and Wallbank then relate Lenin's dispersal by force,
in January 1918, of the only freely elected assembly in Russian
history. Bolsheviks formed only a minority in it and, in any case,
Lenin's revolutionary Marxism called for dictatorship by a disci-
plined party under his command. All texts present the course
and outcome of the civil war and the early development of the
U.S.S.R. Roselle, Mazour, and Beers mention Lenin's founding
of the Comintern in 1919, with its call for worldwide revolution,
but none cites the special venom he reserved for reformist
socialists. Only Beers describes Lenin's revival of the secret
police and his use of terror and liquidation of opponents. In the
other texts, the later Stalinist dictatorship appears to be less a
continuation of Lenin's rule than it was in fact.

There are also serious problems in the textbooks' treatment
of Stalin's totalitarian regime. Kownslar starts badly by compar-
ing Stalin to "an absolute monarch," thus managing to distort
two entire eras of politics at once. The account of Stalinist
Russia occupies only three paragraphs, mentioning the abolition
of labor unions, forced industrialization, and the great purges. It
reports that Stalin set the army and secret police on his own
people, killing between 5 and 10 million. Left out are the horrors
of the forced collectivization of agriculture, the labor camps, the
rise of a privileged elite, the scope and character of the purge
trials, and the irony of the model constitution of 1936.

Wallbank begins curiously on Stalin, stat .g that "until the
mid-1930s, he was careful to consult others and to act
modestly," but then describes millions of peasants starving to
death because of forced collectivization. Wallbank reveals the
"Stalinization" of Soviet culture and the false promise of the
Stalin constitution. A graphic paragraph portrays Stal;Ti's

"reign of terror" over the Russian people, the hundreds of thou-
sands shot, and the millions sent to forced labor camps and
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never heard from again.
oselle's account of collectivization and industrialization

IA-notes the brutality, the ruthlessness, and the freedoms
"trampled on in the race to reach statistical goals." Millions died
of starvation or were killed by the troops sent to enforce Stalin's
orders. Roselle is clear 41,nrit the meaningless constitution of
1936, the rise of the "new class system" dominated by the new
managerial elite, and the state's practice of consigning its op-
ponents to slave labor.

Beers' treatment of the Stalin era makes several of the same
points, but it omits the raper constitution of 1936 Along with
an account of the purges, xieert: includes a separate box on the
farce of Bukharin's trial and execution. Beers is the only text
that includes a brief general definition of totalitarianism, though
it is made to seem a particular creation of Stalin's.

Ma 'our is somewhat briefer than the latter two and less
incisive. On the collectivization of farmlands, the text states
only that hundreds of thousands of the "wealthier peasants"
were executed, jailed, or sent into exile. Mazour fast describes
Stalin's purges as targetting party of _als "disloyal to him" but
latex allows that by 1938 nearly eight million had been arrested,
deported, executed, or put to forced labor. Mazour's way of
introducing Stalin's dictatorship is misleading:

The czars had used secret police and spies maintain
their absolute rule. Now Stalin used similar tactics. Under
Stalin, the Russians were still ruled by fear.

The passage wrongly suggests that Lenin and the Communist
party had not previouslyand oftenused spas, secret )olice,
arbitrary arrest, execution, and deportation to Siberia. Norse
perhaps, it equates czarist and Stalinist terror as though
Nicholas II's ramshackle apparatus was somehow to be com-
pared with the dreadful efficiency and unprecedented scale of
Stalin's assault on his own people.

It is a failure of all the texts that they make Stalin himself so
personally responsible for Soviet totalitarianism, as though its
central features were not inherent in revolutionary Marxist
dogma. In principle, no means were too harsh, no cost was
counted for the achievement of its ecal ed aspirations. Everyone
not wholly subservient was an enemy; worst of all were those
socialists ("social fascists" in later Communist jargon) who
sought peaceful amelioration of working people's lives. Lenin
could not have been plainer (.:r these points, in word or action.

Partly in response to the threats (real zd imagined) of
Bolshevism and also out of the war's traumatic effects, there
arose a second, fascist brand of totalitarianism, the most viru-
lent form of which took shape in German Nazism. How well do
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the world history texts explain the collapse of the Weimar
Republic and the character of the Nazi regine that followed it?

As in the case of the Russian Provisional Government, no text
explicitly sets forth the Weimar Republic's problem a.. .-.ne of
democracy in trouble, from which students might draw certain
political lessons. Nor does any text bother to say the obvious:
that the coming of Communism to Russia and of Nazism to Ger-

many inexorably shaped the dangerous world the students now
live in. Even the best account of the failure of democrats in
Russia and Germany leaves to the teacher the role of responding
to the students' query, "What of it?"

To begin with the more complete accounts, Beers devotes
two pages to the problems of Weimar and the rise of Hitler. The
text cites the Republic's discredit for having signed the Ver-
sailles treaty and the Rightists' charge that Germany was not
defeated militarily but stabbed in the back by Jews, liberals, and
Communists. It also notes the repeated assaults made on the
Weimar regime by extremists of Left and Right--but not the ac-
tive cooperation between Communist and Nazi factions in at-
tacks on social democrats. On economic problems, Beers offers
that "the inflation of the early 1920s and, later, the Great
Depression swelled the ranks of the discontented." Beers then
turns to the nationalist, racist, anti-Semitic, and anti Communist
appeals of Adolph Hitler, his promises of prosperity to every
class, and the support he received from some business leaders.
Beers stresses the Nazis' windfall from the Depression: "As
unemployment rose, thousands of desperate people flocked to
local Nazi party headquarters in search of a free meal and
companionship."

Mazour and Roselle each allot about a page to the subject.
The latter adds to Beers' explanation of Weimar's weak

nesses the direct effects of world war: losses of men and wealth,
the humiliation of defeat, the veterans' vain search for work,
and the burdens of reparations on the economy. Roselle also
moms the widespread fear of Communism among middle and
business classes and stresses the importance of the Depression
in finally opening the way to power for Hitler.

Mazour begins by explaining that Weimar was never popu-
lar, was thought of as Wilson's creature, and was blamed for
signing a humiliating peace. Beyond the points made by Beers
and Roselle, Mazour describes Hitler's appeal to the Germans'
frustration, self-pity, and hatreds. Also emphasized is the im-
pact of the Depression on middle class voters who earlier had
seen "their savings destroyed" by inflation and who remained
afraid of Communism.

Wallbank's and Kownslar's accounts are slightly briefer.
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The former, however, reports the plight of the democratic,
socialist Center assaulted by both extremes as "traitors" for ac-
cepting Versailles and implies that the Center was further
undermined by inflation's ruin of the middle and lower bour-
geoisie. The Republic's helplessness in the face of unemploy-
ment in and after 1930 alienated the young, comments Wall-
bank. To the more familiar points on anti-Semitism, Wallbank
adds the envy felt by some Germans of the Jews' success in the
professions and the arts. They were all the easier to picture as
scapegoats for every ill Germany suffered.

Like Wallbank, Kownslar crams many major points into a
brief page. But the text does not connect them to the particular
fears and interests of individual groups, except in the case of the
middle class, which turned to Hitler because it was "tired of
inflation and afraid of a Communist revolution." To attract the
middle class, Hitler "turned against the workers and unions,"
explains Kownslar, "because they were supporters of the
Commui ist party." Kownslar does not add that this was only
Hitler's claimand largely untrue. There is no mention of anti-
Semitism as part of Hitler's campaign to power, but Kownslar
gives the Nazi persecution of the Jews, the Nuremburg Laws,
and the Holocaust two vividly written pages immediately after.

What have the texts left out that could have better informed
students on the death of Weimar? As suggested above, an ex-
plicit statement on democracy's fragility in the face of its own
inability to satisfy people's hunger for national dignity and
equality and for security in their work and property. The prob-
lems of the 1920s did not of themselves topple the regime, but
they spread the hostility and indifference that left it open to the
onslaught of a man possessed of peculiar genius and political
force.

At the critical moment, few were ready to rush to the
Republic's defense. Every group had reason to be angry or apa-
thetic: patriots of all classes, the Junker aristocracy, the unem-
ployed, the veterans with no role in society, academicians and
the student generation, landowners and industrialists, workers
whose wages were cut (and whose unions seemed powerless to
resist), and vast segments of the middle and lower-middle
classes, doubly shaken by inflation and depression but deter-
mined not to fall into the proletariat. And, not least, the respec-
table religious folk shocked by the lewdness and amorality of
much of Weimar culture, in cabaret, theater, song, and film,
which the Nazi "purifiers" could blame on Jews and Leftists.
To Puritans and patriots, the Republic lacked dignity, probity,
and competence; it was utterly without higher purpose. They
wanted very much to believe in Hitler's promise to bring back
the good old days of Germany's short-lived greatness, without
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cost or disturbance to anyone but a few "non-Germans."
The horrors of the Nazi regime are for the most part effec-

tively portrayed in all of the texts. As noted above, Kownslar
devotes two pages of detail on the fate of the Jews, pointing out
that they made up only one percent of the Geri an population.
He then chronicles the anti-Semitic laws, the violence of

Kristallnacht, the ghettoization, and the hardly imaginable
"Final Solution"the extermination of 6,000,000 European
Jews along with millions of Slays and other victims deemed
"inferior."

Wallbank, like Kownslar, offers grisly pictures, plus a
special boxed photo and description of Anne Frank. Roselle,
Mazour, and Beers are briefer, but use graphic language and
striking pictures. The Holocaust is one subject upon which
these texts cannot be faulted, though they are less clear on the
mass imprisonment and execution of Nazism's opponents,
members of t1 e resistance in Germany and elsewhere.

Finally, in dealing with the totalitarians, these authors miss
the chance to compare Communist and Nazi ideologies and then
to contrast them with the main tenets of liberal democracy. Of
all our texts, only Beers has a paragraph on totalitarianism in
general, and it does not deal with ideas. Fascist 1;azi ideology is
only briefly touched upon in these books and is not explicitly
contrasted to Communism, except for single short paragraphs in
Mazour and Wallbank. With a little more detail, students could
readily see why Communist ideas have been so much more
widely attractive than those of Fascism-Nazism and why they
present greater competition to those of liberal democracy.

Against the fascist insistence on one nation's or one race's
superiority, the Communist pose' universal human equality.
Against fascist Social Darwinism and the glories of mile u-ism
and war, the Communist portrays a disarmed world i in
peace. Against fascism's insistence on the strong leans, and
rigid hierarchies of power and privilege, Communism responds
with a self-governing, classless society. In practice, of course,
they have proved to be very much alike. At the end of Darkness
at Noon, Koestler's Rubashov asks which uniform his execu-
tioner wears.

It is not often said that the Communists and fascists have
certain ideas in common, too. Foremost is their common hostil-
ity to liberal mid social democracy, with its political give-and-
take. Sure of their ultimate truths, and arrogantly utopian, they
are contemptuous of the individual mind and spirit; they reject
the skeptical, open-ended liberal ideal of learning. Language is
not an objective vehicle for arriving at truth with others; it is a
device to inculcate dogma or to stir emotion and action. While
fascism allows private property to the docile, both reject free
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enterprise in favor of state direction of the economy. The liberal
democratic notion of the individual as central and sacro-
sanct--hence the whole panoply of civil rights and freedomsis
dismissed. History and society are moved not by individuals, but
by state, wation, or leader according to fascism and by the eco-
nomic fo,.ces of history, hurried along by the initiated few,
according to revolutionary Marxism. All of this ought to be a
fundamental part of a student's political education.

Less often noted, moreover, are those ideas the totalitarians
have in common that pose genuine moral challenges to liberal
democracy. Both attack its materialism, its self-indulgence, its
profit-driven frivolity, the amorality of its popular culture, and
the corruption of its politics. Both fascists and Communists
claim their readiness to sacrifice for the good of the future; they
accuse the liberal system of seeking only the comforts of the
moment. Democracy betrays its own vaunted morality, they
argue, by refusing to accept its responsibility to fute genera-
tions and to the wider world of its time. Such questions are not
ordinarily raised in textbooks, but perhaps they ought to be,
particularly at those moments when democratic countries have
not appeared at their best, as when they failed to guard their
security and honor in the 1930s.

The textbooks also neglect to note that great numbers of
citizens some leaders in Russia and Weimar Germany could
not see that the totalitarian "cures" being proposed were infi-
nitely worse than the ailments of their own societies. They lost
faith in a Center that did not seem to be holding. In leaving this
point unmentioned, the texts again fail to dramatize the perils of
moderate democrats caught between Left and Right. 'I heir earl-
ier lapse, in not stressing those forces undermining the Russian
Provisional Government in 1917 and the Weimar Republic in
the early 1930s, deprives students of insights they need in order
to recognize cG.iditions that are hostile to free governments.
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APPEASEMENT AND yvl
DEMOCRATIC
FOREIGN POLICY la

In the 1930s, the Western democracies repeatedly failed to
take a firm stand against Italian and German aggression
and failed also to rearm sufficiently to deter Hitler from

going to war. No one doubts that Hitler was the aggressor. But
the conventional wisdom is that the weakness of the democra-
cies, France and Britain in particular, must be held partly
responsible for the coming of World War II. Winston Churchill
called it "The Unnecessary War." The lesson drawn ever since
is the need to maintain at least an equal balance of military
power and to meet each ar., or threat, of aggression with deter-
mined resistancearmed force, if need be. Only thus can
aggression be stopped and a major war prevented.

Some British and French statesmen were saying so at the
time, but they were unable to carry the public or their govern-
ments with them. Why not? Why should there have been such
resistance to an argument that seems self-evident now? Was it,
as some say, a failure to cherish democratic values and institu-
tions, a refusal to risk anything--including tax moneyto de-
fend themselves against their enemies? Was it simply a selfish
indifference to the fate of othersEthiopians, Spaniards, Aus-
trians, Czechs, and the domestic victims of the dictators? And
the wishful thought, as Churchill said, that the crocodile would
eat them last? Was it, in sum, essentially a failure of character
and intelligence that democratic people can hope to educate
themselves out of? Or were the circumstances of the 1930s such
that we would be unjust and unrealistic to suppose that anyone
would have acted differently? Finally, does the era have any-
thing useful to say about the problem of making foreign policy
in a democracy?
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Textbooks should pose such questions at the start, to engage
students and to set forth the drama and the significance of
appeasement. World War II tore a great hole into the middle of
the century. Before it was over, the world entered the age of
atomic war, the Soviet Union had mastered half of a Europe
once more devastated, tens of millions of soldiers and civilians
were dead, the Cold War of superpowers was launched, and
most of the colonial world was in revolution. Could all of this
have been avoided if only the democracies had held firm? What
were they thinking of?

Once more, our textbooks by their nature are not organized
around the adventures and misadventures of democracy, so we
cannot expect deep explorations of these questions. But is there
enough hard material offered so that the teacher may do so?
Certain basics would be necessary: first, a clear narrative of the
advances of the Axis dictators and, in each case, the nature of
British and French responses (or lack thereof). Next, an explora-
tion of reasons for the passivity of the democraciesincluding a
discussion of the economic, social, and political conditions that
preoccupied them at hometogether with the prevailing ortho-
doxies of thought about foreign and military policy in the 1930s.
And, finally, to stir debate and some critical thought, a funda-
mental question: Given their many problems and their set no-
tions about war and diplomacy, is it reasonable to expect the
democracies to have acted differently? Or, given similar circum-
stances, would they act differently in the future?

None of the texts, even those with the longest accounts,
succeeds in laying quite enough groundwork. It is not a matter
of space but of selection and organization of material. Of them
all, Beers' four pages headed "The Road to War" (Chapter 33,
"The World at War") are closest to adequate. But their impact
is lessened by problems of organization. Several victories en-
joyed by the dictators appear only in prior chapters: Hitler's
unanswered violation of the Versailles treaty when he rearmed
in 1935 (justified, Hitler said, by the size of the Soviet army);
Britain's agreement to a naval treaty with Hitler in 1935, even
though they both violated Versailles; Mussolini's attack on Ethi-
opia; and the League's collapse. Beers' main narrative of
aggression and appeasement, then, begins with Axis interven-
tion in the Spanish Civil War. In France, the Popular Front
government failed to intervene to rescue the Spanish Republic
lest it antagonize the French Right (and the British, though
Beers does not say so). Unhappily, Beers' explanation of the
fierce social and political conflicts in France occurs two chapters
earlier, so the projection of the Left-Right split into every
foreign policy issue is not clear. Next, the Beers text relates
Hitler's reoccupation of the Rhineland in 1936 and Franco-
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British inaction on this double violation of Versailles and
Locarno. It cites the British belief that Germans had a right to
occupy German national territory and the French refusal to act
without British support.

Following the account of Hitler's annexation of Austria,
Beers has a section headed "The Policy of Appeasement." This
first lays out a number of British attitudes: horror over the car-
nage of the first war, the pacifism that followed, the remoteness
of Europe to the British, the fear of Soviet power, and the feel-
ings of guilt over the Allies' harsh treatment of Germany in
1919. Beers adds that many Frenchmen shared such views.
Moreover, they were resigned not to act without British help.
And French morale and determination were sapped by internal
hatreds. American isolationism is also mentioned, though not
linked as it could be with British and French hesitations. That
Beers puts all this before the Munich crisis makes that sur-
render easier to understand. The rest of the story follows, from
Prague to the Nazi-Soviet pact to the invasion of Poland.

Starting with this material, teachers could develop a foreign
policy lesson on appeasement along the lines suggested below.
But none of the other texts provides enough background.
Mazour and Roselle, like Beers, also weaken their presentation
by placing French and British domestic problems in prior chap-
ters. In Mazour, they appear three chapters earlier, as does
France's building of the Maginot Line (without noting that it im-
plied a defensive military strategy at odds with French obliga-
tions to eastern allies), and the signing of the Franco-Soviet
pact, (without remarking that it divided the French bitterly).
Hitler's re-armament of Germany and his reoccupation of Lhe
Rhineland (without explanation of French inaction) also appear
here.

Mazour continues with the 1931 Japanese attack on Man-
churia and Italy's defeat of Ethiopia. (But the text does not ex-
plain the role of Britain and France in first demanding, then
abandoning, League sanctions; thus the League appears to act
by itself.) The Spanish Civil War follows; then comes Hitler's
annexation of Austria and the Czech crisis. Under a section
headed "Appeasement at Munich," Mazour says that "Cham-
berlain and Daladier were eager to avoid war at any cost."
There is no further explanation of the foreign policies of the
Western democracies.

Like Mazour, Roselle scatters the relevant mate: ial, but he
offers less than two pages on the "Prelude to General War."
The Rhineland coup and French inaction are passed over with-
out explanation, there is but a single sentence on events in
Austria, and the only comment on the Munich crisis is that war
was "temporarily avoided by appeasementthat is, by giving in
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to Hitler." The reasons are nowhere examined.
Wallbank's Chapter 32, "World Depression and War,

1929-1945," is better organized and starts well by observing
that Hitler did not bring on World War II by himself:

After World War I, the nations of Europe faced major
problems in trying to return to peacetime economies.
Partly because of these problems, Britain and France
could not agree on a common policy toward Germany. As
a result, the restrictions against Germany in the Treaty of
Versailles were not well enforced. Hitler was quick to
take advantage of Anglo-French disagreements to build
up German power and follow an aggressive foreign policy.

The League's failure to act against Japan's aggression in
China is explained by other countries' preoccupation with the
depression, their desire to trade with Japan, and the British and
French aversion to war after their huge casualties in 1914-18.
After single sentences on German re-armament, the Ethiopian
War, and German remilitarization of the Rhineland, Wallbank
remarks only that British and French public opinion "was
strongly against war." Through the Spanish War, Austria, and
Munich, there is no other explanation beyond the British desire
to avoid war at all costs.

Kownslar's Chapter 28, "Creming World War II," is not
very helpful, starting with the misinformation that after World
War I the "Etc-opean countries did everything possible to pre-
vent a renewal of German strength." Kownslar does not say
that the Britsh did not share French fears of Germany, that they
followed different policies, but that the French nonetheless
were convinced that the two had to stand together against com-
mon enemies. The narrative of Hitler's violations and aggres-
sions occupies only two paragraphs. Appeasement is mentioned
("The British and French treatment of Hitler was called appease-
ment.") But there is no explaining it beyond British and French
beliefs that Hitler would "reunite (sic) only former German (sic)
territories."

A closer look at appeasement is necessary if students are to
appreciate the problem of making foreign policy in an open soci-
ety, especially since the ten-n is still so commonly used and
abused in our political discourse. The issues are certainly not
beyond the comprehension of high school students. They will in-
stantly recognize most of the popular attitudes of the 1930s and
easily grasp what is meant by a "prevailing orthodoxy"an
assumption so widely shared that to question it is to elicit either
a yawn or a scolding. Let them put themselves in the place of a
statesman like Winston Churchill, to asure what chance they
would have had at turning public opinion around on the issues of
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re-armament and risking war with Hitler.
What was the condition of the public mind in Britain and

France at the time? Beers and Wallbank suggest a few points,
but let us add more, arranging them under three broad head-
ings: first, general ideas and mind sets; second, favorite ',leas of
liberals and the Left; and third, favorite ideas of conservatives
and the Right. First under general ideas and mind sets is the ob-
vious fact that most people do not usually think abou ' foreign
policy at all. The British and Frenchas well as the Ames:-
icanshad compelling reasons to be obsessed with the problems
of depression at home and with its political, social, and personal
ravages. The depression not only helped the dictators to power,
it distracted their victims.

Next'
many said that Hitler could not really mean to risk war

only 20 years after the outbreak of World War I. It would
be obviously so horrible, not least for the Germans. Hitler must
have been bluffing, or he must have been arming only to keep
Germans employed. There was no need toarm in response and,
besides, arms produced in the mid-1930s would be obsolete if
war should ever come later. People also still had faith in formal
international agreements. If Hitler had violated the Treaty of
Versailles, it was because the Treaty was unjust and had not
been freely agreed to by Germany. As a German, Hitler had no
choice, but whatever he himself signed, he would surely honor.

Then, there was a general misunderstanding of totalitarian-
ism, still a new phenomenon on earthand many newspapers
played clown the accurate accounts of Nazi bestiality sent back
by their own correspondents in Berlin.

The British and French were aware that the United States
was deeply isolationist; this time there would be no rescue from
abroad. There was also a generally shared conviction that it was
simply too expensive to re-arm; people recalled the dreadful
inflation and the soaring government deficits born of the war.
Re-armament would thwart attempts at economic recovery, the
experts said (in those innocent days before they discovered that
building arms produced the look of a healthy economy).

Many people alternately felt secure or afraid, or both at
once. That is, neither the British nor the French feared actual
conquest. There was the Channel; there was the Maginot Line.
But fear of air bombardment was common. Its horrors were the
stuff of that decade's science fictionand ever implied in
Hitler's repeated threats, artfully couched in offers of treaties to
ban the bombing of cities.

Finally, there was, as Beers and Wallbank point out, the
deep pacifism born of the slaughter so fresh in people's memo-
ries, a deep pacifism affecting every class and rank in British
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and French society, reaching even into the military. None of the
texts gives sufficient attention to the deep revulsion to war's
carnage as depicted, for example, in Erich Maria Remarque's
All Quiet on the Western Frmt,. published in English in 1929, a
year after its appearance in Germany.

Among liberals arc! the Left ran the convictions that wars
were caused by munitions makers' thirst for profits and that dis-
armament was the only way to peace. Whatever needed doing
on the international scene should be done by the League, not by
nation-states. Moreover, Germany had been wronged by the
Versailles settlement, which had been forced upon her. Britain
and France had no moral standing to condemn others, however
reprehensible, until they ceased their own oppressions of col-
onial peoples and their working classes at home. Let tax money
flow to programs promoting employment and social welfare, not
to arms.

Many conservatives and the Right rejected the League,
refusing to contemplate any international commitment until the
immediate interests of their nations were touched. They called
for businessmen to run governmental and foreign affairs, men
of practical experience who could make deals with foreign lead-
ers, including Hitlerwho surely was practical enough to see
where his own business interests lay. They distrusted career
diplomats and academicians who claimed to know Europe and
who theorized over balances of power (had these not brought
the first war?) or moralized over fascist thuggery. Conservatives
were convinced that Communism was the greater menace;
whatever weakened Hitler might also endanger the capitalist
West. Nazi oppressions were exaggerated by Jews and Leftists
to divert public attention from Communist expansionism. And
there were the lessons of recent history. The conservatives in
Britain distrusted the French, as the French in general dis-
trusted the British who, in turn, had long ago abandoned any
pretense of enforcing the Versailles treaty. Many on both sides
(not only conservatives) were sure that the first war could have
been avoided had they not been entangled with the Russians.

To one extent or another, all of these attitudes also affected
American public opinion. In addition, there was substantial sup-
port for Mussolini and Hitler, particularly in the early 1930s,
among Italian-Americans and German-Americans. There was
generalized suspicion of the League as an alliance of the victors,
bent only on freezing the status quo, and lingering resentment of
the British and French refusal to pay their debts. And both
liberals and conservatives feared the government controls, the
curbs on free expression and free enterprise, that another war
would bring.

These bundles of views have three characteristics in com-
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mon: first, the search for economy, especially lower taxes and
less sacrifice; second, the failure to understand the character
and aims of the Nazi regime; and third, the refusal to face the
need for maintaining a military balance of power against poten-
tial enemies. Unless most of these prevailing orthodoxies could
be overturned, the only choice for democratic governments was
to appease and to hope for the best. But for a politician to chal-
lenge received truth, daily repeated by the press, is to risk politi-
cal suicide. Can one expect political leaders to open themselves
very often to attack from simplifiers who already have public
opinion on their side?

What, then, are the lessons of the 1930s that the textbooks
might have suggested? First, that 4-",e popular notions of the
time were often direct consequences of people's experiences
from 1914 onward. It would be as useless to rail against them as
to scold the tide for coming in. They had every reason to think
they were applying history's lessons, as we think we do today.
Second, that political leaders will, quite understandably, usually
make the choices that are easiest to explain, given the prevailing
notions of the time. Third, that they are likely to risk making
counterarguments only if they have some assurance that the
public is educated enough to the world's complications to under-
stand what they are trying to say. Fourth, that the level of his-
torical and political education required is sure to be high,
because each particular episode of foreign policy must be ex-
amined afresh and on its own. There are no easy analogies.

Moreover, it is usually necessary to keep several, often
paradoxical, ideas in mind at once. For example, a country must
sometimes appease a potential enemy and arm against him, all
at the same time and often at great cost. In the 1930s, appease-
ment was probably necessary to prepare the democratic peoples
to fight. To nourish morale at home (and to maintain good rela-
tions with allies), governments had to try to satisfy the seeming-
ly legitimate demands a' Germany. However regrettable it may
seem to some, this requirement that democracy's cause for war
be just is undetachable from the democratic vision itself. The
national honor of democracies rests upon it. This is what
Churchill meant when he pleaded, in the 1930s, for "arms and
the covenant," that is, British willingness to bear the costs of
rearmament and willingness to bear the costs of negotiation, too.

Without question, another lesson from the era of appease-
ment is that democratic foreign policy is likely to cost more than
others an important lesson to keep in mind in the post-war
world, as many Americans do today. But it is a lesson undis-
co7erable in these textbooks, for none provides a close, discrim-
inatng look at the motives and conditions behind appeasement.

What, then, are
the lessons of the

1930s that the
textbooks might
have suggested?
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DEMOCRACY IN THE
WORD SINCE 1945 A

Almost any study of the peoples of the globe, unless it
were downright misleading, would con:flute some-
thing to education for democracy. Knowing ourselves

and others as the end of the 20th century draws near is part of
any citizen's education. But for that solid comprehension of
democracy's adventure we want students to acquire, textbooks
ought to provide particular information on the world since 1945.
First, a dependable account of the origins and character of the
Cold War. Second, the democracies' response to the Cold War
and to the larger consequences of the Second World War.
Third, a coherent view of democracy's progress and prospects
in the many new nations created out of the collapse of European
imperialism and throughout the Third World generally. Finally,
a summing up of the present situation for free government and
human rights in the world and of the long-term challenges they
must expect to face.

Generally, our texts do quite well on the first and second re-
quirements, providing fairly objective treatment of the Korean
and Vietnam conflicts. They are less helpful in sorting out the
forms of government and political practices of the new and
poorer nations. And they do not offer any summary of where
democracy now stands or what the future may hold in threats or
opportunities. In general, their treatment of world history since
1945 is hasty, without clear lines of organization or analysis of
significant questions.

To begin with the Cold War, only Kownslar's account is
misleading. Inexplicably, the text claims the Cold War began
before World War II, when "communism became a dominant
political system in many Eastern European countries." The
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basic fact of the Red Army's advance and occupation of Eastern
Europe is absent, and students are told only that the Soviet
Union "was able to gain i-"uence over some of the Eastern
European states." Winston Churchill's Iron Curtain is defined
as an "invisible boundary" behind which "the eastern group [of

nations] favored the policies of the Soviet Union." Yet
Kownslar is later quite forthright on the meaning of the Berlin
Wall and on the Soviet crushing of resistance in Hungary and
Czechoslovakia.

Kownslar's entire closing portion is marred by a confused
organization that first covers the United States at home to the
present, then describes a wide range of world events only in
relation to American foreign policy, and only thereafter pulls the
student backward in time to begin separate chapters on Latin
America, Europe, Asia, and Africa. The whole unit, called
"Your World," gives the impression of a rush to the finish, lack-
ing any organizing theme or questions. The geographical cover-
age, country by country, merely piles up facts in dizzying fash-
ion. Ostensibly designed for weaker students, avoiding ideas
throughout, this text may instead add obstacles for themand
put burdens on any teacher desiring to reach further than a day
quiz. Its problems are not lessened by an 80-page "Book of
Readings" at the end. Its snippets are too brief and too random-
ly chosen to be useful, except for occasional titillation. They are
witness to the author's lack of central themes and significant
questions.

All the other texts offer adequate accounts of the Cold War.
None pretends to take up the revisionist debate; each is content
to state the obvious. With its armies in occupation of all Eastern
Europe, the Soviet Union had determined to rule the whole
area, contrary to wartime promises and to the clear desires of
the populations. Elections were rigged and even the most coop-
erative non-Communists were purged or exiled. The added
threats to Greece and Turkey stirred the Truman Doctrine of
"containment," a word all but Kownslar use and explain. All, in-
cluding Kownslar, describe the Berlin blockade and the Wall,
with the armed interventions of the Soviet Union. Most empha-
size the Hungarian tragedy, adding pictures to the narrative.

All of the texts deal forthrightly with the Marshall Plan and
NATO as the basic responses of the Western democracies to the
economic ravages of war and to the need for a new balance of
pc wer in Europe. But none takes the opportunity to contrast
these actions to the inaction of the period after World War I.
Notably in the economic sphere, the United States and other
democracies had absorbed the lesson of total war's massive dis-
locations. They saw that all economies, including that of the
unscathed United States, would suffer grievously once more (as
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they had in the 1920s and in the Depression) without massive ef-
forts to restore productivity and purcirsing power. None of the
to is mentions Cie benefits of the Marshall Plan to our own
postwar economy, though it is a striking example of enlightened
self-interest in democratic policy making on economic matters.
Likewise, no text contrasts NATO to the American (and British)
pre-war refusal of commitment to defend Western Europe.
Democratic peoples were, after applying what they saw as
lessons of history to defend their common freedom and values.

The textbooks' accounts of our wars in Korea and Vietnam
are brief and unobjectionable, though not always connected to
the doctrine of containment that has dominated American
foreign since the late 1940s. The importance of Korea to
the strategic situation of the United States and to Japan is not
discussed. On Vietnam, all but Kownslar describe Ho Chi Minh
as a Communist leader bent on unifying Vietnam under revolu-
tionary Marxism, and they are also clear on the social inequities
and lack of reform in South Vietn--:n. They do not, however,
st:ggest the dilemma these two facts posed for United States
policy and American public opinion. All of the texts set forth the
repressive nature of the triumphant Communist regime and the
flow of refugee "boat people" to escape it. And all but Kowns:ir
and Roselle find time to relate the horrors of Pol Pot's Khmer
Rouge as they practiced genocide on their own Cambodian
people.

As they turn to the many new regimes of the postwar world
in Asia, Africa, and the Middle East and to the troubled coun-
tries of Latin America, the texts' performance falls off sharply.
Of them ati, Beers is the most satisfactory in paying attention to
the fate of political democracy and human rights. He is explicit,
for example, on the "trials of Indian democracy"the hunger
and poverty of a population soaring beyond the nation's capacity
to produce food and new jobs. On the other hand, Indians have
been tenacious in clinging to democratic forms and British-style
civil rights, in contrast to the military dictatorship of Pakistan.
Mazotz, Roselle, and Wallbank draw less clear distinctions in
this case, and Kownslar draws none. It is disappointing to find
these textbooks failing to address the force of ethnic, religious,
and nationalist hatreds, in India and elsewhere, which make the
achievement of stable, democratic societies so much more
difficult.

Also disappointing are the too-brief accounts of the Chinese
Revolution, its background in the 19203 and 1930s, its relation
to the Sc^ond World War, its twists and turns and significance.
Most texts are relatively bland on Macs great and violent Cul-
tural Revolution, saying at the most that it brought disorder or
"disrupted Chinese life" (Beers and Roselle). Only Kownslar, in
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a short biography on Mao in a ' -parate, closing section of the
book, cites experts who accuse him of killing as many as a mil-
lion Chinese "whom he regarded as unnecessary or unfit to be
ruled by him," and Kownslar adds that political prisoners had
no "protection of law as enjoyed in the United States."

On the other hand, Kownslar forgets entirely to include
postwar Japan, either in the closing Asia chapter or in the chap-
ter dealing with the United States and Asia. The great drama of
American-sponsored democratization in Japan is left untold.
The other texts include it, but rather blandly, without bringing
forth its remarkable features. Wallbank gives it a boldface head-
ing, "Japan Lost an Empire and Became a Democracy," but
only two sentences of text. Beers, Mazour, and Roselle all
devote at least two pages to postwar Japan. Beers desci ibes the
constitutional system, the American-style court system, and a
strong bill of rights, as well as a new egalitarian system of edu-
cation emphasizing democratic principles. 1.1'; adds those
reforms distributing land and business ownership more broadly,
closing with "The Japanese Economic Miracle." Roselle, too,
describes the new political and educational systems, though
more briefly. And Mazour is briefer still on democratization,
though stressing the need for greater care in United States rela-
tions with its "faithful ally."

On Africa and the Middle East, our texts resort to catalog-
ing detail, country after country, with bewildering rapidity and
few organizing themes. Roselle races through accounts of more
than 30 nations, with little comment on forms of government or
political behavior, except to pause for a bit on Israel, tensions in
the Middle East, South Africa, and the outrages of Idi Amin.
Roselle fails to group, or to generalize about, the many prob-
lems of Africa that make attempts at stable, free government so
difficult. Mazour begins with some general remarks on the char-
acter of African nationalism and later includes the problems
posed for many of the new African nations by the uiversity of
their peoples, languages, and cultures and by their economic
underdevelopment. But there is little analysis of political forms
and their workings.

Kcwnslar, as noted above, offers no organizing themes and
nearly nothing on political methods, except for a striking half-
page on Idi Amin's atrocities. Wallbanl. does suggest problems
general to Africalack of political experience, internal disuni-
ties, multiplicity of languages, and insufficient educationbut
does not present them as particularly vexing obstacles to liberal
politics. Again, E.eers is the most helpful. His chapter on Africa
devotes four pages to analyzing the problems of nationalism, in-
cluding lack of education and experience; internal rivalries
along ethnic, religious, and language linPs; lack of capital;
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uneven climate; poor soil conditions; overpopulation and
famine; and the slum life resulting from too-rapid urbanization.
All this precedes, and explains, a section called "Search for
Political Stability," which makes clear that, while most African
nations began by writing democratic constitutions, very few
have been able to combine freedom and stability for very long.

On the Middle East, there is little difference among the
texts. All recount in reportorial, abbreviated Time or Newsweek
style the establishment of Israel, the ensuing conflicts, the
Camp David agreements, the Iranian revolution, the hostage
crisis and the violence in Lebanon. The same is true of their nar-
ratives on South and Central America. One surprising exception
is Roselle, which fails to deal with contemporary Latin America
at alla disqualifying omission for a text in world history. In all
the other texts, the familiar themes of our daily newspapers and
nightly newscasts are presented. The Cuban revolution, the Bay
of Pigs, and the missile crisis are objectively covered, as arc most
of the major events in the larger countries of South America.

In no text, however, is the plight of democratic, eformers,
caught between the extremes of Left and Right, made explicit
or dramatic enough. The general conditions keeping them weak
are listedthe deep cleavages between the wealthy and the
poor, endemic political corruption, the power of the military,
population explosions and food shortag.?s, economic instability,
the effects of Cuban revolutionary activism, the legacies of past
American interventions but they are not helpfully linked to the
Center's struggle to survive. One of the best chances to connect
current problems with those of the past is lost.

Beers, overall the best of the textbooks, offers a more analy-
tical account of Latin American problems than the others. Fol-
lowing it is a helpful explanation of the social and military bases
of Left and Right in the regionand the frequent splits within
the middle class, though the absence of a viable center is again
not made explicit. Beers closes with an unhappy summary of
violations of human rights in Latin America by all sides. From
this, any studer..-reader could easily comprehend the obstacles
ahead, and the time and changes required before democrac, can
fairly be exp;:cted to thrive.

Mazour's treatment is next best, with nearly comparable
material on problems of population, urbanizatiou, housing, and
economic underdevelopment. Wallbank, although much briefer,
is incisive on the deep-seated economic and social problems of
Latin America and on the critical need for stable and predictable
world prices if these nations are to improve their rates of invest-
ment in productive enterprises. Wallbank is also more candid
than others on the character of dictatorial regimes. Castro is
described as behind guerrilla and terrorist movements in the
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Western hemisphere. American support for Allende's over-
throw in Chile and the brutality of the subsequent Pinochet
regime are also recounted. Kownslar is unanalytical, brief, and
overdetailed but similarly candid on Cuba and Chile. Unhappily,
the texts providing the fullest coverage are bland and even
evasive in their judgments of regimes and of American policies
toward them.

As noted at the beginning, none of the textbooks provides a
conclusion dealing specifically with the present situation of
liberal democracy in the world: where it thrives, where it strug-
gles, where it has yet to be born. From the materials just
reviewed, it is obvious that teachers and students could form im-
pressions about the more obvious cases, from Japan to the
Soviet Union, from Canada to Chile, from Israel to Uganda. But
closer analysis is missing ill most cases, because the central
theme is missing. It follows that the long-term challenges to be
expected in the future are not explicitly related to the particular
abilities, or disabilities, of democratic governments to meet
them. Some texts conclude with foreboding, stressing the dan-
gers from the population explosion, pollution, the waste of
resources, energy shortages, technological unemployment,
nuclear proliferation, and nuclear war. But they do not try to
suggest whether governments will tend to move toward more
freedom or to more authority as they struggle to cope with such
threats. Other texts end with optimism, stressing the benefits
and better life to b( expected from the continued progress of
science, medicine, a :a technology. Curiously, the spread of free
government and hu.nan rights finds no mention in their recital
of better things to come.



CONCLUSION:
DEMOCRACY'S
UNTOLD STORY

From all that has been said about the performance of
these five books, the conclusion must be evident. With -

o.1t carefully selecting themes to concentrate upon
leaving ow, a good deal from any text surveyed hereand add-
ing effective auxiliary materials, teachers would find it impos-
sible to focus on the evolution of democracy. These world
history texts leave the story of democracy largely untold. Its
ideas and principles are left unclear, incomplete. Its origins,
adventures, needs, and significance are nowhere systematically
presented. Relying on such books alone, teachers cannot teach,
and students cannot grasp, the compelling story of people's
struggles for freedcm, self-government, and justice on earth.

With certain exceptions noted above, the textbooks lose
chance after chance to develop the political sophistication of
students. From the very start, students find little reason for the
study of history or the connection its study might have with
intelligent citizenship. The texts do not tell them, and the same
is true, as we shall later see, of schoolbooks in United States
history and even in American government. The uses of histor:
are neither explicit nor implicit as the narrative proceeds.
Although each period, from ancient Greece to our time, could
offer vital lessons to democratic citizens, such lessons are for
the most part absent.

The history of the Greeks is recounted without their politi-
cal ideas and without the differing views of human nature that
underlay them. Sections on Roman history fail to include the
vigorous debate among historians over the causes for societal
decay, Judaism and Christianity find very little spacesubstan-
tially less than do non-Western religions and ancient cultures
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and the texts uniformly fail to explain the moral imperatives in
which democratic ideals find their roots. All of the texts are
silent on the medieval, feudal origins of constitutional govern-
ment. Free government's need for a balance of power in society,
and its origins out of that balance, is thus left behind from the
startand not thereafter rescued by the story of the 17th cen-
tury English Revolution.

Enlightenment ideas, central to our early republic and to the
French Revolution, are, with the exception of the Beers

text, presented inadequately and without relation to their no-
tions of human nature and human needs. In like manner, partly
in consequence, the ideologies of the 19th centuryConserva-
tism, Liberalism, radical republicanism, socialism, and national-
ismare left unclear, though they are crucial for understanding
the world since 1800. Their assumptions, fears, and hopes are
still with us today, shaping our issues and limiting our choices.

What helps, and what hurts, the development of political
democracy and what are the special problems of democratic
moderates assaulted by extremists of Left and Right? Some
answers could begin with the contrast between English par-
liamentarism and French absolutism in the 17th century, but
these are not even attempted in the texts. Nor are they explicit
in the narratives of the French Revolution, the best place to
launch such lessons. They are nowhere to be found in the text-
books' accounts of the tragic collapse of democratic experi-
ments in the face of the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917 or the
Nazis' seizure of power in 1933.

The First World War's terrible interruption of political
democracy's progress and of general economic and social ameli-
oration in Europe is not made explicit. The war rendered the
world far less safe for democracy, but the subsequent rise of
Left and Right totalitarianism is only vaguely related to the
war's effects, as are the failures of the Western democracies to
prevent a second and greater conflict, shaping the world in
which we live. Essential fo students' perspective on world af-
fairs would be a critical re-examination not only of appeasement
in the 1930s but of the "lessons" repeatedly drawn from it. It is
axiomatic that each episode in foreign policy must be studied on
its own, not as an easy-to-read copy of some other episode.

',me of what was learned from 1914 was germane to the 1930s;
much of it was not. The same is no doubt true of what was
learned from the 1930s in relation to crises already undergone
and yet to come for us.

For democratic, sovereign citizens, a sophisticated grasp of
their own history and of other people's history and culture is
indispensable. Unhappily, the history of democracy is not effec-
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tively presented in these textbooks. But neither are other sig-
nificant themes. Even to follow the thread of modernization is
difficult, given the oversupply of fact and the rarity of interpre-
tation. Clearly, these textbooks demonstrate in themselves the
impossibility of presenting a coherent, compelling version of
world history in a single course. To persist in the attempt is to
persist in failure, courting student boredom at best and student
alienation at worst.

Two major changes are required, to begin with. The first is
to expand the history curriculum, as argued earlier. The second
is to produce textbooks that reflect the authors' clear choice of
critical questions and themes to follow through. For the educa-
don of citizens, one of these must be the origins, development,
and problems of democracy in the world. One way of presenting
it, and of revising texts to make it easier, has been offered here.
There are other ways, and teachers should be encouraged to
draw from many sources as they put together their own courses,
best suited to their own strengths and interestsand to those of
their students.

Critics of world history, both friendly and unfriendly, have
suggested added themes to pursue, other ways to organize texts
and courses. One is modernization, the worldwide application of
technology. To avoid an excessively Western approach, this
theme could be conceived as the transition from traditional to
modern societies. Still another is the origins and evolution of the
world's most influential religions and ideologies. Another is the
story of economic, military, cultural, and religious interaction
and exchange among the major civilizations of the world.

Another, still popular and implied in the onward-and-
upward language of high school textbooks, is history as human
progress, in which modernization is accepted as mainly bene-
ficent. But only some is, and much certainly is not. A critical
view of modernization, in which students are stirred constantly
to draw distinctions, would be more realistic and more interest-
ing, though perhaps controversial in some quarters.

In quite another mode, world history could as well be
taught, at least part of the time, to reveal the ever-shifting forms
of human aggression, greed, exploitation, cruelty, pride, and
folly. Each has assumed so many guises, stratagems, and fine
words of justification that students might be fascinateu. True,
as the world has modernized, technology has allowed a larger
audience of relatively comfortable, untroubled onlookers. But
the essence of the game has not changed since the start of
recorded history. Such negativism may be unwelcome in
modern social studies. Still, it can be argued that political
democracy is all the more necessary if we cannot count upon an
inevitably rising curve of progress and human refinement. To

But the essence of
the game ha., not
changed since the
start of recorded

history.
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the extent that human failings persist, that evil and stupidity
abide, any degree of free self-government we can manage is all
the more precious.

Whatever the set of themes to be chosen for a given course
or textand there should be one or two to go along with the
story of democracy it is imperative that they be honestly
presented. It has been disappointing to find the textbooks so
often bland and evasive over controversial issues. It has been
disappointing at times to find them critical only of Western (and
sometimes Soviet) societies and actions, as though it would be
"ethnorentric" to hold Third World peoples to the same stan-
dards we apply to ourselves. The texts are too frequently pious,
reverential, and uncritical about non-Western religions, values,
and cultures, as though human failings were not common to all
mankind. It is hardly a promising approach to "global con-
sciousness," much less to sensible views of history and politics.
Ugly treatment of the weak or poor, strangers and minorities,
children, women, and the aged needs to be honestly pictured
regardless of the race, the religion, or the culture at issue.

It is a cardinal principle of historical study that one's wish
and preference must always give way before fact. We wish, for
example, ti at the new nations of Africa would be free, peaceful,
and prosperous, somehow to right the moral balance of the evil
done them by imperialism. But the fact is that many are political
and economic disasters, bringing suffering to their own people
and to their neighbors. Coups, assassinations, civil war, genocide,
lawlessness, and famine are as much the fruit of inept, sometimes
barbarous, leadership as of outside forces, old or new.

Honestly to face what goes wrong, at home and abroad, and
then to search for explanations regardless of their messiness, is
indispensable to informed citizenship. So is historical perspec-
tive. To return to the African example, under what conditions is
it reasonable to expect the emergence of stable democratic soci-
eties and how much time is reasonable to allow? Historical per-
spective reminds us that it took centuries for democracy to
evolve in the West, even under relatively favorable circum-
stances. To tell the truth about the failure of others in the world
in no way asserts that we were, or are, superior creatures. It is
inexcusable to be any less than wholly candid about everyone
equally; doing so can only hold back the slow, hard-won advance
of political good sense.

Finally, and to repeat, even the perfect text would hardly be
sufficient by itself. It has been said often enough that the whole
social studies curriculum requires change. But beyond books
and curriculum are the teachers and teaching conditicns. One
cannot convey the drama and perspective of history without
having been 'taught the subject well. Better education for
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democracy calls for revision of teacher preparation in the col-
leges and universities. The history major itself is too often inco-
herent, without pattern or sequence. Many university courses in
history and related subjects lack their own organizing questions
and themes that would help students to conceptualize the
courses they will later teach.

Perhaps at once the most crucial and the most difficult
reform will be to change the conditions of teaching. To prepare
materials and class discussions along the lines suggested here
will require time. To carry out discussions and to reflect on stu-
dent papers require still more time. Somehow schools must be
restructured to allow teachers the time, energy, privacy, quiet,
and authority they need to offer significant learning in effective
ways. Any improvement in American education would require
such changes, but the importance, the subtletiesand pleasures,
tooof education for democratic citizenship demand them.
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